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ABSTRACT 
The Geodetic network of Lcsotho as established by the Directorate of Overseas 
Surveys in the 19505, has been known to have distortions of several mete rs in some 
areas. This network is still ve ry much in use today. Several altcmpts were made to 
strengthen the DOS netwo rk. but these attempts were not lIsed for a complete 
read j uSlment. 
The SOllth A fric3n Control net. which completely surrounds Lcsotho, has recently 
been readjusted so as to bring it into sympathy with the WGS refe rence system used 
by GPS. I I has become urgent to similarly update the Lesotho control system. to 
enable economical use ofGPS survey ing methods. This thesis addresses the problems 
of updating the Lesotho control system and also of bringing existi ng data onto the 
updated sys tcm. 
This thesis first reviews the historical background of Lcsotho and that of its geodetic 
net work. 
Different sets of data were co llected and common points in the compared sets se lected 
for the analysis. The South African readjustment was chosen as the standard, because 
it is the m ost recent, derived with the support of the new zero-order South African 
contro l net. 
The data sets were ritted to the reference system lIsl ng eonformni transformations 
from lirsl lip to fourth order. These comparisons were used to detect Otuliers. They 
revealed systematic distortions in the oleicI' data. whieh cou ld be largely eliminated in 
the fourth-o rder trans lorm3tion. The opportunity to update control point co-ordinates 
a lso gave an opportunity to revisit the existing choice of us ing two map panels of the 
Gauss Conform projection. The distortions involved in using a s ingle Gauss Conform 
panel and a lso the UTM projection were investigated. 
A companson or all the methods and the recommendations concludes the sec tion. 
Soft ... \are was developed for transforming existing survey data onto the recommended 
upda ted reference system. 
The height sys tem lI sed in Lesotho is nlso reviewed because it form s part of the 
control net. The loc lIs is on heights in relation to gravity. because that bears on the 
relation of published ortholllctric hcights. wilh GPS-derivcd ellipsoidal heights. This 
section is mostly a lite ratu re review, starting with the theory of heights ancl gravi ty. 
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Chapter 1 Situation, history and mapping of Lesotho. 
1.1 Introduction 
This chapter gives the geography of Lesotho. It looks briefly at the changing borders 
of Lesotho since the Boers trekked across into Southern Africa. Then it goes on to 
describe the evolution of the mapping of Lesotho up to the current borders. The 
present status of geodetic network is presented. The purpose is to create a picture of 
the location and size of, and features found in Lesotho. 
1.2 The Geography of Lesotho 
Lesotho is an independent country in Southern Africa. It is completely surrounded by 
South Africa with no coastline. It lies between latitude 28° 35'S and 30° 40'S and 
longitude 27' and 29' 30' E (LSPP, 1984). The terrain is mostly highland with 
mountains, hills and plateaus, as it lies in the Drakensburg range. The highest point is 
at Thabana-Ntlenyana, 3 482m (Merry, 1990), in the southeast of Mokhotlong district. 
The lowest point is on the southeastern side of the country at the junction of the Senqu 
(Orange) and the Makhaleng rivers at 1400m. The total land area is 30 350 square 
ki lometres with a land boundary of 909 km. Only one third of the country area is 
considered lowlands; this is the Western part with an average width of 40 km. 
The population estimate was 2. 13m in 1999, with a growth rate of about 2 per cent per 
annum (Hutcheson, 1999). There is a higher concentration of people in the lowlands 
than in the highlands, perhaps because the western side, (the lowlands) is more 
developed than the mountainous side. 
The origin of Lesotho as an identifiable country arose during the colonial rule of the 
British Empire in the 18th century when the first recognised king of Basotho, 
Moshoeshoe I, realised that his nation and land were about to be conquered by the 
Boer settlers. The Boers stripped him most of his arable land and annexed it to the 
Orange Free State, and Moshoeshoe was left with the land then called Basutoland and 
now Lesotho. According to Eldredge (1993), the following maps outline some of the 
captured, bought or agreed upon land pieces and the remaining portion: 
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Figure 1.2 The changing borders of Lesolho, 1858 - 1872 
(Eldredge, 1993) 
(The scale on the above maps is about 1:2857 143) 
ElI enberger (1969) records the travels of the Basuto, their settlements in 
Bechuanaland and their migration and split towards the South until they settled at 
Ntsuanatsatsi, where most of them thought they originated from. This Ntsuanatsatsi. 
according to Ellenberger is "s ituated midway between the towns of Frankfort and 
Vrede in the Orange Free State", Ellenberger (1969, pI8). Most of these places have 
Sesotho names, which are becoming more and more obsolete. 
3 
All the same, the present border of Lesotho is that of the colonial boundary of 1872, 
after swaying back and forth as dictated by the settlers then and the subsequent 
colonial rulers. 
Note: The names of most places in most maps do not conform to the local use. For 
instance, Sotha-Bothe is Butha-Buthe, Thaba-Putsoa is Thaba-Putsua, etc, but the 
wrong names were adopted for ease of rererence. A compatible usage of place nanles 
is that of Thompson (1975). 
1.3 The first maps of Lesotho 
The earliest attempts to map Lesotho were carried out by the miss ionaries, Casalis and 
Arbousset, as is stated by Tylden, "The two earliest maps of Basutoland are the one 
by Casali s in the 'Livre d'Or' and another by Arbousset, both on a scale of twenty~ 
five French leagues to one degree", Ty1den, (1 950, p.247). Different scales of Lesotho 
maps evolved over the years from about 1870 to 1900s, mostly unsatisfactory, until 
"in 1906, when the map of 12 miles to I inch (1:760320) was published by the 
surveyor-general of the Orange River Colony" (Tylden, 1950, p.248). Smith (1995) 
claimed that Lesotho was first mapped after the introduction of the British rule after 
1884. The following paragraph summarises some comments by Smith (1995). 
From 1904 to 1909, Captain Montague Charles Dobson carried out a reconnaissance 
survey of Lesotho, which resulted in the production of 1 :250 000 map sheet 
GSGS2567 in 1911. In 1939 to 1940, Ronald S. Webb's work during World War II 
4 
took him to the borders of Lesotho. While there. he revised and updated the 1:250 
000 sheets. Two copies were passed onto the director of Trigonometric surveys in 
Mowbray in June 1945, and in September 1945, a copy was sent to the government 
secretary in Maseru, at the request of His Honour, the Resident Commissioner of 
Basutoland. In 1948, the Trigonometric Survey in Mowbray, Cape Town, published 
a 1:500 000 series covering the whole of Basutoland. Most names were not ed ited. 
Tylden ( 1950), confirms that Dobson's map of 1911 was sti ll the standard of the 
country and was revised by R. S. Webb. 
1.4 Creation of permanent control points 
Several organisations came to Lesotho to establish some fonn of permanent geodetic 
control in the country. These are in chronological order: South African Trig. Surveys, 
DOS, DOPPLER Specialist Team of Royal Engineers (5 12 STRE), Lesotho 
Highlands Water Project, and Merminod, the last two operating almost at the same 
time. Finally, the S.A. Directorate of Control Surveys refixed some GPS points in 
their zero-order net and issued revised positions of many control points. The South 
African trigonometric and later the S.A. GPS networks around Lesotho were held 
fixed for the DOS and Merminod's adjustments. 
1.4.1 First control points 
The first pemlanent control monuments in Lesotho were erected in the course of the 
extension of the geodetic control of South Africa in the late 1800s to early 1900s, 
most notably under the supervision of Sir David Gi ll , into the Orange Free State and 
Transvaal. One geodetic chain went into the Western part of Lesotho, comprising 
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these points: Dikhoele (BS29), Thaba Tsueu (BP25), Thaba Putsua (BP22), Machache 
(BPI5) and Nthodimonate (BP36) as shown on figure 1.3. The closest base for these 
chains is in Wepener, on the western side. It is this South African control , in and 
around Lesotho, which DOS used to extend and form their first triangulation covering 
Lesotho. 
1.4.2 DOS control points 
From 1950 to 1955, the British Directorate of Overseas Surveys (DOS) fixed ground 
control for aerial photo cover. This control was based on the South African 
coordinates near the northwestern border in the anticipation that there would be more 
developments in the lowlands than in the southeastern, highland area. Windsor (1980) 
wrote that the accepted version of the Lesotho primary adjustment held fixed the 
South African points on the West and South of Lesotho, where they would be most 
useful for the future use. Windsor's letter is in appendix (I). 
There was a choice of creating a new origin, but DOS chose not to, probably because 
it was both easier to connect to the already existing control, and this use also ensured 
the two systems would be compatible. The fact that there is not a proper fit of the 
geodetic network of Lesotho onto the South African network is one of the factors that 
inspi red this research. 
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Figure 1.4 So uth African Control in and around Lesotho 
(Trigsurvey, 1950) 
1.4.3 Doppler pOints 
In 1979, 5 existing DOS points were used by the DOPPLER 5 12 STRE (Specialist 
Team Roya l Engineers) to coordinate them to other Doppler stations around the 
African continent under the African Doppler Survey Project (ADOS), which ended 
in 1986. This exercise was not very successfu l as these points were sa id to have 
contributed very little towards strengthening of the ADOS project. Ezeigbo says of 
the ADOS project, "It is pert inent to note that long after the project was completed, 
neither the datum nor a unified geodet ic network for the continen t has been realised. 
Instead, isolated efforts have been devoted to the determinat ion of either the geoid 
or datums in various countries in Africa based on ADOS data", (Ezeigbo, 1994, 
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p.385), In Lesotho, ADOS data has been lying idle a ll these years. and 
unfortunately. GPS wh ich is considered more accurate than the Doppler survey 
method has overtaken it. Evaluation of the formation of African Reference Frame 
(AFREF) is undcrway, however, and thi s will probably achieve better rea lisation of 
the continental reference frame than the ADOS. Interest in and motivation for 
estab li shing a continental reference frame for Africa (AFREF) has been shown by 
Neilan and BOllcher (200 1), for instance (full text in appendix (1»). The African 
Organisation of Cartography and Remote Sensing (AOCRS) has also supported the 
development of a common continental geodetic infrastructure for Africa as Muftah 
(2001) points out (see Appendix (I». 
1.4.4 Merminad GPS points 
In 1986, a geodetic section was introduced into the map production unit of the Land, 
Surveys and Physical Planning (LSPP). This integration was motivated principally 
by two reasons, namely: 
• To examine fu lly and possibly correct the noticeable di stort ions of several 
metres in the enti re Lesotho Geodetic Network; 
• Further to replace and establish accurate and suitable higher order ground 
control points for photogrammetry, mapping, as we ll as for other engineering 
and geodetic works, 
The governments of Lesotho and Switzerland entered into an agreement to help 
Lesotho with the technical aspects of geodetic issues. As a resu lt, a Swiss geodesist, 
Mr. Bertrand Merminod, came to Lesotho to assess the situat ion and provide the 
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best solution possible. In 1990-91 , 34 new GPS points were erected and observed. 
Some 27 points of the existing DOS pi ll ars were incorporated into the adjustment. 
The new points were built next to roads or airstrips for easy accessib ility. The 
fo llowing diagram shows the location of these points. 
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Figure I.S Mermin od's GPS I)oints in Lesotbo 
(Menninod, 1993) 
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1.4.5 Lesotho South African Set (South African coordinates) 
South Africa hori zonta l con trol net was readjusted. start ing in May 199 1. Accord ing 
to Newling, GPS receivers were used "to strengthen the isolated areas where 
hori zontal network is known to be poor and to provide an overa ll ' zero order' GPS 
net into which to adjust conventional triangulation observations" (Newling. 1993, 
pIS3). This network was to have station separation of about 100 kilometres. 
provided suffi cient accuracy could be achieved over that range. A total of 205 
points were fixed and these included a few points in Lesotho, Swaziland and 
Namibia. As Menninod ( 1993) pointed out. two points in Lesotho were to be 
included in the SOllth A friean observation schedule to ensure that Lesotho would 
not form a gap and also prevent problems when coord inates were merged. Thus we 
have DOS list, Merminod 's li st and now the South African li st as a third li st, the last 
list hav ing been compiled from the same terrestrial reference frame as the DOS onc. 
1.4.6 LHWP Coordinates list 
As po inted out earlier, the control was better and denser at the north and western 
side of Lesotho where it was thought there would be more developments than 
els("where. From the 1950s, however, it had been foreseen that there was the 
possibility of a major engineering construction works in the mountains fo r the 
Lesotho Highlands Water Project (LHWP). 
Because of di screpancies in the existing control network, the authorit ies found it 
necessary to hire consultants to establish a suitable control for the project sites. In 
add ition to DOS monuments, 23 new monuments, (and 8 more added later) 
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following the South African beacon building specifications, we re constructed. 
Another list of coord inates was produced. 
1.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the geographica l position of Lesotho has been introduced. The 
history of how Lesotho was mapped and the problems relat ing to mapping in 
Lesotho have been di scussed. Then the current situation regard ing the geodetic 
network has briefly been discussed. In the next chapter, geodetic control network 
wi ll be discussed in more detail. 
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Chapter 2 Control Network 
2.1 Introduction 
The National Geodet ic Survey defines a Control Network as "a geodetic control (a set 
of control stations establi shed by geodet ic methods) together with the measured or 
adjusted values of the distances, angles, directions or heights used in determining the 
coordinates of the control", The National Geodetic Survey ( 1986 p.42). In other 
words, a control network is a way of realising a reference system, using a set of rules 
and measurements to establ ish a set of coordinates assoc iated with monumented 
points, i.c. a coordinate system . 
The importance of control network is seen in many fields. Although trad itionally, the 
aim of control networks was mapping, they have been very useful in engineering 
projects. space research, hydrography. environmental management, boundary 
demarcation, etc. In mapping, a good control network a llows surveys to be related to_ 
each other, so that the coordinates of ex isting points can be used to recover the lost 
points in the same coord inate system. Then new surveys can be considered as 
extensions of o lder surveys which use the same system. Important theoret ical 
concepts associated with control systems are: Reference ellipsoid, Geoid, Coordinate 
system. These will be discussed separately below. 
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2.2 Geodetic Datum 
The National Geodetic Survey (1986), page 53 defines a datum as "any quantity or set 
of suc h quantities that may serve as a referent or basis for ca lcu lation of other 
quant ities", According to Dana (1999), geodetic dawms define the size and shape of 
the earth and the origin and ori entation of the coordinate systems used to map the 
earth. 
A lthough class ic geodetic measurements between control points are taken on the 
highly irregular earth's surface, the calcu lat ions lIsed to represent their position are 
carried out on a su rface suitable for mathematical calcu lat ions. T homson says 
Due to the natura l shape of the physical earth, as represented by the geoid, 
the geodetic datum used for hori zontal coordinates is a biax ial ell ipsoid 
whose size and shape are g iven by the lengths of its semi-major and semi-
minor axes, a and b respect ively, or its semi-major ax is and flattening f. The 
size, shape, and pos ition of the reference ellipsoid is usually chosen such 
that it is ' best fitting' over the area of interest (Thomson 1980, p.8). 
Modem sate lli te based ca lculation methods, however, compute networks directly in 3-
D space. These pos itions may be referred to an ellipsoid reference surface which best 
approximates the geo id at the area of interest (e llipso id of the best fit to the geoid in 
the area). It is defined by two constants, ( fi gure 2. 1) namely the semi-major axis a, the 
semi-minor ax is h, or one of the constants and the flattening/and/or the eccentricity e 
where: 
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It is because of this fit that different shapes and sizes of ellipsoids are in use in 
different countries. Broadly, however, ellipsoids can be global or regional. According 
to Thomson, 
A horizontal geodetic datum (reference ellipsoid, geodetic coordinate 
system) is positioned and oriented with respect to some physical propert ies 
of the earth by relating it to the Average Terrestria l coordinate system. The 
conditions to be fulfi lled are, when dealing with a reference ellipsoid, that: 
(i) the equatorial plane be parallel to the earth 's mean equatorial plane, 
(ii) the rotation (minor) axis be parallel to the earth 's mean rotation axis, 
and 
(iii) the longitude reference plane be parallel to that of the Greenwich 
Mean Meridian plane (Thomson, 1980, p.8). 
The centre of this ellipsoid can be positioned such that either it lies at the centre of 
mass of the earth i.e. geocentric or not at the centre, i.e. non-geocentric. In the latter 
case a translation vector between the two centres can be used to relate the ellipsoids. 
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There may also be some rotations and scale differences to be corrected for. An 
example of global ellipsoid is the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84). 
Regional e llipso ids are many, each probably according to the latest model of the time 
or one favoured by surveyor of the time. as then. there were no methods of 
determining the geocentre accurately. For instance Great Britain at onc time used Airy 
1830 (Ordnance Survey, 1999) while South Africa and Lesotho use modified Clarke 
1880 ellipsoid . In South Africa, as shown in Gill 's Geodetic Report ( 1895) Maclear' ,' 
geodetic results were computed with both Airy ' s and Clarke's Elements of the Earth. 
Two more arcs (Kimberly and Natal Meridian Arcs) were also computed using the 
two ellipsoids. The comparison made suggested that the best representation of 
Maclear's arc was arrived at using Clarke 's elements when 3 stations were om ined 
from the calcu lations. The Kimberly and Nata l arcs were slightly in favour of Airy's 
elements. In the end. however, Clarke's arc was favoured and chosen for the South 
African ellipsoid. It seems that before the WGS84 era, once a country chose its 
ellipsoid, it would find it difficuh to change to a new datum, which might have been 
better than the one used by that country whereas nowadays most countries are 
adopting the global WGS84 as a new datum. Whether global or regional , every 
control point and feature to be mapped is projected onto the ellipsoid and then onto 
the desired map. 
2.3 Geoid 
[n classical surveying, the reference system for positioning is sp lit into a 2 
dimensional (latitude, longitude) horizontal and a one dimensional (height) vert ical 
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component. The horizontal datum is the ellipsoid. The elevation model is based on the 
geoid, which, according to Bomford (197 1 page 109), is defined as "a surface 
conciding with mean sea level in the oceans, and lying under the land at the level to 
which the sea would reach if adm itted by sma ll frict ionless channe ls. More precisely, 
it is that equipotentiaJ surface on the earth's attraction and rotation which, on average, 
concides with mean sea-level in the open ocean". The geoid is perpendicular to the 
Equ ipotential surfaces and Plumblines 
plumb line everywhere and is one of an infin ite fam il y of equipotentiaJ surfaces in 
space (figure 2.2). 
Figure 2.2 Eq uipolenUal surfaces and plumblin es 
(Thomson, 1980) 
2.4 The classical method for creating a geodetic control net 
Before the advent of global J-dimensional networks, regional nets were created by 
starting at one origin point whose position was measured astronom ically, and then the 
I Sir T homas Mac1ear (1794 - 1879) came to South Africa and carried out the verification and extension 
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azimuth was taken to another nearby point in the network for orienting the system. 
The ellipsoidal computing surface was normally assumed to coincide with geo id at the 
origin and the geoid pos ition was sampled using tide gauges. For South Africa, the 
formal statement of origin is given by (Gill, 1895, p.148). 
the origin of the system of geodetic and astronomical latitudes, longitudes 
and az imuths is the station Buffelsfontein. The bearing of Zuurberg from 
Buffelsfontein was adopted from a preliminary comparison of the geodetic 
and astronom ical results. rejecting the stations at which the astronomica l 
results were most probably affected by considerable deviation of the plumb-
line." He explains that the lat itude of BufTelsfontein was adopted in a 
similar manner whereas the geodet ic longitude was based on the te legraphic 
determination of the longitude of the Cape Transit C ircle. The adopted 
values are: 
Bearing ofZuurberg from Buffelsfontein 1835815.000 
Log. Length of line Buffelsfontein-Zuurberg (in feet) [5.4332521] 
Latitude of Buffelsfontein 
Longitude of Buffelsfontein 
33 5932.000 
25 3044.622 
Elements of the earth from Clarke 's Geodesy, p.319, a ~ 20926202 feet 
e ~ 20854895 fcct" 
2.5 The coordinate system 
Co-ordinates of control points are published usua ll y in one or more of the fo llowing 
forms: 
1. 3-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinates (x,y,z), where points have been fixed by 
sate llite methods; 
2. 3-d imensional geographica l coordinates (latitude, longitude, e llipsoidal height) 
if fixed by sate lli te methods or (latitude, longitude, orthometric height) if fixed 
by classica l methods. Th is system , according to Bomford ( 1980), is the one 
most used in geodeti c computations; 
3. Map coordinates, e.g. Gauss Confonn, which are preferred mostly in small 
size surveys such as in engineering, cadastra l and in military surveys. 
of Abbe de Lacailles' s meridian arc of 1840 - 1848. 
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2.6 Global co-ordinate reference systems - WGS84 
Recently, the coordinate system mostly used is that of the world geodet ic system 1984 
(WGS84). This is defined so that its Cartesian axes and ellipso id arc geocentric. The 
orientation of the axes is such that the x-ax is co incides with the intersection of the 
prime meridian and the equator, the z-axis co incides with the mean polar ax is of 
rotation of the earth and the y-axis li es in the plane of the equator so as to form a 
right-handed system . WGS84 is rea li sed through the ephemerides broadcast by GPS 
satellites. The GPS system uses 24 earth-orbiting art ificia l satellites as distant 
reference points from which positions on the surface of the earth can be calcu lated. 
Because of its easy availability and the high accuracy measurements it can attain, GPS 
is very useful as a geodeti c surveying 1001. (Thomson ( 1976)). More clearly, 
Ordnance Survey ( 1999) says that "the WGS84 definition inc ludes the following 
items: 
• The WGS84 cartesian axes and ellipso id are geocentric; that is their 
origin is the centre of mass of the whole earth including oceans and 
atmosphere. 
• The scale of the axes is that of the local earth frame, in the sense of 
relativistic theory of gravitation. 
• The orientation (that is the direction of the axes, and hence the 
orientation of the ellipsoid equator and prime meridian of zero 
longitude) coincides with the equator and prime meridian of Bureau 
Internationale de I'Heure at the moment in time 1984.0 ( that is at 
midnigh;t on New Year 's Eve 1983). 
• Since 1984.0, the orientation of the axes and ellipsoid has changed 
such that the average motion of the crustal plates relative to the 
ellipso id is ellipsoid is zero. This ensures that the Z-axis of the WGS84 
datum coincides with the Internat ional Reference Pole, and that the 
prime meridian of the ellipsoid (that is the plane containing the Z and 
X cartesian axes) coincide with the International Reference Meridian. 
• The shape and size of the WGS84 biaxial ellipsoid is defined by the 
semi-major axis length a=6378137.0 metres and the reciprocal of 
flattening 1/f=298.257223563. Th is ellipso id is the same shape and size 
as the GRS80 (Geodetic Reference System 1980). 
• Conventional values are a lso adopted for the standard angu lar ve locity 
and for the Earth gravitational constant. The first is for the time 
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measuremtnt and the second to define the scale of the system in a 
relativistic sense". 
Since South Africa participates in the VLBI (Very Long Baseline Interferometry) 
programmes through the HartRAO (Hartcbecsthock Radio Astronomy Observatory), 
the South African GPS network was tied on to thi s HartRAO point and therefore 
related to other VLBI points worldwide. Newling (1993) points out that the pos ition 
of the Hartebeesthock station has been fixed with respect to the JTRF91 (International 
Terrestrial Reference Frame 199 1) system. WGS84 and ITRF91 are not the same, but 
the difference is less than one metre and therefore it was recommended that 
untransforrned ITRF91 co+ordinates of HartRAO should be used to constrain the 
South African GPS network. This means that the South African network points 
coordinates are in ITRF91. (New ling (1993)) 
2.7 The future of Control Networks 
The past events have suggested that control networks have been changing in one way 
or another as influenced by development in technology: from intervisible stations of 
highly densified visible monuments, to a situation of distant, but convenient GPS 
points which need no intervisib ility between stations. The field survey parties have 
declined from at least four to a party of two people. 
Recently . the concept of control networks has been extended to incorporate systems 
in wh ich fixed act ive GPS receivers kept at known stations continua lly co llect GPS 
sate llite data and broadcast corrections, thereby behaving as the base stations for any 
roving receiver within a specified radius, say a 100 km .. According to Merry and 
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D·arcy-Evans. "These data collected can be used to compute precise satellite 
ephemerides. to predict range corrections for differential pseudo-ranging, to verify the 
integrity of the GPS system and to provide precise control without the requi rement of 
the user to occupy the control stations", (Merry and D'arcy-Evans, 199 1, p. 136). 
Un li ke us ing the passive control points where a surveyor would have to buy at least 
two or more receivers, one for the base station and the other the rover, the active GPS 
system allows a surveyor to work effectively using only one roving receiver. The 
service has to be paid for by the user (much like a prepaid television channe l service). 
The implication is that the cost of surveying wi ll be cheaper because a one-man team 
can carry out a successful survey with a single GPS receiver. There is no need to 
occupy one or more distant contro l po ints at the start of a survey. 
In South Africa, a count ry-wide array of active GPS base stations is being established. 
This. it is hoped. will eventually replace the current passive network of highl y visible 
survey monuments and marks. This network known as TrigNet wi ll consist of 37 
active base stations spaced at about 200 kilometres, and wi ll provide both post-
processing data and rea l time correction services. 
Five of these base stations, namely 19 (A li wal North), 22 (Bloemfontein), 24 
(Bethlehem), 36 (Ladysmith) and 34 (P ietermaritzburg) will be of some importatnce 
to Lesotho if Lesotho is to consider this type of service (figure 2.3). The problem is 
whether Lesotho is ready for this type of change or not. As a matter of fact, its use 
cannot be delayed or avoided, Figure 2.4. give an idea of what an active control 











Figure 2.3 TrigNet Stations dist ribution a rou nd Lesotho 
(Chief Directorate: Surveying and Mapping, Mowbray. Cape Town) 
In South Africa, the quest ion is whether the old contro l monuments are still needed, 
when the whole country has been covered by TRJGNET. Persona lly. J believe that 
thi s type of change will be gradual, as it would take time for most su rveyors to 
acquire GPS equipment, or to use it for a ll surveys. Newling ( 1993) remarks that the 
Directorate of Control Surveys still has a respons ibi lily towards surveyors who use 
traditional methods and do not intend to abandon the indigenous system of surveying 
fo r a few GPS contro l points . Although th is remark related to the pass ive GPS control 
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network. it would apply as well to the Active GPS control. The same situation app lies 
to Lesotho. The conventional terrestrial surveys will still be carried out for a long time 
to come, so the beacons will still be used. What needs to be done is to update the 
existing control network, or establish the relation between the existing contro l and 
WGS system. so as not to lose the va lue of ex isting maps and cadastral data. A way 
has to be dev ised of bringing the old data onto the new system, such as calculating the 
transformation parametres for each, say, 15 ' by 15 ' grid square and applying these 
corrections to the old values to make them comply with the new values. 
TrigNer Base Station Bethlehem 
Geodetic Antenna 
Figure 2.4 Required equipment for an Active Control Station 













As a way of contribut ing towards estab li shment of global geodetic network, South 
Afri ca partic ipates in the IGS (International GPS Service) th rough its HartRAO 
station operation (a regional data centre) together with three other stations known as 
operat ional data centres. situated at Sutherl and, Richardsbay and Simonstown. (IGS 
Overview. ( 1998), Combrinck ( 1999». One of the objectives of IGS is to dens ify the 
international nets using various methods includ ing VLS!. SLR,. etc in which many 
organisat ions around the globe contribute by co llect ing data at the ir operat ional data 
centres, pass it on to their regional data centres, and then link with the global data 
centres. 
2.8 Conclusions 
In thi s chapter, an attempt has been made of defin ing a traditional and modern control 
network . Whereas classical way of surveying was very labor ious and time consuming, 
modern systems are mostly automated, and comparati ve ly qu ick in both collecting 
and ana lysing data. With technology changing so rap idly, prices of GPS equipment 
keep going down, and it is expected that some survey firm s may want to have their 
own act ive base stations with in their area of work . 
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Chapter 3 Problems in the Lesotho geodetic Network 
3.1 Introduction 
It has been shown in chapter I that there exist different sets of coordinates for the 
same points in Lesotho. This chapter elaborates on thi s by discussing problems 
associated with each set of coordinates. 
3.2 Datum and Projection of Map coordinates used 
The datum used in Lesotho is the Cape Datum, which is that used in South Africa, 
with its reference point (point of origin) at BufTelsfontein, near Port Elizabeth. The 
National Geodetic Survey (1986), describes this Cape Datum as defined by the 




25' 30' 44". 622E 
33' 59' 32".000S 
Azimuth from origin to Zuurberg: 
(Clockwise from south) 184' 15' 26". 3 I I. 
(The bearing, as shown in Chapter 1, from Gill 's report, is 183 0 58' 15".000). 
The Cape datum Clarke 1880 ellipsoid parameters are defined differently by DOS and 
the South African authorities: 
a I /f e b 
DOS 6378249. 145 0.00680348 I 02 63565 I 4.870 
S. A. 6378249. I 45326 293 .466307656 0.00680348 I 0 I 8843 63565 I 4.96672 I 
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Note: DOS - Parameters used in Lesotho by the Di rectorate of Overseas Surveys 
(~OS) in the Report on DOS Computing Section work undertaken from 1964 -
80. 
S. A. - Parameters mentioned in other texts (e.g. Merry & Rens 1989, Schrieber 
(1955). Wolfrum (1976), gives the constants of the Clarke 1880 spheroid to be: 
a ~ 6 378 249.145 3621 
b ~ 6 356 5 14.966 72 1 
e2~ 0.00680 348 10 18843 
f ~ 11293.466307656 
Even these values differ slight ly from those found in the Projection Tables, South 
Afr ica Belts, e2 be ing 0.00680 351 12 82850· (Author Unknown, LSPP archives). 
Lesotho uses the Transverse Mercator projection (TM) us ing odd numbered central 
longitudes. as is done in South Africa. The country is covered by two map panels 
using Longitude 27 and Longitude 29 as central meridians. This topic will be dealt 
with in more detai l under the investigation into the project ions in chapter 8. 
3.3 The Problem: coordinates in circulation in Lesotho 
There are d iffe rent sets of data fo r the same poin ts in circulat ion in Lesotho: 
• DOS li st (published as geograph ical and map coord inates) 
• Lesotho GPS list (Merminod 's) (pub li shed as geographicals) 
• South African Adjusted Lesotho list (South African) (Map coordinates) 
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• Lesotho Highlands Water Project li st (LHWP) (Map coordinates) 
The above also form the source of all data used in thi s research. 
3.3.1 DOS coordinates list 
As noted in Chapter 2, the then Directorate of Colonial Surveys, now the Directorate 
of Overseas Surveys (DOS) which is a branch of the Ordnance Survey, with its head 
office in Southampton, U.K .. established the first trigonometric stations in Lesotho in 
the earl y I 950s. These formed the primary nenvork which was adjusted to the South 
African control. From the 1984 correspondence between D. P. M. Rousseau of the 
Trigonometrical Surveys and Ordnance Surveys and Lands, Surveys and Physical 
Planning (LSPP), the adjustment was dealt with during 1960 - 64. In thi s 
correspondence, it is sa id " it appears that the 10 - 15 ft ' discordancy' (Furmston, 
Nov 1964) has large ly been e lim inated .... It was also found that the DOS team had 
incorrectly observed to a tertiary station Mungunung Aux instead of the geodeti c 
stat ion (32) Mungunung. " Rogers notes that, 
The first primary adjustment held only 3 South Afri can points fixed, with a 
standard deviation of ang le residua ls of less than 1". Primary 11 held all 28 
surrounding South A frican points fixed and gave a standard deviation of 
angle residuals of 2".5 which is unacceptable for further breakdown. This 
adjustment suggested major systematic errors in one or both nets. A 
compromise adjustment between the internal consistency and proper fit into 
Ihe Soulh Afri can Nelwork using 18 South African points was done (figure 
3. 1). These points were on the west and south of Lesotho, where they were 
likely to be most useful for future use. It is clear that the discrepancies found 
on the east and north side had been fo rced to settle there. (Rogers, 1978 full 
text in appendix ( I)) 
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figure 3.1 DOS Primary Triangulat ion holding 18 South Africa n poil/ts fixed 
(Merminod, 1990) 
In 1973, the secondary triangulation (from Basotho Secondary (BS) I - 59) was 
adjusted to fit the primary network (DOS computing section, 198 1). The associated 
computat ions were completed in 1980 . The coordinates produced have been treated as 
the official coordinate set. It has been suspected by Lesotho surveyors that there still 
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existed some distortions in the network, espec ia ll y in the south-eastern part of the 
country. The physica l condition of the monuments has al so deteriorated owing to 
various factors. These pi ll ars, most of which are on mountains tops, fo rm a terrestrial 
reference frame comprising of 32 Basotho Primary (BP), 65 Basotho Secondary (BS) 
and 81 Basotho tertiary (ST) beacons and serve a major purpose as a basis for 
surveying and mapping and other engineering construction jobs. Further points of 
lower order are referred to as reference marks (RM), or town survey marks. 
DOS Statio" Description 
The monument consists of a 2.4m total he ight beacon, havi ng a cylindrica l concrete 
pillar of about 1.2m with a pipe I .Om surmounted by 4 naps. This pillar is bu ilt on a 
I m2 concrete pedesta l showing about O.2m above ground level. The name of the 
pi ll ar, the date of construction and the organ isation (DOS) in most cases is marked on 
top of the pillar (figure 3.2). (Diagrams not to scale) 
I .Om 
1.20 
Figure 3.2(a) A Trig. Pillar 
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Figure J.2(b) A Rererenct Mark 
Normally, both types of beacons are painted white, even on a white background, 
while the vanes are black. 
The DOS coordinates have been regarded as the official set and have been used as the 
control for almost a ll survey activit ies by both the government and private surveyors 
in Lesotho. 
3.3.2 Lesotho GPS (Merminod's coordinates) 
The establishment of GPS control in Lesotho produced another set of coord inates. 
Provisional coordinates given in the first stage of GPS survey were derived from 
single connect ions to old DOS beacons in the vicin ity of new beacons. Merminod 
(1992)~ shows the 28 DOS beacons used to connect the new beacons to the old. The 
integration into the South African Network involved observing simultaneous ly at 
st)me agreed points with the South African surveying party since the SA GPS survey 
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and the Lesotho GPS survey occurred at the same time. Thi s involved 2 points (at 
Semonkong and Seshote) near the centre of Lesotho, which were part of the fi xed 
frame (zero order) fo r Lesotho. There are 8 points in the fixed frame, 5 of wh ich are 
South Afri can tri gonometric stations. These exclude the two points named above. 
Fina l coordinates were fi xed hold ing the zero-order network as fixed. T he values of 
the points he ld fixed are South African, on wgs84 with elli psoidal he ights. 
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Figu ... e 3. 3 Points held fi xed fo ... the new pl"imary Lesotho Geodetic Network 
(Merminod 1993) 
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name Latitude longitude height location 
BP I4 -29 20 40.08208 273436.48556 1932.786 Berea Plateau, LS 
DAMA -28 36 34.6 1224 282346.27000 1980.527 Damascus 
GEWA -28 58 52.089 12 291534. 16221 1995.320 Gewaagd 
GOBO -29 5926.786 13 2704 52.42176 1821.894 Gobo Gobo 
MOTK -305 1 24.53923 27 1743.20094 2 144.195 Motkop 
QATH -3008 15.01 783 284009.5572 1 2204.908 Qathas Nek 
RA IN -2944 19.27366 2926 10.620 12 1754.459 Rainbow 
SCOB -304729.22953 280714.82074 2768.852 Scobe ll eskop 
. Points he ld fi xed, on WGS84, with ellipsoidal height. (Merminod, 1993). 
The GPS network in Lesotho has had very low recognition. Most GPS monuments are 
not visible from far, unlike the DOS trigonometric beacons. except for those points 
that used DOS trig. Beacons. The new GPS va lues ofa few points in the o ld reference 
frame, even if conve rted to the Cape datum, have in the past not g iven good res idua ls 
when used with other points arollnd them. Personal experience using BD I has 
proven that the transformed GPS values are not compat ible with the DOS values. A 
Survey Assistant program (LSPP) was used to transform WGS84 val ues to Cape 
datum va lues. It will be seen in the chapter on analys is that the resu lts using GPS 
va lues of the point BS62 at 'Mamathe are not good. 
GPS Point Descriptio" 
These are at ground leve l, thus being less exposed to climat ic variations and also are 
less attractive to vandals. These GPS points are not genera lly interv isible as they do 
not need to be. These points are spread evenly throughout the country so that one wi 11 
always be within 30 ki lometres of two GPS points. Their description is as fo llows: 
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A circular brass plate inscribed with the words ' BOPOTIELE LESOTHO -
NATIONAL SURVEY' on top and at the centre ofa 1m3 of concrete slab flush with 
the ground (figure3.4) 
Figure 3.4 L.esotho GPS monument (L.SPP Maseru) 
(Merminod 1990 photo) 
At present, these GPS points and their coordinates are of very limited use. Most of the 
privately practising surveyors have had no comprehensive training to operate GPS 
equipment and analyse the collected data. Also, the cost of GPS equipment is still 
very high considering the charges for survey services in Lesotho. Over and above 
that, almost all the surveyors in Lesotho are engaged in cadastral surveys most of the 
time and hence there is no immediate need to use the GPS system. It is on ly now that 
the government of Lesotho is trying to assess the amount of land ava ilable for 
different purposes (Le. built up areas, land for agriculture, land for grazing, etc) that 
local surveyors will really need to use the existing GPS network of the 1990s. If other 
GPS methods, such as Omnistar and Trignet are introduced, then the existing GPS 
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network will most likely have declining use. Otherwise, most of the presently 
practising surveyors have only heard about the GPS monuments and have not seen 
them except fo r the already existing DOS trigonometric beacons. 
3.3.3 Lesotho South African Set on WGS84 system (South 
African coordinates) 
The Lesotho South African coordi nate li st is as described in chapter I. No new 
observations were taken of points in Lesotho. The old DOS observations were 
incorporated with the 1991 South Afri can GPS adjustment. This explains why there 
are beacons in the South Afri can li st that no longer ex ist physically or are not being 
used anymore and do not appear in the official list of coordinates in Lesotho. The 
problem with this li st is that errors in the DOS observations, if any, are carried into 
the adjustment. This set of data is however, be lieved to be better than all other sets of 
data because the South African network, being anchored to the Hartebeesthoek datum, 
is related to the global network. TrigNet is also tied to this network. 
3.3.4 LHWP Coordinates list 
Before implementat ion of the Lesotho Highlands Water project, the control was bener 
and denser at the north and western side of the country where, as has been sa id , it was 
thought that there wou ld be more development than elsewhere. After the military 
government took over in Lesotho in 1986, the Lesotho High lands Water Project was 
started and its geodetic network had to be put in place. Study consultants from both 
the Lesotho Government and the Republic of South Afr ica began their feasibility 
study of the area. The area covered by the project in all its phases is more than one 
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third of the whole country as it includes new designed roads, e!ectri c power lines, 
tunnels etc. a ll leading to the dam sites. The four major project sites are sites are 
Katsc, ' Mucla, Matsoku and Mohale. 
According to the Lesotho Highlands Water Project ( 1986), the Republic of South 
Africa Study Consultants were responsible for all mapping to be derived from aerial 
surveys, both in Lesotho and South Africa. The Government of Lesotho Study 
consultants (GOL SC) prepared only the large sca le mapping for the Phase I A 
construction sites in Lesotho. At the start of the feasibility study, the ava ilable 
mappmg was on ly the published small-sca le maps of Lesotho and the I: 10 000 
mapping of some reservoir basins. The extensive new survey work, involving 
level ling, mapping and triangulation was carri ed out as part of the feasibi li ty study. 
For the plan control, the points BT 100 to BT I25 established by DOS were used for 
surveys carri ed Qut during the feasibility study. LHWP (1980) pointed out that 
Lesotho Primary Network was recomputed by the Republic of South Africa 
Directorate of Survey and Mapping in 1983/84. It further mentions that at the time of 
the surveys the GOL se (Government of Lesotho Study Consultants, represented by 
LSPP), were not aware of the changes in the national trig-network done in 1983/84. 
Therefore to LSPP, the standing large primary adjustment was that of the 1970s. 
Some 23 new beacons were constructed by the Department of Water Affairs, Pretoria 
(DWA) (LHWP 1986). 8 add itional beacons were constructed later. The observat ions 
were made in April - May 1987 (LHWP, 1988). The adjustment followed in July 
1987. A Helmert transformation using the above points and some others north of 
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Pelaneng was done. The readjusted primary points formed the base for the 
strengthening of triangulation south of Pelaneng carried out during the feasibility 
study by the South African Directorate of Water Affairs (DWA) acting as part of the 
RSA study consultants. Even though the project area is covered with a sufficient 
number of trigonometric points for any further survey work required for the project, 
the two areas, North of Pelaneng and South of Pelaneng, having evolved from two 
separate operations, do not bear a homogeneous network . The June 1988 adjustment 
provides final accepted coordinates for the project (LHWP 1988). 
3.3.5 Doppler points 
In January and February of 1979, a 512 Specialist Team of the Roya l Engineers 
carried out a Doppler survey on 5 points as a contribution towards the ADDS survey. 
Because the Doppler points are few (5) and on ly two of them could be matched with 
those in the standard coordinates set these points could not be used in the horizontal 
control investigat ions. 
3.3.6 The Height Control 
DOS, from June 1977 to December 1979, established the original levelling line from 
Ficksburg (near Maputsoe in Leribe) to Makhaleng Bridge, in Mohale's hock, as 
reported by Snowsill (1980). The terminals of the line are the fundamental bench 
marks (FBMs) at the South African si te of the border at the two places mentioned 
above. The DOS line runs along the main road linking the main towns, thus it starts at 
Maputsoe, then to Teyateyaneng (TY), to Maseru, Morija, Mafeteng and ends at 
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Mohales hoek. The munbering was such that line I is between Mohalcs hock and 
Mafeteng, line 2 Mafeteng and Morija, line 3 Morija to Maseru, line 4 Maseru to TV, 
and line 5 TV to Ficksburg. Depending on the terra in of the place, Bench Marks 
(BMs) were placed every I - 2kms. Where possible, these were cemented onto the 
li ve rock, otherwise marked on a raft of concrete. The FBMs are marked by a brass 
bolt from which su itable identifiers were marked and directions and distances 
measured. Approximately every 5lh Bench Mark was marked by a buried as we ll as a 
surface mark. 
Snowsill (1980) reports that the work was supervised by different DOS Staff during 
two different periods, the first three legs between June 1977 and June 1978 by Lynch 
and the remaining two legs by Snowsi ll between May and December 1979. Th is level 
line needed to be extended to cover most of the country. With LHWP, this was 
attempted, but they encountered problems. The 1972 line from Monontsa to Pelaneng 
was shown to be of lower order than the later li nes. Although it is said that the values 
are dynamic, it seems that the va lues are simply derived from levell ing uncorrected by 
any gravity considerations. LHWP explains that "In water engineering projects, 
dynamic heights must be used and the heights of all the surveys for th is project are 
based on dynamic heights" LHWP, (1980 p.D-3.4), In the observation reductions, 
however, it is not shown how the heights of the starting point(s) were determined. 
During the reduction, an orthometric correction was applied to obtain the orthometric 
heights. The formula used is that of normal orthometric correction: 
c = 0.005302.sin 2!p.8!p.sin 1" 
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As a student project at the Uni versty of Nata l, Jefferys did some work on the LHWP 
level lines. in which grav ity corrections were app lied (Jefferys (1987» . The 
sign ificance of his resu lts cannot be over looked and will be discussed aga in in the 
chapter on height. 
3.4 Conclusions 
Both the hori zontal and verti cal networks in Lesotho have problems. For the 
horizontal network, the isolated efforts to adjust parts of the network have resulted in 
different values of coord inates for the same points. For the Lesotho Highlands Water 
Project, the opportunity should have been taken to unify the lowlands and the 
high lands networks, as the project area spans about onc third of Lesotho. The problem 
with the vertical network is similar to that of the horizontal network. LH WP has its 
own network. formed independentlY of the DOS network. These two networks have 
been loose ly attached (at one point in Mazenod). The level lines have not been 
checked and maintained on a regular basis. The LHDA lines show both the 
orthometric and dynamic va lues. but there is nowhere in the calculations where actua l 
gravity is included. 
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Chapter 4 Method of comparison of control point lists 
4.1 Introduction 
In the earlier chapters we noted that there were several data sets for horizontal control in 
Lesotho, with some common points. An aim of this research was to compile onc 
consolidated li st, su itable as contro l for modern surveys. Theoretically this li st could be 
created by resorting to the raw observations used for each data set and to readjust the 
composite network. but because the observations were carried out by different agencies, 
the data is not all availab le to one computing agent and in any case such a 
recompuration would be beyond the resources available to this study. 
4.2 Available methods of transformation 
Whittal and Merry (1997), write 
The transformation between two datums is conven iently carri ed out using 
a three-dimensional confonnal transformation of first-order (3D 
similarity transformation) ... For the new South African datum there w ill 
be no change in the height datum, so it makes sense to consider the 
coordinate transformation problem as a two-dimensional one. The two 
dimensiona l analogue of the three dimensional con formal transfonnation 
... is the 2D conformal transformation also called similarity, or Helmert, 
transformation with four parameters. 
lour ( 196 1 page 3) says 
Us ing a complex polynomial of the fourth degree based on nine common 
stations, the coordinates of points on a local system (called "the 
Goldfie lds system") were transformed conformally to the Gauss Conform 
System (substantially the same as Transverse Mercator System) using the 
method of Least Squares. 
Whiual and Merry continue to show that where a region is as small as a one 
degree square, successful results can be obtained using a Helmert transformation. 
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On this point Lauf (1961) shows that a 250 square miles area an average error of 
0.20 English Foot was obtained for the Goldfields systems. Lesotho is in South 
Africa, uses same survey methods and techniques therefore the method of fourth 
order confonnal po lynomial transformation is feasible. 
Various "rubber-sheeting" methods can also be used, in which the common points 
do not acquire ambivalent positions after transformations. For example a 
Triangular irregular network (TIN) may be created from the common points and 
within each triangle so fonned an Amne transformation is applied. This 6-
parameter transformation uses two scale factors along x and y axes and has no 
redundancies for 3 common points. Alternatively, collocation can be used to 
model systematic trends and for interpolation, also distance weighting which uses 
the weighted mean of the shifts at nearby points to interpolate va lues at the contro l 
points, nearest neighbour or minimum curvature can be used. (Wh ittal and Merry 
(1997» . The advantage of a single polynomial transfonnation over these rubber-
sheeting methods, for purpose of this study, is that it mode ls the distortion of the 
o lder net in simple terms and gives one a clear picture of the degree to which 
s imple systematic distortions can account for discrepancies between the data sets. 
That is why a con formal polynomia l approach was taken in this study, with the 
precedent of 0.8. LauPs use of it in the go ldfields transformat ions. 
After studying the problems in each coordinate li st. it was necessary to choose one list 
as a standard of comparison. This choice will be justified. This is fo llowed by a 
description of the preliminary editing of data. Finally, the method of comparison of data 
is introduced. 
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The following table gives the summary of data used in the analysis. The number of 
common points shows the number of points common to the file named in the contents 
and the South African data set. The reference ellipsoid is the e lli psoid the coordinates 
were on before the analysis. 
Contents Number of points Number of points Reference 
in data set before Common to S.A. ellipsoid 
data cleaning. 
DOS points 227 117 C larkel880 
Merminod 's points 113 29 WGS84 
LHWP points 87 70 C larke l 880 
ADOS ooints 5 2 WGSn 
S. African points 183 WGS84 
Table 4.1 Summnry of files used In the analysis 
4.2 Choosing a standard list for Comparison of coordinates 
The DOS list of coordinates has been very useful and will continue to be for some time. 
Every other list includes some DOS points. This li st includes all the primary points, 
secondary points, tertiary points and other miscellaneous points for lower order surveys. 
The DOS li st was not chosen as the standard of comparison since it has been known to 
contain some discrepancies which are due to lack of connection to South African 
surrounding control on the South East side of Lcsotho. Besides, the same South African 
control, which served as a reference for Lesotho control, has been upgraded several 
times after the original connection of the DOS network. 
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The purpose ofMerm inod 's list was to construct a new framework, which could be used 
as a network of higher order than the existi ng DOS network. But, these two are not 
strongly attached to each other. 
Merminod adopted a few DOS points, but hi s DOS values for some of these points do 
not agree with the official values. The reason for this is not known. Merminod 
referring to provisional coordinates of new reference stations in Lesotho notes that some 
points were "not checked mutually like in the network" Merminod (1992, p.9). Even in 
some of the new monuments, there are many single vector measurements. Because of 
this unreliability and the fact that this li st contains very few common coordinates to 
other lists, Merminod's coordinates list was not used as a standard. 
The ADOS list was surveyed by Doppler methods which are regarded as of lower 
accuracy than GPS, and therefore could not be considered for the standard. The LHWP 
network has some discrepancies within itself and is a subset of the South African 
readjustment of 1984 on the Cape Datum, and could not be used as the standard either. 
The South African latest readjusted set was chosen as the standard ror comparison. This 
set has many common points with DOS list, is in sympathy with GPS system and 
represents the system used in areas around Lesotho. 
4.3 Data editing 
Before comparing points, it was necessary to compile a file for those common 
coordinates between each set and the standard. Microsoft Access was used to select 
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names of common coord inates to be forwarded in a readable form to Matlab on which 
the analysis was to be made. The ori ginal co-ord inates were given on the L027 and 
L029 map panels. For the comparison it was necessary to use a single map surface and 
this was chosen as Transverse Mercator with the central meridian 28 degrees East, 
which passes roughly through the middle of Lesotho. The co-ordinates were also 
referred to diffe rent reference ellipsoids and as a prelim inary step, were transformed to 
the WGS84 ellipsoid. Transformation software XFORM, written at the University of 
Cape Town by Professor C. Merry, was used for the transformation from Clarke 1880 
ell ipsoid to the WGS84 system. The X-form tmas lation parameters for th is 
transformation were: X-shift - 135.4m. V-shift - I06.7m and Z-shi ft - 291.7m. The 
rotation parameters in the 3 components are all 0 seconds. These parameters are the 
same as in Alice. However, because of user-friendl iness of X_form, Alice was used 
o nly when and where X-form could not be employed, for instance, XFORM could not 
transform coordinates onlO L028, ALlCE software of Mr. Jackson of the University of 
Natal, was employed for this stage. 
In the first compari son of common-point co-ordinates, thei r co-ordinate shi fts or 
di fferences were computed. This provided the first test for outliers. 
Some manual editing was also carried out, as the naming system in the South Afri can 
set is not the same as the one in Lesotho. Coord inates were compared, and points 
matched. In some cases, especially where there were two very close values, the right 
point could only be selected after a trial adjustment. 
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4.4 Calculation Method 
The method lI sed was two-d imensional confonnal transfonnati on, extended to the 41h 
order polynomial. 
X = 0 1 +a2 ·O+aJx - a~y 0, (x
2 - y 2)-a6(2xy) al (x
J - 3xy2) + os(- 3x2y + y l ) 
Og(x · + y~ - 6x2y 2) - OIO(4(x l y - y l X» 
Y = al *O +o2+ oly - a.x as (2xy) + a6 (x ~- y 2 ) 
a') ( 4(xJ y - y l x» + 0IO(X· + y. _ 6x~ y 2) Eq uation 4. 1 
In the comparisons of common points because there were morc equat ions than 
unknowns 0 , 0 ] etc, it was necessary to apply least squares solution for the coefficients 
according to the following formu lat ion: 
Ax = b 
:::::- x = mv (A '. A ) '" A '* b Equation 4.2 
where A is the design matrix, deri ved from co-ordinates in System I. 
x is the vector of unknown coeffi cients 31 a2 etc, 
and b is the vector of coord inates in the second system. Ideally, 
Ax-b=O 
It is not so since the control point pos itions have small erro rs because of various factors 
in the system or measurements. The residuals v are then calculated from the equation 
v=Ax-b Equation 4.3 
The res iduals are then used to calculate the precision of an observat ion of unit weight 





where In is the number of common poin ts in the two systems and Q the transformation 
order. 
The polynom ial terms are as fo llows: 
I SI o rder or Helmert (I f to (14 
2nd order DJ and Q6 
3 rd order 0 7 and as 
4th o rd er 0 9 and O m 
The results are di sclIssed in the chapter on results analysis. 
In the case of the 1st order polynom ial comparison, the coeffic ients had useful physical 
meanings, which were: 
Xo - translation in x given by a I terms 
Yo - translation in y obtained from a2 terms 
83 and 34 terms are used to calculate the rotation angle Phi and sca le factor sf 
phi 
_ 04 
= tan 1(_) 
03 
where 
sf = .J(a3)2 + (a4)2 
Equation 4.5 
Eq uation 4.6 
These parametTcs lose thei r meaning as higher order transformations are applied. 
When higher order transformations were used, at first there was a problem of badly 
sca led ( ill -conditioned) matrices giving unre liable results. This was because the size of 
the coeffic ien ts became very large as higher order transfonnation s were applied. For 
instance, the 2nd order transformation involves coeffic ients with the squares of both x 
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and y. In the 3rd order transformation there are coefficients with the 3rd power ofx and y 
values etc. This was counteracted by dividing coefficients by constants which were 
est imated by inspecting the des ign matrix. 
The analysis program used the following sequential simple steps: 
• Coordinates input (from a text file ): A file consisting of beacon name (strict ly 4 
letters), y l, x l , y2, x2 delimited by tabs or spaces. The user was presented with a 
selection of available source fil es. 
• Choice of transfonnation order: a list of ava ilable choices is di splayed, user chooses 
by a mouse click on the button desi red. 
• Calculat ion of residuals and transformation parameters: This was done internally, 
but user could view the results, which cou ld then be copied onto the cl ipboard and 
pasted in another app lication, such as Microsoft Word. 
• Updating of coordinates: which aga in could be copied and pasted. 
• Ploning of the residuals: Residuals were plotted at the point's location uSll1g an 
arrow symbol. The scale of the residual arrows could be controlled by a factor 
(usually set numerically to 5000). 
4.5 Conclusions 
In chapter 4 , explanation of how the calcu lat ions will be done was given. The choice of 
standard data set depended on the best framework wi th regard to both angular and scale 
distortions and the number of data points common with other data sets. Data editing was 
done first to enable data points to be matched, that is, renaming of points was important 
al this stage, in preparation for the next chapters. 
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Chapter 5 Comparison of DOS co-ordinates with 
South African Hartebeesthoek Datum. 
5.1 Introduction 
The largest source of official co-ordinates current ly available for Lesotho was derived 
by the Directorate of Overseas Surveys as ment ioned in the last chapter. This chapter 
reports on the comparison of these points with those derived from the South African 
readjustment on the Hartcbeesthoek datum, using con forma l polynomial 
transformations. Before comparison, the two data sets were transformed to the Lo28 
map panel , was ellipsoid. The following aspects of comparison are reported on in 
this chapter: the identification of oUl li ers, finding the reason for oUl li ers, comparison 
of residuals for different orders of polynomial. 
5.2 Detecting Outliers 
The research software was made to flag any residuals greater than 3 times the 
standard error, as a reject ion cri terion. The y and x residuals were presented. The 
rejection was applied at the first order transformation on Iy, and not at the higher order 
transformations. If particular points were judged to be out liers, they were removed 
from the list. The program was then run again to determine further outliers that might 
have been masked by the ones already deleted. The followi ng notes record how the 
tests proceeded. 
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During the first Helmert transformation run. only one residual was nagged as an 
out lier: 
Name Residual Max Residual/an Place 
i y x 
5060 -5.577 -53.026 14.42 1 Qcme 
Table 5. 1 The First Rejected Point 
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Figure S.I 5060 as an outlier. The arrows indicate residual vectors. 
In Figure 5.1 , both the magnitude and the direction of the vector at S060 in the 
Helmert transformation are not in agreement with the rest of the vectors around it. 
This Point was then rejected. 
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The second run of the Helmert transformation gave the following points as out li ers: 
Name Residual Max Residual/cro Place 
y x 
S062 6.728 -2.184 6.803 ' Mamathe 
T074 -6.426 -9.269 9.372 Maseru 
Table S.l Outliers after removing S060 
x 10· Residual Vectors After Helmert Transformation .. ' ' ... N • 
t ... ' • • • • ~ . 3.2 ;t' " • • • . • •• ... S002 • • , 
• {J7~ -
, 
3.25 , \ , , 
• • Q) • • - • ., , • • • • t <= • • • 
i5 , • • • • > " ~ , • • • 0 3.3 • 0 • 
u • • • • X • • • • , , ~ • • , , , 
• • • • " " j • • • 
3.35 • • < • • • • , 
Arrow 0 3.9m 
SCelle 1---4 
1 0.5 0 -0 .5 -1 -1 .5 Y-coordinate 
X 10' 
Figure 5.1 S061 and T074 vectors as outliers during 2"" Helmert transformation. 
After removing both 5062 and T074, 3 more olnliers appeared when running the 
Hclmert transfonnation and these are shown in table 5. 3. 
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Name Residual Max Place 
Residual/ao 
y x 
507 1 0.114 1.408 3. 18 Mohales hock 
P035 1.257 1.534 3.46 Quthing 
POl 3 0.862 - 1.428 3.22 Mokhotlong 
Tnblt 5.3 Third Run Outlins 
The associated diagram is as in figure 5.3 below. 
X 10' Residual Vectors After Helmert Transformation .. ' • N 3.18 ~ • 
,. .. t .. r 
t < • ~. 3.2 • " , , , • •• • •• 3.22 < • "-, • 
• • 
3.24 , .. '. "P013 Q) • • ~ 
3.26 • • '" • • <= • • '6 • • • 3.28 • • • • , ? ~ • 0 • , • • 0 • ff' • u • • • , 
X 3.3 • • • • • • • • • 
3.32 • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • " , 3.34 p07.1 • • 
•• • • 
3.36 • • • " An~ 0 4m 
035 se ... ~ 3.38 
1 0.5 0 -0.5 -1 -1 .5 V-coordinate 
X 10' 
Figure 5.3 Third Htlmtrt Transformation Run Outlins 
On scrutinising figure 5.3, one can say that all flagged points, S07 J. P035 and PO 13 
are only marginally outliers. The 2 last vectors generally conform to the rotation of 
the surrounding vectors but were flagged by the program because of residuals being 
greater than 3 standard error as observed in table 5.3. For these reasons and since the 
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two points are at the edge of the investigat ion area, they were not removed from the 
list. S071 is the only point that is out of sympathy both in magnitude and direction 
with the other points, and therefore was rejected. 
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Figure 5.4 Residuals after all oulliers removed, Helmert Transformation. 
The final Helmert transformation after removing a ll outl iers, is shown in figure 5.4. 
On app lying the 2nd, 3rd and 4th order transfonnations, P035 was flagged, each time 
with decreas ing residuals (See figure 5.5). This point was retained. 
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Figure 5.5 2n~ Order transformation flagging BP35, I)oinl nol rejected 
Overa ll , 4 out o f 117 points were thus eliminated. These po ints are S060, S062, T74 
and S071 . These form roughly 3% of the common points between Lesotho DOS and 
SA. 
5.2.1 Visited points for a check survey 
Two of four points identified as outliers were visited to check their consistency with 
close points for a resection. These points are T074, a tertiary beacon in the Maseru 
c ity and S062, a secondary pillar at 'Mamathe in the Berea district. A Wild T2 I· 
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second theodolite was used, and as both are strong pillars with standard removable 
vanes, forced centring lIsing a suitable adapting plate was employed. The observations 
were taken around midday under hazy conditions. 
At station T074, there were 5 fixed stations to observe to. 
The coordinates of these points on L027 as listed by DOS are: 
STNNO Y X OBSDlRN , , 
" 
9700071 -45244.595 3245950. 184 0000000 
2927115 -42639.080 3239 146.800 0740740 
9700053 -55870.407 3239595.776 1755350 
9700075 -53289.316 3243859.036 2000609 
9700051 -51556.669 3248233.840 2520349 
9700074 (T074) -47827.160 3244591.809 
Tab le 5.4(a) Coordinates of points and their observed direction from T074 
Adopting the official DOS co-ordinates, the rollowing residuals were obtained: 
STNNO ORIENT DIST RESIDUAL 
DIRN (KMS) 
SECS METRES 
• , " 
9700071 621523 2.918 -0.13 0.002 
2927115 1362303 7.521 0.14 0.005 
9700053 23809 13 9.469 0.14 0.006 
9700075 2622132 5.511 -0.39 0.010 
9700051 314 1913 5.213 0.24 0.006 
Table 5.4(b) Hearing, distance and residua ls at T074 
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At station S062. the fo llowing residuals were obtained relative to officia l DOS co-
ordinates: 
STNNO Y X OSS DlRN 
0 , " 
9800051 -79755.793 3237999.094 0000000 
9700077 -73931.614 3227058.589 49 10 00 
50 10011 -72184.757 3223196.142 864441 
2927035 -61258.520 3220230.200 101 05 15 
9900009 -75490.186 32 11875.234 1672244 
9800062 (S062) -78638.735 3222364.575 
Table S.4(c) Coordinates and observed direc tion at point S062 
STNNO ORIENT DIST RESIDUAL 
DIRN (KMS) 
SECS METRES 
0 , " 
9800051 355 5448 15 .674 -0.04 0.003 
9700077 450448 6.648 0.47 0.015 
50 100 11 823930 6.507 -0.00 0.000 
2927035 970003 17.511 -1.21 0.103 
9900009 1631732 10.952 0.70 0.037 
Table 5 4(d) Bearing, Distance and Residuals at point S062 
The points 2927115 and 2927035 are South African trigs. 
With regard to the naming of points in the tables above, the following nomenclature 
was used: 
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Numbers start ing with 97 are Tertiary points, e.g. 9700077 is T07? in thi s thesis and 
BT?7 in Lesotho. 
Numbers starting with 98 are Secondary points, e.g. 9800062 is S062 in this thesis, 
BS62 in Lesotho. 
Numbers starting with 99 are primary points, e.g. 9900009 is P009 in this thesis, and 
BP9 in Lesotho. 
These two points were refixed as resections from the DOS co-ordinates, to obtain the 
following differences from their officia l positions in table 5.5 below: 
DOS Official coordinates Obtained coordinates Comparison 
Differences 
At pt y (m) x (m) y(m) x (m) y (m) X (m) Vector(m) 
T074 -47827.085 3244591.823 -47827.160 3244591.809 0.075 0.014 0.076 
5062 -78638.826 3222364.594 -78638.735 3222364.575 0.091 0.0 19 0.093 
Table 5.5 DOS official versus calculated c:oo ... dinates on T074 and S062 
The results reveal a larger y-res idua l than the x-res idual in both cases. This may be 
attributed to some systematic error during observation. These results do show, 
however, that TO?4 and S062 positions are in sympathy with the DOS coordinates set. 
An attempt was made to calculate the same points using the SA data set, to see if the 
va lues wou ld be in sympathy with those in the SA data set. Unfortunately, both points 
had only three external orienting stations and so the re liabi lity of the fixes on the SA 
data set could not be checked. Three rounds of observations were taken . 
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At Station Outside Orientation Stations 
S062 S051 P009 2927035 
T074 T071 292711 5 T075 
Table 5.6 Outside fixed stations used for orientation observations 
The external fixed stations coordinates for these points from the South African set o f 
coordinates are: 
Station Name Y (m) X (m) 
S051 -79718.668 3238293 .320 
P009 -75453.418 3212169.498 
2927035 -61221.50 3220524.368 
T071 -45207.549 3246243 .805 
292711 5 -42602.03 3239440.341 
T075 -53252.372 3244152.803 
S053 -78608.692 3222661.12 
T074 (BG 12) -47783.681 3244894.695 
Table 5.7 South African coordinates of points used in the resection 
The calculated resection fixes for the two points using the SA values above are: 
Stat ion Y(m) X (m) 
S062 Resected position -78601.82 3222658.85 
T074 Resected position -47790.08 3244885.54 
Tab le 5.8 Va lues obta ined by resection computed in the S.A. coordinate system 
Since the naming of points is different in both the DOS and South African lists, it was 
necessary to match points by closeness of coordinates. It was found that S062 
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replaced S053. The coordinates given in the South African li st are those of 5053. The 
differences and join distance between these two points are as follows: 
Name Y (m) X (m) Vector (m) 
S062 Rescctcd -78601.82 3222658.85 
S053 Closest point in SA li st -78608.692 3222661. 12 
difference -6.872 2.27 7.24 
Table 5.9 Difference between 5062 and S053 
the calculations do show that 5062 bears different coordinates from those of S053. A 
confirmat ion of this is found in a note wrinen 10 some private surveyors by the then 
survey examination officer, Bullen (1986) (see appendix (1», warning them of the 
pillars replaced by new ones with slightly different coordinates. This discrepancy is 
confirmed by DOS computing Section, (1980), which states that 8S62 replaced 8553. 
Thejoin distance between the S062 and 5053 in the DOS coordine.te system is 7.1901. 
This value compares with the join distance resected 8S62 to 8S53 of 7.24m. 
Therefore, this point is also in sympathy with the South African values. BS62 should 
therefore not be considered as an out lier. It has no image point in the South African 
set. 
T074 has not been disturbed since it was erected. When the area around it was 
checked, a monument (pyram idal and without a vane) was found a few metres south 
of it. This may be the BGI2 beacon that bears the coord inates in the South African 
li st. Therefore T074 is not common to both DOS and SA sets of coordinates. Personal 
experience using T074 has proven that the point is in sympathy with other points 
around it, both in Lesotho and in South Africa a long the border. 
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BS60 is on the Qeme plateau and is visible from most vi ll ages around Maseru. It has 
been used by several surveyors for cadastral jobs and has been found to be in 
sympathy with other Lcsotho stations. 8S71 is in Mohales hoek, BP38 in Thabantso, 
Quthing and BPI3 in Giants Cast le, Mokhot long, all too far to visit at the time. No 
report of damage on any of these three trigonometric stations has reached the chief 
surveyor"s office. The reasons for these points being out of pos it ion on either data set 
could not be established . 
5.3 Analysis after removal of outliers 
5.3.1 applying shifts only 
First, a diagram was produced where the vectors obtained by applying on ly the shifts 
that had been reduced to the mean between the SA and the DOS coordinate sets were 
plotted. This was in effect a zero order transformation. The vectors show a remarkable 
pattern of rotation in the counterclockwise direction, as seen in figure 5.6. A large 
rotation angle of more than 3 seconds is illustrated in this diagram. 
It can be seen from the same diagram that in general , the east and south residual 
vectors are larger than the west and north vectors. Also the vectors of points at the 
edge of Lesotho are larger than the inner ones. The largest vectors are the two easterly 
most vectors, POlO and PO 13. It is clear that the cumulat ive effects of systematic 
errors are largest in the eastern side of Lesotho. 
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Figu re 5.6 Residual vectors between DOS and SA pOints, afte.- renlOval of mean shifts. 
5.3.2 Application of Heimert Transformation on all points 
Origin sh ifts of the Hdmert transformati on are negligible (o f order · J 0-9) , as 
expected because as a preliminary step the two data sets were reduced to their 
common barycentres. 
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Figur~ 5.7 Regional Patterns ofVcctors 
From figure 5.4 to figure 5.7 the patterns are well fomlcd and continuous. In these 
figures. P035 remains the largest vector. In Figure 5.7, apparent groups of points with 
shared patterns are labelled. Starting at region A, Quthing-Qacha 's-nek, distortions 
split into the Southeast (E region) and Southwest (B region), which is Mokhotlong. 
From B region, vectors curve gently towards region C, Butha-Buthe, and there is a 
suggestion that if morc points existed between these regions, there cou ld be a 
continuous ant iclockwise rotation, A-B-C. At C, (LHWP area), these vectors point 
south. Starting again from A, following the clockwise rotat ion, there appears to be a 
reg ion E where distortions curve gent ly from southeast to north. At the northern part 
of region E, they start rotating to the northeast, and join those in the F area, which 
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point northeast. Region D, at the centre, does not fo llow these continuous patterns. 
There are very few vectors in this area, most pointing northeast. 
Vectors in regions C, F and upper E are relatively small as compared to those in other 
regions. It is evident that the southeastern vectors in general are large, suggesting that 
this is the weakest area in the network. 
Since the rotation seems to originate around Longitude 28 degrees East, which is the 
bOllndary between Lo panels 27 and 29, one might sus pect that the transformation 
from Lo27 and L029 to the common L028 is responsible for some of these patterns. 
Tests using data in thei r naLive Lo27 and Lo29 panels, however, revealed similar 
patterns. 
Some of the systematic patterns shown in residuals from the Helmert transformation 
seem to be taken care of in figure 5.5 where second order con formal polynomial 
trans formation was applied. The direction of vectors is more random than in previous 
diagrams. It is in th is second order transformation that the sizes of the residua ls are 
sign ificantly reduced. Higher order transformations reveal little further improvement. 
Vectors in fi gure 5.8 are en larged to clarify patterns in fi gure 5.5 
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Figure 5.8 2 .... Order transformation: points enlarged to show pall erns ofveclors 
5.3.3 Results when points are split into Primary and other points 
A suspicion that distortions lie more in the pnmary adjustment arose from the 
observation of the diagrams of residuals, which showed that most primary points had 
large vectors. To investigate thi s, po ints were divided into primary only and other (all 
points and secondary and tertiary) points. 
Figure 5.9 shows th at the goodness of fit of the transformation as measured by the 
standard deviation of an observation of unit weight, improved dramatically from a 
first to a second·order transfonnalion and improved very little after that. 
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Figure 5.9 <JoCom parison at different transformation orders 
The standard error in the Primary trigs only is much higher than the other 1\\10 cases. 
A comparison of the three curves shows a more rapid recovery in the primary than the 
other curves, and it is not c lear why this is the case. 
The graph of the Maximum Displacement Vector against transformation order (Figure 
5. 10) shows how the displacement vectors vary with the transfonnation order. 
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Figure 5.10 A vcrage displacement vector variatio n with transformation order 
Roge" (1978), Windsor (1980), DOS computing section, (June 1981), and Rousseau 
( 1984) of the South African Directorate of Control Surveys all showed that the 
Lesotho primary adjustment held fixed the South African points on the West and 
South of Lesotho. but was unable to fit to South African points in the southeast. (See 
in appendix ( l l) 
Rousseau (1984) noted that along the southern boundary of Lesotho. the DOS team 
had mistakenly observed to a tertiary stat ion in Mungunung Aux instead of a geodetic 
stat ion 32. He further comments that P030 (Komokha) had the largest angular 
corrections. P035, P038 and P030 are in the southeast area where it has been said 
there were no forwarding observations from the South African stations. The analys is 
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so far confirms the distortion in the South East, and shows POlO and P013 on the 
eastern side to have been affected by these systematic effects. 
This disagreement stresses the seriousness of the effects of systematic errors in the 
network . For most of the Lesotho points used in the SA readjustment, DOS 
observations were used, that is. practically no new observations taken in Lesotho were 
included in the adjustment. After all the South African network readjustments, it was 
assumed that if there were weaknesses in the South African control in the area 
southeast of Lesotho, probably they wou ld have shown up. The picture might well be 
different if few new observations, such as GPS baselines, between points in the weak 
area in the geodetic network of Lesotho and newly readjusted points in SA were taken 
for adjustment. 
Whcn on ly primary points are adjusted, the maximum y-residual is 1.245m, and that 
of x is 1.565m, both in the Helmert transfonnation at point P035. The point with next 
largest residuals was P013. These two points are not rejected as was discussed earlier, 
The magnitude of most vectors is reduced as the trans formation order increases. 
Figure 5.10 shows how the maximum vector varies with transformation order. Figures 
5.11 and 5.12 show the vectors of primary on ly point res iduals after 1st and 2nd order 
transformation respectively. 
The imerging pattern fo r the first order transformation is the same as in the previous 
ana lysis where all the coord inates were used. The main improvements are renected in 
the second o rder transfonnation (Figure 5.11). This agrees with the graph of 
precision, where the main improvement was between the first am! second order, and 
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very little improvement occurred after that. In the 4th order transformation, the 
magnitude and direct ion of some vectors has changed, and as an example, one can 
point at BP 1 0, BP38. BP 14, BP20, ete (F igu res 5.12 and 5. 13). 
Figure 5.11 2nd Order Transformation on Primary Trig Stations 
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Figure S.1 2 Fourth Order Transformation on Primary Trigs. 
In fi gure 5.4. the sizes of lower order points were shown together with those of 
Primary points after the removal of outliers. Figure 5. 13 ind icates that the pattern 
formed by secondary and tert iary beacons together is similar to that of all points 
combined. The residual vectors for points in the north and west arc smaller than those 
of points in the south and east. Second order transfonnation minimises most 
systematic error effects, and there is little improvement in higher order 
transformations. 
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Figure 5. 13 Non-primary trigs I-Idm ert IranSrormalion adjustment vectors plot 
5.4 Conclusions 
Points that initia lly were considered as out li ers were most ly mismatched. Some points 
were replaced, and updated in the Lesotho li st but not in the South Afri can li st, while 
fo r other points erroneous matches were made. 
The results reveal that primary points alone harbour more distortions than all points 
and non-primary points as measured by sta ndard error of unit we ight. Shift vectors 
showed a strong ant iclockwise rotation affect ing the whole country. Helmert 
transformation reduced these distortions, which were split by regions. The southeast 
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reg ion showed larger vectors than the other reg ions. Although most di stortions were 
minim ised in the 2nd order transformation. the 41h o rder polynomial transformation 
gives the minimum rcsiduals. 
Rousseau commented that P030 had the largest angu lar corrections. In this study, 
PO 13 and P035 have the large residua ls as the vectors in the diagrams show, and 
therefore need further investigation. The tabulation be low shows the ratios of the 
average discrepancies to the average ruling distance between points: 
DOS non-primary points, average ruling distance = 8400m . 
Transformation Average Discrepancy: ruling Ration in ppm 
order discrepancy distance I: 
1 0.4407 19061 52ppm 
2 0.2672 3 1437 32ppm 
3 0.2398 35029 28ppm 
4 0.2252 37300 30ppm 
Table 5.10 
points 
Ratio of average vector discrepancies to ruling distance for DOS non-primary 
DOS primary points, average ruling distance = 30304111 . 
Transformat ion Average Discrepancy: ruling Ration in ppm 
order discrepancy distance 1: 
1 0.7408 40906 24ppm 
2 0.3 598 84224 12ppm 
3 0.3212 94345 Ilppm 
4 0.26 19 11 5707 9ppm 
Table 5.11 Ratio ofa ... erage vedor discrepancies to ruling distance for DOS primary points 
In both situations, the recovery is drastic from the ISI to the 2nd order i.e. by 50%, and 
a little after that, and so there was little point in using higher order polynomia ls. 
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Chapter 6 Lesotho GPS (Merminod's) and LHWP 
compared with South African Coordinates 
6.1 General Introduction 
In the previous chapter, the main data sets, DOS and SA, were compared. Two more 
data sets which make an important contribution to thi s research are Merminod's GPS 
points, since they are supposedly of higher accuracy than the others and the LHWP 
which has covered a large portion of Lesolho where previously the control was not 
dense enough for most jobs. Chronologically, LHWP control was estab li shed in the 
19805, with the last adjustment in 1984, while Merminod's control was erected in the 
early 19905. The situation is that Merrninod's points, like DOS's. cover the whole 
country and therefore are found in I:.HWP area. These sets will be treated separately 
as each has its unique coordinate va lues. 
6.2 Merminod's points 
6.2.1 Introduction 
For conventional survey purposes Lcsotho GPS monuments arc too far apart, but are 
at easi ly accessible places all over the country. This makes them very convenient for 
GPS users, and they could also be used by other surveyors if the coord inates of such 
points were in sympathy with the older traditional control points around them. The 
compatibi li ty between these GPS and DOS is tested indirectly through the SA data 
set, as explained in Chapter 4. 
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Methodology used in this chapter is similar to that used in chapter 5. Of 133 points in 
Merminod ' s list , there are only 29 matching points between the Lesotho GPS and the 
South African list These two sets are related to the same WGS84 ellipsoid, and 
therefore the only transformation required before the comparison was begun was to 
move the coordinates from the two panel to a one panel, L028. 
6.2.2 Detection of Outliers 
The Helmert transformation flagged 2 points with large residua ls as shown in the 
table below: 
Name VIm) X(m) Max Residuallao 
P028 -5.246 2. 151 5.42 
P020 0.200 -3.743 3.87 
Table 6.1 GPS-Hehnert transformatio n first detected outlicrs 
The general clockwise rotation is the result of the outlier forcing a false rotation onto 
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Figure 6.1 Helmert transformation of Mcrminod's pOints onto SA coordinates before 
remova l or any outliers 
In a second transformation after P028 and P020 were removed, PO 16 was flagged as 
an outlier, as shown in Figure 6.2 below with y-res idual of -0 .7.881 m. Compared 
with Figure 6.1, the residuals have become much smaller and the systematic rotation 
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Figure 6.2 2nd Hclmerl Iransformation of Merminod 's points onto SA after rcmQ\'a l of 
P028, P020. 
From Figure 6.2 above the encircled region excludes the South African trigs that 
were considered fixed for Merminod's adjustment. There is a suggestion of a slight 
clockwise rotation within this region. It can be seen in the diagram that these South 
African trigs have a general anticlockwise rotation. The only trigonometric point in 
Lesotho considered fi xed during the same Merminod's adjustment was POI4. 
The higher transformation runs of the program of Menninod's points onto SA after 
the removal of P028 and P020 yielded results very similar to those of the I sI order 
transformation adjustment, except that only POl6 was flagged as an outl ier. The 
resulting diagrams arc therefore not shown. 
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Figure 6.3 Graph of standard error against transform a tion order between Merminod 's 
and SA coordinates 
Figure 6.3 shows thallhere was a small improvement in the adjustment of the points 
between 1st and 2nd order, and 3rd and 4th order, as measured by the standard error of 
the residuals. Most improvement was obtained in the 3rd order transformation. (See 
also Figure 6.4). The relative improvement achieved by a higher order 
transformation was however, only about 3%, unlike in the previous DOS situation 
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Figure 6.4 Third Order Transformation vectors 
6.2.3 Causes of Discrepancies 
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It was found during Merminod's GPS campaign that the P028 pi llar had been 
destroyed and the distance between the witness marks perceived as WM I and WM2 
was wrong by 2lcm. Since the centre hole was not located , it was believed that 
WM 1 had been used ror the measurements (Merminod 1992). 
P020 had also been destroyed. The centre hole was located in 199 J but was unusable 
since it was in a loose rock. One of the 3 holes believed to be WM2 found nearby 
was used (Merminod 1992). 
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6.2.4 Comparison of patterns between DOS/SA and 
Merminod's/SA 
The rotation patterns of the vectors in both the DOS/SA and Mcrminod/SA situations 
are different. The shift patterns of the DOS/SA adjustment shows a strong, well-
defined rotat ion. MemlinodlSA shift pattern on the other hand is not so well 
structured. In the diagrams where oUlliers have not been removed (Figures 5.1 and 
6.1). the rotations are clearly defined in both cases but this can be partly explained by 
the outl iers forci ng a compensating rotation onto the other common points. In the 
DOS/SA situation, the removal of oUl liers reduced the s izes of vectors slightly. and 
affected the direction of rotat ion so that all the vectors on the western side of the 
country. which were first in the clockwise direction, had an anticlockwise rotation 
(Figure 5.4). The direction and magnitude of vectors on the eastern side were 
affected very slightl y. In Merminod/SA comparison, the removal of outliers reduces 
the rotation pattern (Figure 6.2) resulting in very nearly randomly directed vectors. 
Both these Figures relate to the Helmert adjustment. 
In Chapter 5 we noted rotation patterns III DOS/SA companson, suggesting 
systematic effects in the DOS horizontal network of Lesotho, which is apparently 
concentrated in the South-East. This is the side of the country where errors were 
forced to accumulate. On the other hand, one can not point out a specific area in 
Merminod/SA, with the present data and diagrams, to say where the sources of errors 
are. 
Both the Lesotho and the South African GPS observations and adjustment were done 
almost at the same time and in the same system, WGS84 system. Merminod, ( 1993). 
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records that he used 7 South African points out of 8 as his fixed control in the new 
primary points adjustment. The residuals are very small and the standard error is 
0.086. 
6.2.5 The Future use of GPS in Lesotho 
Present use of the GPS control network 
It has been found that the GPS monuments in Lesotho are at present of very little use 
to the surveying community since firstly, most do not have GPS equipment, and 
consequently. there is very linle interest in the re lated activ ities. Secondly. the GPS 
network in Lesotho is not in sympathy with the DOS network. Thirdly, even when 
these GPS monuments are in the vicinity of the surveyor' s area of work, they are not 
noticed because they are at ground level and as a result, a surveyor will establish his 
own control using the traditional manner. 
The governnlent survey office has made very little use of these monuments although 
it has had the GPS equipment for more than 4 years now. The typical project using 
GPS equipment is in real time kinematic (RTK) mode. which involves placing of 
cadastral beacons rather than enhancing the geodetic control. 
It seems likely that, with time, this passive GPS network might be regarded as 
useless if not made homogeneous with the surrounding DOS network. Since the 
networks already exist, it would be a good idea for the government to reso lve the 
differences between the two, by using a stronger network to restrain the weaker 
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network. This will have more or less the same effect as adopting the coordinates of 
the latest South African adjustment. 
6.2.6 Conclusions 
Lesotho GPS/SA as compared to the DOS/SA analysis shows that indeed there are 
some systematic errors in the DOS observations. Comparing the two Helmert 
transformations onto the SA set, the rotation ang le of the GPS set of data is small 
(0".01979) compared with the DOS (more than 3") and has a smaller standard error 
(0.086) with less proportional improvement between the 1st and 4th transformation 
order, whereas the DOS standard error is about 0.4 and 10% improvement occurs by 
using a higher order transformation. This m ight be because the DOS observation 
reductions were nOI complete. for instance, not applying deviation of the vertical 
correction. A lso, traditional survey methods were laborious and prone to mistakes . 
Hence Mermi nod ' s GPS data is of better fit onto the SA network than is the DOS 
data se t. 
The following tab le shows the d iscrepancies ratio to the ruling distance of 22 1 03m 
Transformation Average Discrepancy: ru ling Ration in ppm 
order discrepancy distance I: 
I 0.1029 2 1480 1 5ppm 
2 0.1024 215850 5ppm 
3 0.1024 2 15850 5ppm 
4 0. 1022 216272 5ppm 
Table 6.2 Lesotho G PS vector discrellancics 
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6.3 Lesotho Highlands Water Project (LHWP) 
6.3.1 Introduction 
The Lesotho Highlands Water Proj ect (LHWP) is a large engineering water proj ect 
invo lving both South Africa and Lesotho. It has taken several decades from the 
conception to the im plementation stage fo r various reasons. T he exten t o f the project 
in Lesotho is show ll in the Figure 1.5 of chapter I. 
At the completion stage. the project will comprise the fo llowing, as shown by Spie 
Batigno ll es (undated), one of the proj ect contractors: 
• Katse dam, from which is linked a 45km transfer tunne l to ' Mucla dam and 






'Mue la dam where there is a delivery tunne l into South Africa, 
M ohale Darn which feeds the Katse dam through an interconnecting tunnel o f 
about 30km , 
Masha i dam with another transfer delivery tunnel to the Ash river outlet, 
Tsoe like dam with a water pumping station. 
Ntoahae dam also with a pumping sl.alion. 
Together with access roads and power lines, thi s makes a huge proj ect, which in all 
respects needs a good geodetic contro l. There are DOS trigs in the area, though not 
dense enough to cover the construction sites satisfactorily, there are LHWP beacons, 
some replac ing destroyed DOS beacons and others newly established for the purpose 
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of densifying control. There are a lso new GPS monuments. The li st used for the 
ana lys is is the LHWP list. These coordinates were recomputed by Department of 
Public Works and Land Affa irs (PWLA) in Pretoria, resulting in slightly different 
coordinate va lues, which are not cons idered in thi s thesis. 
6.3.2 Provision of original control 
The original plan geodetic control in the area is that establi shed by QQ.S. Because of 
the inaccessib ili ty of some points or lack of proper control in the vicinity of the 
construction sites. the contractors had to bui ld 23 new trigonometric points, where 
appropriate, to faci litate mapping and construction ofinfrastructurc. 
The Icvel contro l in Lesotho at the beginning of the project was the geodetic control 
from Makhaleng Bridge to Maputsoe. and the one from Wits ieshoek in SOllth Africa 
to Peianellg in Lcsotho. These had to be extended to the other sites of the project by 







ot Beginning of Survey 
Figure 6.S Triangulation Network at the beginning of the Survey 
(Lesotho Highlands Water Project (1986)) 
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6.3.3 Data analysis 
There are 70 points common to the LI-IWP and the SA data sets. The first Helmert 
transformat ion program run yielded no oulli ers. Residual and shift vectors are large. 
The vectors produced revealed the patterns indicated in Figure 6.6. 
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' '' igure 6.6 Helmert trulIsformation residual vector plot of unvp network 
The rolation panerns arc as in Figure 6.6. Easterly vectors follow curves A and D, 
sp litting to the North and South and joining those of Band C from the West at the 
centrc. The magnitude of vectors along curve A and C is larger than at other areas. 
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These vectors are enclosed in polygons. A labelled diagram (Figure 6.7) gives the 
names of these vectors. 
The fo llowing va lues were obtained in the same Helmert transformation: 
Standard error = 1.050m 
Max imum absolute res iduals: y = 2.940m x = 2. IIOm 
Minimum absolute residuals: y = 0.021 m x = 0.041 m 
Rotation angle 5". 6936 
Scale factor 0.999743 
The above va lues suggest something is wrong with the Lesotho High lands Water 
Project network. Merm inod (1992 p.7), says thi s about the LHWP topographic 
surveys " ... and the coordination of thei r topographic work is far from being an 
example" . It is surpri s ing that using the South African 1983/84 adjustment values, 
which were the latest at the time, their values came out the way they did. 
The yd order tra nsformation flagged points S057 and POI2. The 4 th order 
transformation flagged PO 12 and P006. Even the 4th order polynom ia l transformation 
could not change the rotation patterns noticeably. As can be evidenced from the 
d iagrams, the further one goes in the west, the larger the vectors become. ~ 
patterns suggest that whatever types of systematic errors wer,;! incurred, they were 
propagated further and were allowed to accumulate. In contrast, on the eastern s ide 
the vectors were being sl ightl y reduced. 
LHWP (1986 p. 01-2) reports that 
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There is however a problem that these beacons have evolved from two 
independent operat ions interconnected onl y at BP8, BT100 and BT105. 
The Southern and Northern part of the net will have to be connected by 
addi tional observations and consideration will have to be given to the 
estab li shment of the first order triangulat ion network which will cover 
the complete project area. 


















Fourth Order transformation for LI'IWP network 
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This network forms a large part of the Lesotho geodet ic network, but it has 
discrepancies with in itself. It is mentioned that because of the high cost and clear 
visib ili ty in the mountains, lamps and helios were not lIsed (Feasibility Study 1986). 
It is a lso reported that some beacons were not always visible due to cloud cover, 
haziness or other weather interruptions. Perhaps helios should have been used during 
their observations, j ust to be on the safe side. The large residua ls obtained were 
conc luded to come partly from observat ional errors and part ly from the points 
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selected to constrain the adjustment. These errors show lack of proper supervision 
and motivation and will prove costly in the future, since the work might have to be 
done again. 
6.3.4 Conclusions 
The systematic errors in the LI-IWP network are large as revealed in the diagrams. 
Merminod, (1992) pointed out that the LI-IWP was interested only in areas where it 
was affected, as far as mapping is concerned. He a lso commented that a ll thei r j obs 
were contracted, with the knowledgeable people in Pretoria, and no one locally from 
the LI-lWP knowing what was going on. Although the government su rvey office is 
involved mostly in cadastral surveys (because it generates revenue), the evidence 
from the LI-IWP suggests that the Lesotho government should play a role in 
activ ities o f geodet ic nature and other topographic surveys everywhere in the 
country. to check that appropri ate specifications are achieved and by the ri ght 
people. 
The fo llowing table shows the discrepancies as fou nd in the LHWP contro l: The 
average distance between trigonometric stations was nOOm. 
Transformation Average Discrepancy: ru ling Rat ion in ppm 
order di screpancy distance 1: 
1 1.2882 5603 1 78ppm 
2 1.2013 5962 168ppm 
3 0.9830 7286 137ppm 
4 0.9532 7513 133ppm 
Table 6.3 U ·IWP vector disc rep:lllcies 
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The LI-IWP network fo rms part of the geodetic network of Lesotho, but has so far 
contributed liule towards sl ren!:,l1hening it. The project dams have created a centre of 
attract ion, which will soon need to be surrounded with good infrastructu re to 
accom modate tou ri st's needs. Mon itoring of dams and other earth movements in the 
vicinity of dam sites caused by dam loading is important, and req uires the network 
to be checked on a regular bas is, 10 monitor movement of the whole subsiding area. 
Weak surrounding network may lead to more confusion, especia lly because Lesotho 
relics on control points in its cadastral fi xed boundary surveys. 
It is unfortunate that the opportunity was not used to strengthen the whole network 
in the area o f the LI-IWP. The Lesotho government survey office has now to work 
out a way to deal with the situation in the area, and it is hoped that informed 
members of the LI-IWP will be invo lved thi s time. The di stortions in the area are 
large. It would therefore make little sense to apply the calculated parameters to non-
common coord inates in the LHWP set to try to bring them into the consolidated 
coordinate set. Merminod 's points can be used as a fixed frame for the GPS 
observation and adjustment of the LI-I WP points. This would help homogenise the 
networks. 
The grouping of di stort ions shown in figures 6.6 and 6. 7 sugge~t that a rubber 
sheeting approach to transformations might be more appropriate for transforming 
non-common points than the polynom ial approach used. However, the po lynomial 
approach enables these systemat ic effects to be clearly revea led. 
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Chapter 7 Choice of Projections for updated control 
system 
7.1 Introduction 
Up to now Lesotho has published control point co-ordinates on the two-panel Gauss 
Conform or Transverse Mcrcator (TM) projections. centred on the Lo27 and Lo29 
meridians. This follows what is done in South AtTica. A large part of the country lies 
in the overlap area (one quarter degree each side of Lo28 degrees). In this overlap 
region it is not clear wh ich map panel to use, corrections arc large and it is often 
necessary to transform point co-ordinates from one map panel to another. When an 
updated list is prepared. it will be appropriate to make another choice of map 
projection. This chapter investigates possible choices ofprojeclions to use in Lesotho, 
including the use of one panel, and the use of the UTM projection of which there is a 
likelihood that some donor countries might support its use in Lesotho. This last 
projection has also found a wide recognition around the world. and is not very 
different from the presently used projection, therefore it is likely that Lesotho would 
choose it if it decides to go for a change. This chapter goes on to demonstrate how the 
errors affect measurements in different places across the country. The shortcomings of 
the projections in use are highlighted. Then a system is suggested which could be used 
in place of the existing projection. 
Snyder ( 1987) refers to othcr conformal projections used in different parts of the world 
according to its position, extent or shape, including thc.conic c.g. Bipolar Oblique 
Conic conformal , Lambert Conformal or cylindrical e.g. Oblique Mercator, Mercator 
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or azimuthal c.g. Stereograph ic. These were not considered because only the UTM and 
Gauss are used in neighbouring countries. 
7.2 Properties of Projections used 
7.2.1 Transverse Mercator 
According to Davis. Foote. Anderson and Mikhail ( 1981 . p. 572-573). the properties 
of the transverse Mercator projection are the following: 
a) It uses a cylinder in a transverse position such that it touches the earth 
a long the central meridian, 
b) The scale is true along the central meridian. 
c) The central meridian is uscd as the origin for the y-coord inates of the 
map in the Southern hemisphere. 
d) Origin of the x-coordinate is the equator, 
e) Both the central meridian and the eq uator are straight lines. 
t) Other meridians are complex curves that are concave toward the central 
meridian. 
g) Parallels arc concave toward the poles, 
h) Projection used mostly for state plane coordinate system of states (or 
zones thereof) of greater North-South than East-West extent . 
7.2.2 Universal Transverse Mercator 
Davis et al. (198 1. p. 574) state that the UTM is based on the transverse Mercator 
projection. The characterist ics of the UTM as of 1958 are: 
I. Transverse Mercator project ion is in zones that are 6° wide. 
2. The reference ellipsoid Clarke 1866 is used in North America, 
3. The origin of longitude is at the centra l meridian, 
4. The origin of latitude is at the equator, 
5. The unit of measure is the metre, 
6. For the Southern Hemisphere, a false northing of J O,OOO,OOOm is used, 
7. A false casting of500,OOOm is used for the central meridian of each zone, 
8. The scale factor at the central meridian is 0.9996, 
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9. The zones are numbered beginning with I for zone between 1800 W and 
174°W meridians and increasing to 60 for zone between merid ians 174°E 
and 180oE. 
10. The lat itude for the system varies from 800 N and 800 S. 
","" ,One5O ",,"'" 
--- I- --
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Figure 7. 1 UTM zones 
Figure 7. and 7.2 show the UTM zones. Lcsotho is in zone 35. using Longitude 27° 
East as centra l meridian. 
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According to the Ministry of Defence, (1965, pp. 97-98), the following is stated about 
the UTM: 
In order that the longitude covered by the projection may be extended as 
w ide ly as possible without int roducing into lerable scale errors, it is normal 
to introduce a scale factor. This has the effect of reducing the scale on the 
central merid ian. The scale factor is c hosen in such a way that the scale at 
the east and west limits of the projection is made too great , by the same 
amount as the scale on the central meridian is made too small. This wi ll 
have the effect of making the scale correct on lines situated about two thirds 
of the distance from the central meridian to the limits of the projection .... 
The Universal T ransverse Mercator projection ..... is a development of this 
idea. 
7.3 Distortions when projecting measurements from the 
ground to the map. 
Survey measurements are distorted when projected onto the project ion, principally by 
the sea level, scale enlargement and (I-T) correct ions. Clear ly. surveyors would prefer 
a map projection where for most surveying purposes, these corrections could be 
ignored. To lest the size of corrections under different scenarios. a section was drawn 
across Lcsotho on a 1 :250000 map, along latitude 29° 30' and heights measured at test 
points along it. At each test point the following correct ions were calculated and 
graphed: 
1. (I-T) correction in seconds for a ray of 1 km length Nort h-South, 
2. Sea-Level correct ion o n a 1 DOOm line, 
3. Scale Enlargement on a 1000m line. 
4. Combined Sea-Level a nd Scale Enlargement corrections 0 11 a I DOOm line. 
The fo llowing equations simp lified from Schreiber ( 1955) were applied to both the 
Gauss Conform and Universa l transverse Mercalor projections: 
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I) For the scale enlargement 
, 
Equation 7. 1 
Scale = S(j + f 2,- 1) 
2 R 2) The sea level correct ion (which is always 
negative) is given by 
h 
dellel = S -
R 
t _ T = p .l!.x.y 
2R' 
where: 
3) t-T correction: 
S is the distance measured (= IOOOm) 
f is the scale factor at the central meridian 
Equation 7.2 
Equation 7.3 
For Gauss Conrorm scale (I) = 1; ror UTM scale (I) = 0.9996 
y is the distance from the central meridian 
R (is the radius of the earth) = 6356000m 
p =206265 
/Ix = IOOOm. 
These formulae were used in a spreadsheet where the following graphs were drawn. 
The Tables ofthesc computations are in appendix (4). 
7.4 Lesotho on Gauss Conform Projection 
For projects extending beyond the edge or one panel, a 15' overlap on either s ide or 
the next central meridian, Lo28 is used as scen from Figure 7.3. This means that a 
substantia l part of Lesotho lies in the overlap between the boundaries shown by dotted 
lines (wit hin 25 OOOm ITom Lo28). 
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For the sea- level correction it can be noted that genera lly the Western side of the 
country is the lowest at about 1500m while the eastern side is in the high Drakensberg 
range and is above 2 OOOm. Most development and therefore survey work is carried 
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Figure 7.3 Different Los in Lesotho 
(Department of Land, Surveys and Physical Planning - Lesotho) 
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7.5 Results of scenario testing . 
7.5.1 Using two panels of Gauss Conform Projection: On Lo27 
and Lo29. 
(Refer to Table I in appendix (4) and Figure 7.4) 
On ooth panels the minimum correction fo r the scale enlargement and (t-T) corrections 
is at the cent ral meridian, where both are zero. The 1-T correction increases linearly 
with distance fro m the central meridian, reaching a maximum of 0.6 1 seconds for a 
lOOOm dray at the outer edge of the overlap. For a lmost all engineering and cadastral 



















Correction on Lo27 
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Co rrections on TM projcdion on 1027 along 290 30' para llel 
(The area indicated by the diagonal lines to the right of the dotted line s ignifies the 
area beyond the normal overlap region where the 2-degree Gauss Conform panel IS 
normally not used because of rapid ly increasing corrections) 
The scale correction graph is a parabo lic curve. The rate of change of this curve varies 
exponentially with the distance from the Lo. At a distance of 125km from the central 
meridian, the e correct ion for a I km line rcaches about 0.2111 
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The Sea level correction starts at - 0.24111 for a I km line and becomes negatively larger 
as the test point moves to higher ground in the East. This correction is inversely 
proportional to height and therefore where the graph shows a trough, we find high 
point and where there is a bump, we find a va lley on the ground .. 
The combined sea- level and scale enlargement correction therefore starts at the central 
Lo with the sea level correction, bears the same shape as the sea level correct ion but 
departs from it gradua lly owing to the influence of the scale correct ion on it. The 
turning point of this curve is around 130km from L027 where it becomes positive. For 
the region where L027 pane l has been used up till now, the combined correction graph 
is fairly horizontal at about --{).24m for a 1 km line. 
On L029, (Refer to Table 3 in appendix (4) and Figure 7.5) the scale enlargement 
curve is parabolic with a minimum value less than 0.0002m occurring at a distance 
between 200km from Lo27. Lo29 is only about 40km from the eastern border of 
Lesotho. and the scale correction is 0.026m and small on this portion of land. On the 
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(The area indicated by the diagonal lines to the left of the dotted line signifies the area 
beyond the normal overlap region where the 2-degrce Gauss Con form panel is 
normally not used because of rap idly increasing corrections) 
The sea level correction curve is exactly like the onc on L027, start ing at - 0.24m on 
Lo27, skewing slightly to the right with two peaks at around II0km and ISO- 160km. 
The combined graph still resembles the sea level graph in that the same heights and 
distances give it the same bumps as those in the sea level curve. As the scale 
correction curve approaches zero at L029, the combined correction gets closer and 
c loser to the sea level correction. The area around Lo29 is mountainous. Since the 
scale correct ion is zero at the centra l meridian. it is to be expected that the combined 
correction would be close or equal to the sea level correction near the central meridian. 
The t-T correction for a Ikm North-South ray is again a linear curve that reaches only 
O,S seconds at the Western edge of Lesotho. 
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The combined representation of corrections using the two panels is shown 111 Figure 
7.6. 
It can be seen that the t-T correction can be neglected as it reaches the va lue of only 
about 0.3 seconds at the distance of 10 IS' from the Lo. The scale enlargement 
corrections are about O.2m at 125 DOOm from both central meridians. and th is cannot 
be neglected over a distance of J km. The sea level correct ion has the dominating 
influence in the combi ned correction. The corrections are largest in the overlap reg ion 
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250000 
7.5.2 Using a single Gauss Conform panel with central meridian 
28 degrees East. 
(Refer to Table 2 in appendix (4) and Pigure 7.7) 
Lo28 is situated near the centre of the country. The eastern border of the country is 
nearly 140km away fro m Lo28 while the western border is only about 96km away. 
The most eastern part of the country is outside the ooundary of Lo28 correct ions, but 
this portion of land is about 15km wide. The maximum combined sea-level and scale 
enlargement correction appl icable fro m Lo28 in this part would amount to 0.25rn over 
Ikm. 
From the results, the combi ned correction is closest to zero at the lowlands and at its 
maximum o n the west at around 50km fTom Lo28. 
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7.6 Conclusions on Transverse Mercator projection 
The maximum combined sea-level and scale enlargement correction with this option 
of a single Lo panel would be 0.43m on 1000m. This is not good for long legged 
traverses and road survey works, though considerably better than the 2 panel Lo with 
0.5301 per km on L029. 
In Lesotho, the difficult terrain causes the combined correct ion to be reliant on height 
as well as the Lo used. Lo28 would seem the most suitable for most of the country as 
it g ives a fair representation of corrections in all graphs. The coverage of the country is 
good. whether onc panel or two panel are followed. 
The I-T graph shows that this correction is not significant for most engineering and 
cadastral purposes. 
7.7 Mapping Lesotho on the UTM zone 35 
(Refer to Table 4 in appendix (4) and Figure 7.8) 
With UTM, each zone spans 6°, with 3° on either side of the central meridian. Lesotho 
lies in zone 35, with the centra l merid ian o n Lo27, the lower bound at 24°E and the 
upper bound at Lo30oE. Lcsotho lies between Lo27 and Lo33, as the most western 
border is about 2' 24' from L027. 
From Figure 7.8, the false scale factor of 0.9996 produces a scale enlargement 
correction at the central meridian of - OArn. This correction decreases ( i.e. gcts closer 
to zero) as the distance from the central meridian increases, and is zero at around 
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180km, which is one quarter of the total distance of the upper limit fTom the central 
meridian. The maximum scale correction goes above Om is 0.3 1 m. The sea level 
correction graph is the same as in the Gauss Conform graphs. 
The combined correct ion is -O.6m al the centra l meridian and remains near this va lue 
up to a distance of I OOkm-11 Okm, where we find the Senqunyane and Senqu va lleys. 
Thereafter, the slope of the curve becomes genera lly positive. 
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The minimum combined correction of -O.22m is at the most eastern and highest point. 
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7.7.1 Conclusions on Universal Transverse Mercator projection 
With the UTM, the max imum combined corrections of magnitude O.63m arc in the 
lowlands (sec Figure 7.8). This value stays almost constant up to around 100000111 
from Lo27, where the terrain starts changing. Although the country can be covered 
under onc zone or panel. the 0.6m per km correction is the largest in the projections 
under investigation, and can be disturbing s ince it is largest in that part of the country 
where most developments take place and where it would be morc convenient if the 
corrections could be small. It can be seen that as in the case of Lo27 in the 2-panel 
situation. the UTM combined correction then rises steeply. gett ing closer to zero as 
one goes higher in a ltitude and further away from the cent ral meridian. 
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As shown in Figure 7.8, the correct ions for L027 on a Gauss conform projection are 
parallel to those on the UTM projection but differ in magnitude. 
7.8 General conclusions and Recommendations 
7.8.1 Implications of remaining with 2-Lo-panels: 
It has been shown that on the Gauss Conform, the two Los used in Lesotho cover the 
country wel l in extent. Confusion arises, however, with the use of points in the overlap 
zone. Abandoning th is system may involve more work, money and time, but if the 
general fee ling is that the two panel system is satisfactory, especially with the 
privately pract is ing surveyors, then there wi ll nol be any need, at least for the near 
fu ture, to change it. The office of the chief surveyor should conduct a survey to find 
what the users' views regard ing this matter are, and only then shou ld action be taken. 
7.8.2 Option of a single Lo-Panel centered at Lo28 degrees. 
It would seem that Lo28 is the solution to the above problem because of its location 
and the s ize o f corrections that need to be app lied if it is used. There is, however, a 
very small portion of land, of about 15km, in Mokhotlong which fall s outside the 
upper limit of Lo28. 
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7.8.3 Option of basing control on UTM zone 35. 
Lcsotho Jails on the eastern side of zone 35, which uses Lo27 as a central meridian. As 
each zone covers 3° on either side of the central meridian, Lcsotho is well covered as 
it is nowhere further than 2°30' from the central meridian. 
The adoption of UTM would require all the present data to be changed. Then the 
government would have the duty to alert all concerned parties. or even provide support 
in the form of courses for those surveyors who mjght feel uncomfortable with the new 
system. On the other hand, this system might be familiar to other foreign investors, 
such as the German companies which have already started work helping the Lcsotho 
Government to survey the who le country, in order to establish the land database. 
7.9 Feasibility of using WGS84 as a new reference ellipsoid 
Once a country has decided to use one specific datum, that country finds it difficult to 
change to a later and even if a better. one. This reluctance to change may be caused by 
one or more of the following factors: 
a) Convenience - A decision should he made first as to the convemence of 
changing to the new datum, based on the needs of the surveying community in 
general, and of the long term benefits of such a change. With its treeless and 
mountainous terrain highly suitable for GPS, a change to WGS84 would seem 
to be sensible, but this decision would depend on the privately practising 
surveyors having easy access to GPS equipment. 
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b) OPS equipmcnt. Presently, only the government survey oflice is known to own 
such equipment. Currently, provision of control based on WOS84 has to be 
transformed onto the local datum for the benefi t of private surveyors. 
c) Coordinates conversion from the Cape Datum to WOS84 system - This needs 
to be done for a ll data at hand, and it might take a few years to complete. To do 
the conversion. suitable transformation hardware. software and personnel 
should be available. 
d) Norms and Regulations - Changes need to be incorporated into the regulations 
governing the practices on land surveying (Chief Surveyor 's Directions). This 
would affect the specifications on the placement and surveying of beacons in 
both the geodet ic/topographic and cadastral surveying. 
e) Training - Although it takes onJy a few days to learn to operate OPS 
equipment, it can take a much longer time to understand fully how OPS works. 
In order to be able to plan, carry out a survey and analyse the OPS results, 
training is required. Training would also help in updating of survey ing 
regulations, as it is people with insight into OPS who would know which OPS 
error causes a particular displacement error. Currently, few Basotho nationals 
are competent in GPS data analysis. 
Fortunately, a project focusing on land inventory in Lesotho is under way. This project 
helped by GTZ, a German company. with funding from the German federal 
government. aims to develop a GIS database in Lesolho, known as the National 
Inventory of Land Potential (NILI'). GTZ sponsors the project, supplying all the 
equipment for data capture and processing and providing experts to train the 
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technicians and land surveyors in technical matters. The surveyors and technicians 
(called land technicians) involved will undergo some basic GPS training, evcn though 
the data capture wi ll be done using the Digital Orthophoto Mosaics (DOM), Digital 
Plane Tables (DPT) and measuring tapes. According to Ztilsdorf (2000, p. 9), the 
equipment to be used will include " 1 OPT, GPS dual frequency with one base station 
and 2 rovers. all linked by radio" . One of the aims is that at the cnd of the project, 
surveyors will have the option of buying the eq uipment that they were using. If the 
exercise is successfu lly done, most of the points above would have been covered. A 
change to WGS84 would help the usefulness of this project and data conversion may 
as well start so that when surveyors own the GPS equipment, the Chief surveyor' s 
office will be readily prepared for their needs. 
A question ari ses: What wi ll happen to the existing data once a change occurs? 
It is expected that not many survey firms in Lesotho wi ll have the capac ity to 
implement the change within a short time, say five years. The government still has its 
duty to provide services to such Hrms and therefore it is the responsibility of the 
government to provide safety of such data. Besides. a lot more materials such as maps 
and charts will st ill need to be referenced to the present data. Right now, the existing 
data is sti ll very much in use and will remain in use for some time to come. 
7.10 Software for conversion of DOS co-ordinates to WGS84. 
Chapter 5 described how a fourth-order conformal polynomial transformation could be 
applied to transform DOS co-ordinates to the Hartebeeshoek datum. This 
transformation could be used to transform non-common DOS control points and a lso 
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surveyed points measured from the DOS control. Us ing this transformation, the user 
is able to transform points without concern for scamlines or non-conformality, as 
happens when one applies a transformation using only closest contro l. 
For this purpose, soft ware was written to transform the existing data from the 
Clarke1880 map coordinates onto the WGS84 L027, 28, or 29. The variety of output 
form was to cope with different decisions about the best map to use. Because the 
polynomial transformation had been derived for points on WGS84. Lo28, this kernel 
had to be embedded in routines that would get the data into this form. This program is 
summarised using the now diagram below. The program listing is in appendix (3), and 
the sample results in appendix (4). 
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7.10 Shortfalls of the transformation software Lesotho.m 
The program starts by input of local map co-ordinates. A choice has not oceo made 
allowing geographical co-ordinates to oc used as input. This is recause most point co-
ordinates in Lesotho are computed and/or stored as map co-ordinates. There arc 
instances, however, especia lly in geodetic control, where geographical co-ord inates 
are used. Therefore, as an improvement to the program, a subroutine to make a choice 
of input co-ordinates may be added. 
Another problem is that of choice of transformation parametres. The way this program 
works is such that the parametres have to be changed in the program. which is not easy 
for users to trace. The transformation parametres need to be calculated first using 
Transn S.m, for insertion into Matrans.m. For further improvement. the choice should 
have onc default set of parameters and a cho ice depending on the data set used. or 
inputting new parameters. 
7.11 Chapter summary 
The Transverse Mercator projection presently in use in Lesotho. and the Universal 
Transverse Mcrcator projection have been studied. Properties of each projections have 
been listed, and the problems for each projection, as applied to Lcsotho were 
discussed. The implications of using one projection over the other were also discussed. 
The conclusions drawn show that the TM projection onc panel system based on 
longitude 28°E is the best for Lesotho, as judged by the s izes of corrections over a 
distance of 1000m. The chapter concluded by looking at the viability of using WGS84 
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as a new datum. It is suggested that the preparations for a change of datum should start 
as soon as possible. and to Facilitate this change. software has been developed for the 
conversion of present map coordinates onto WGS84 system. 
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Chapter 8 Heights 
8.1 Introduction 
The height system forms an important dimension in the geodetic survey. It provides not 
only the technique for measuring the d istance above a specified reference surface. but 
also assists in geophysica l prospecting and scientific study of the form oflhe geoid. The 
main value of a height system is to assist in planning and setting out civ il works 
inc luding road and hydro works, and for control for mapping. This chapter reviews the 
methods of heighling used in Lesulhu and in South Africa as a basis for Lesotho height 
systems. 
8.2 The South African Heights System 
As with the plane control, the height system in Lesotho is based on the South African 
height system. The South African system of he ights, according to Merry ( ) 977), 
is based on a publication by G. A. Rune in 1949. It is supposedly an 
orthometric height system, in which the correction to an observed height 
difference is given in two parts: 
a) The 'spheroidal orthometric' correct ion Cs. 
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c . ~ - dr h ,\ G m Equation 8.1 
I 
h. ~ '2(h, + h, ) 
dr ~r,-r, 
G ~ 980000 mgals 
r ~ ro( 1 + a, sin ' t/> + a , sin ' 2t/» 
or 
r ~ r" ( I + p, cos 2t/> + p , cos ' 2t/» 
Where Yo and Y-l5 are the values of normal gravity at latitudes 0° and 45°, rp 
the latitude of the point, h, and hz are heights of two consecutive observed 
po ints of a leve l line section and aI, al. PI. Pl arc constants. As }' is a 
function of rp only, Cs can be expressed as 
b) The "Gcoidal orthomctric" correction CG. 
Cc 
/'; m dh Equation 8.2 
G 
/'; ~ _I (/'; 
m 
2 ' 
+ /'; 2 ) 
/'; ~ g, - y, + kh , 
/'; 
2 
~ g 2 - Y 2 + kh 2 
k is the lTee air gradient of gravity (+0.3086 mgals/metre)". (Merry. 1977. pp 45-47). 
Trigonometrical Survey Geodetic Branch (1966) shows that P, ~ 0.002644 and dt/> is in 
radians in the formula for Cs. 
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The spheroida l orthomctric correction has been applied to all the Primary leve ll ing in 
South Africa as it is the easier of the two to calculate, being a funct ion of the latitude 
only, whereas the geoidal orthometric correct ion requires that fTee air gravity anomalies 
be known a long the level line, and these were not available at the time of the adjustment 
of the levell ing network (Merry, 1977, Trigonometrical Survey, 1966). 
The correct ions applied to South Afr ican height system are not rigorously orthometric as 
the c losure of the levelling line wi ll not be zero. The closure error as given by 
Trigonometrical Survey Geodetic Branch, 1966, p. 33 is as follo ws: 
Equation 8.3 
where 6. is the free air anomaly in mill igals and dh is the difference in height obtained 
after app lication of sphero idal orthometric corrections. 
The combinat ion of the correct ion is comparable to Vignal ' s normal height correct ion, 
as explained by Merry, (1977).The rollowing diagram shows the primary levell ing or 
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Figure 8.1 South African Primary Levelling around Lcsotho 
(Trigonometrical Survey Geodetic Branch 1966) 
8.2.1 Height Connection to trig beacons 
The Trigonometrical Survey ( 1966) shows that where topographical features were 
favourable and the beacons were not further than a mile away from the levell ing route, 
trigonometric beacons were connected to the level lines by running a li ne of spur levels. 
If however the terrain was difficult , then trigonometric heighting using a theodolite was 
(0 be used. 
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8.3 Lesotho levelli n9 
In the same way as the horizontal network 's case, the height network in Lesotho had to 
be connected to South Afr ican levelling, because past technology differed fTom the 
present when orthometric datum can be established in a landlocked country from an 
ellipsoidal height plus information on the geo idal undulation. The connections were 
made on the spurs from Smithficld to Makhaleng Bridge and from Scnckal to Ficksburg 
(Merminod, 1993). 
8.3.1 Precise Levelling 
The first levelling route in Lesotho runs fTOm Makhaleng Bridge from South Africa, into 
Lesotho (in Mohales Hock district) to Ficksburg Bridge. The two terminals arc the 
Fundamental Bench Marks (FBMs) on the South African side of the border, constructed 
to provide control for the DOS levelling. DOS then constructed their FBMs at Mohale's 
Hoek, Mafeteng, Morija, Maseru, Teyateyaneng (TY) and Maputsoe, the route following 
the main road between these towns (See Figure 8.2). 
Snowsill says ''the placement interval of the BMs range between I and 2 km depending 
on the s lope. Where possible, bench marks were cemented onto live rock, otherwise 
constructed as large rafts of concrete" (Snowsill, 1980, p. I). He further points out that 
there is a surface and a buried mark at roughly every 5th BM, and in such a situation, the 
levelling closes on to the buried mark. 
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The line consists ofa total of 163 level marks, 134 benchmarks and 29 buried marks. All 
BMs have appropriate descriptions and accompanying diagrams at LSPP. Where 
reference survey marks were within a distancc of one set-up ITom a staff position, 
levellers had to offset to those survey marks, even though it was not done consistent ly. 
Not many trig beacons were connected to the level line as indicated by Snowsill , 1980, 
when he mentions that some connections to hilltop trig stations were observed for line I. 
A tolerance of 0.003..Jkm metres was allowed for the misclosure between forward and 
back levelling. According to Snowsill , (1980) cumulative misclosures for the lines 1-3. 
where line 1 is from Mohales ' hock to Mafeteng, line 2 Mafeteng to Mazenod and line 3 
Mazenod to Maseru, were over the tolerance limit of 0.003 J km. These misclosures 
were attributed to observations being done at different periods under different 
supervisors and observations not being made by the best observers. The overa ll 
misclosure for the who le line between Makhaleng and Ficksburg FBMs was within the 
expected tolerance ofO.003,jkm. 
Line From To Ht difference Distance 
I FBM Makhaleng FBM2 Mafeteng +249.3197 58.483 
2 FB M2 Ma feteng BM 2120 Morija -47.2515 35.9 12 
3 BM 2/20 Morija FBM4 Maseru -79. 1134 41.719 
4 FBM4 Maseru FBMTY +99.1836 44.489 
5 FBMTY FBM Ficksburg -100.3 143 42.903 
I-It difference +12 1.8241m 223.5km 
Table 8.1 Height Differences 
(Snowsill, 1980) 
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This misclosure difference is 0.035m in 223.5km. equivalent to 0.002lv'km which is 
smaller than the allowable misclosure using the 0.003...Jkm tolerance of O.045m. 
8.3.2 Maintenance of the Level Line 
The maintenance aspect was to be incorporated in the act ivities involved in a joint e ffort 
between the government of Lesotho and the Swiss Development Corporation that started 
in 1986 and aimed at renovating the existing and upgrading or even extending, where 
possible, the level line. It appears, however, that all that was done was to visit the BMs 
and document the existing s ituation then, as deduced from Merminod 1992. 
In December 1991 the situation was found to be as renected in the Table 8.2 below. The 
numbers in curly brackets indicate the number of the benchmarks affected. In the table 
8.2 MKGB: Makhaleng Bridge, MFT: Mafeteng, MRA: Morija, MSR: Maseru, TV: TV, 
FBG:Ficksburg, MPE: Maputsoe. The line numbers in Table I and 2 are for the same 
lines as marked in figure 8.2. 
11 6 
Line/route No.of BM minor/no BMs major BMs destroyed/not 
BMs dama.L'es damages found 
I. MKGB-MFT 32 18 5 {I,15,16, 18,26} 9 
[FBMI-BMI /31] 
2. MFT-MRA 22 9 3 {3,5, I O} 10 
[FBM2-BM2/2 1] 
3. MRA-MSR 23 14 I {2} 8 
IFBM3-BM31221 




5. TY -FBG/MPE 27 22 4 {14,16, 17, 18} I 
FBM5- BM5/26, 
FBM6 
TOTAL 134 88 15 31 
Table 8.2 Bench Marks status of DOS precise levelling line as at t 992 
(Merminod 1992) 
8.3.3 Lesotho Highlands Water Project 
As this is one of the biggest water projects in southern Africa, and in a very small and 
poor count ry, there were problems regard ing its height control. The height system used 
is sa id to be a dynamic system, as mentioned on p. D.3.4 of the Supporting Report D, 
1986. According to the reduct ions given, however, (e.g. Tlhaka-Oxbow line), the 
calcu lations were based on the height of the starting bench mark, and the results were 
termed ' dynamic heights' where they were derived from the levelled height differences, 
without any concern for gravity or shape of equipotential surfaces. When corrections 
based on spheroidal shape for level surfaces were app lied, the results were called 
'orthometric heights' (See appendix (5)). Jefferys says "A ll dynamic heights were based 
on the orthometric listed height of B. M. 29E 78A" (Jcffcrys 1987, p. 8), which is the 
Keste ll Bench Mark. This suggests that the orthometric height of this bench mark was 
converted to , or considered as, dynamic height. Either way, this would not give the 
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correct dynamic height, as actual gravity has to be app lied on all the leve lled points. Van 
Gysen, shows that "These ' spheroidal orthometric ' heights are often referred to 
(erroneously) as 'dynam ic he ights'''. (Van Gysen, 1993, p. 3). 
The existing control in the area had been a level line observed in 1971 from Monontsa to 
Pelaneng. The final geodet ic ties were carried out in 1983 to the BMs at Kestell on the 
South African leve ll ing line from Ficksburg to Harrismith. All other height control 
avai lable was estab lished by reciprocal trigonometric hcighting for aerial photo control. 
The accuracy is quoted as ± 1 m loca lly and ±5m overa ll and is therefore of limited use 
for detailed project mapping. 
The additiona l height control, consisting of 11 new routes in Lesotho were observed by 
the department of Public Works and Land Affai rs (PWLA) of South Africa, frOI11 
November 1983 to December 1984.Table 8.4 gives a summary of lines closures in 
metres that did not anain the primary specificat ions. 
Line From - to actual Allowable Difference 
29E78A Keslell - Mono 0.0123 0.0111 0.0012 
IX AS 39-FBM TT FBM Soai-TTseka 0.0060 0.0059 0.0001 
IX AM 8 1-IX AM 94 TTseka - Likalaneng 0.0095 0.0092 0.0003 
IX AN 40-IX AN 60 Likalanen~- Mazenod 0.0082 0.0081 0.000 1 
IX AM 121-IX AM 144 Likalaneng - Mohale 0.0083 0.0067 0.0016 
IX AE 15 FBM Molumo Khukhune - Molurno 0.0142 0.0125 0.0017 
IX AF3-EX AH 13 Bohlane - Sentelina 0.0126 0.0103 0.0023 
Table 8.3 Levelling Closures for sections not to primary specification 
(LHWP, 1986, D-3.3). 





O.0030m *~ 0 
O.007Sm * ~D 
O.O ISOm * ~D 
where 0 is the distance is kilometres. (LHWP 1986) 
A miscJosure of 0.0622m out of an allowable of 0.0623 on the line fro m Kestell to 
Maseru FBM4 was obtained. The total distance of the line was about 430km. 
For secondary levelling, steel pegs were put into the ground or fixed on solid rock 
outcrops. Permanent level benchmarks were built according to RSA standards and 
speci fications with solid brass bolts in rock or concrete, Temporary benchmarks were 
marked with paint on rock-outcrops or with steel bolts in rock. Results were wi thin 
O.OOS±O.O I D. 
Two sections in the Oxbow levelling route did not achieve secondary specifications. a 
source being a suspected systematic error as there were 75% positive and only 25% 
negative closures. The ±O.075m he ight difference was however, considered acceptable 
for lumlell ing purposes. 
In an attempt to use dynamic heights at LHWP, the level1ed heights to which some form 
of orthometric correction was applied were used. LHWP heights were corrected to 
orthometric heights to check for closing accuracy as the levelling was based on the 
South African orthometric-Ievelling network. All the checking and reductions were done 
by the Department of Water Affairs. The Keste ll beacon. 29E 78A, was considered the 
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datum and all the heights were based on it. Fouriesburg (lX-Y 33) - Clarens was 
corrected for dynamic height differences relating to the Kestell datum. The Fouriesburg-
Tlhaka route was based on IX-Y 33 and the rest of the routes from Pelaneng to Maseru 
were based on the Maseru FBM4. (LHWP, 1986). 
In his fmal year project at the University of Natal Durban, Scan B. JcITerys (1987), 
applied gravity data to the levelled heights in the Lesotho Highlands Water Project area 
to get the dynamic, orthometric and normal heights of all level lines in the project area. 
(See append ix (5)). 
Jefferys' results show that the magnitude of correction varies inversely with the profi le, 
and arc at the maximum where there is a sudden change in the terrain profile. Of the 
three types of height, the smallest corrections were those of dynamic corrections 
followed by orthometric corrections. These large correct ions occurred in the line 
Likalaneng - Mazenod at point IXAN28 with a height difference of - 296.78m, normal 
correction of O.0846976m. orthometric correction of O.031876m and the dynamic 
correction of O.024632m. A section BM28 - BM41 on the line Monontsa - Pelaneng 
foHows with height ditTerence ~ 1 26.97m and dynamic correction of 0.022651 ffi. Other 
graphs show vary ing degrees of correct ions of lesser magnitude to the ones slated above. 
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It has been pointed out by different authors (Van Gysen, 1993, Merminod, 1993) that the 
system of heights in Lesotho is nominally of orthometric he ights. The only correct ion 
appl ied assumes a spheroidal shape for the equipotentia l surfaces but the gravity 
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corrections were neglected. In passing, the South African system, wh ich forms the basis 
for the Lesotho height system is not strictly orthometric, but is equ ivalent to Vignal 
normal heights and is referenced to the quasi-geoid. 
Although in itially the water project inspired the first levelling events in Lesotho, these 
levelling lines were rather far from the area of the project, and the type of heights used 
were a imed at the general he ighting purposes. Due to lack of expertise and proper 
equipment , the tirst precise level lines were not extended until the water project was 
under way, with the except ion of the Monontsa to Pelaneng line. which was levelled in 
1972. The LI-IWP level lines bridged the gap by connecting the levell ing line o n the 
northern site of the country from Kestell in South Africa, via the project areas in the 
central parts of Lesotho to the first precise line in the lowlands. 
The heighting system in Lesotho is a combination of several lines: 
a) DOS precise level line in the lowlands, connected to the South African primary level 
line at Makhaleng Bridge and Ficksburg. 
b) DOS 1972 level line from Monontsa to Pelaneng, connected to South African line at 
Kestell. This line was a imed at the Highlands Water Project. Together these lines 
were short of primary specifications because sectors within them which were only to 
secondary standard. 
c) For trig stations, trig heighting was used, as most of these stat ions are on mountain 
tops. If however, the trig was within two setups to the levell ing line, that trig was 
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connected. This was partly done on line one only of the first DOS line. Thus there is 
a very weak link lx:tween trigs and the precise level lines. 
d) Subsequently, in the 19805, DWA and other contracted firms did the levelling for the 
LHWP, connecting the two existing lines via a ll the project areas. 11 lines were 
levelled. The Monontsa-Pelaneng line was based on Kestell BM, and all other lines 
on Maseru FBM4. 
e) For newly established project trig stations in the highlands, trig height ing was used. 
The link between the DOS and LI-IWP vertical systems is at Mazenod and Maputsoe. 
Genera lly, the work may be considered oflower quality than that expected for a project 
of the magn itude ofLHWP. Two factors might have contr ibuted to this: 
I . Lack of local expertise. Everything was done by people who left the country at the 
end of their contracts, so naturally the ir focus was on doing the job at hand, with no 
future interest. 
2. Urgency of the job. For DOS, developments were evident in the lowlands. In the 
19805, LHWP dam sites, access roads and tunnels were already undergoing 
construction, so heights were needed immediately. 
It still has to be decided by the departments concerned whether or not a unified height 
system for both the highlands and lowlands needs further attention. If the vertical datum 
is redefined, it needs to be decided whether to use gravity corrections, or whether this 
would bring no material benefits to the country. Whatever decisions arc taken, for the 
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sake of densification of levelled points and strengthening of the weak sections, 
alternative routes cou ld be levelled at a convenient time. to avoid a repeat of the poorly 
planned and integrated LHWP work. 
Gravity data has been supplied for the whole country by the Department of Mines and 
Geology of the Institute of Natural Resources and this data can be used to correct for the 
heights. This correction would be an extensive task. requiring time and expertise. The 
init ial stages have been done by Jefferys and what is important is to work from there on. 
Table 8.5 gives a sample of the differences between the LHWP and Jefferys' work on 
urthomctric he ights on the Kestell to Monontsa level line: 
Bench Levelled Jeffcrys LHWP orthomctric Difference 
Mark height Orthometric height (m) (m) 
height (m) 
29E 78A 17 16.521 
IXUI 1697.45 14 
IXU3 1670.9 158 1670.9177 1670.9143 -0.0034 
IXU5 1688.7449 1688.7436 1688.74 12 -0.0024 
IXU7 17 11.6316 171 1.6299 1711.626 -0.0039 
IXU9 1720.1165 1720. 11 59 1720.1093 -0.0066 
IXU I I 1680.6623 1680.6652 1680.6527 -0.0 125 
IXU I2 1665.0259 1665.027 1665.0 149 -0.0 121 
IXU I4 1683.5974 1683.5961 1683.5839 -0.0 122 
Table 8.4 Differcnces bctwcen Jcfferys' and LHWP orthometric heights 
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Differences of such magnitudes cannot be overlooked. These differences emphasise the 
po int that LHWP heights were not corrected for gravity. An extract of LHWP heights 
and reduct ions is given in appendix (5). 
The problem of lack of communicat ion which exists between the government 
departments themselves and the parastatais and other organisations with regard to 
deve lopments concerning spat ial data should be attended to as early as possible to avo id 
dupl ication of effort on these issues. This problem cou ld be corrected by forming a body 
composed of delegates from different relevant organisations whose respons ibil ity would 
be to research on spat ial information, form a database and be in a position to inform 
stakeholders of any deve lopments relating to spatial information. South Africa IS 
considering rede fi ning its vert ical control system, which would impact on Lesotho. It 
may be worthwhi le waiting for South Africa to complete its redefinition so as to 
compare the old and new systems before embark ing on an action plan. 
8.4 The shape of the Geoid below Lesotho 
To aid mapping and also facilitate the water project implementation in Lesotho, the 
geoid determination for Lesotho has been a necessity. The geoid is important because it 
provides a means for convert ing between orthomctric heights measured by spirit 
Levelling, and e llipsoida l heights, measured by GPS. As these two methods of fixing 
heights are both used extensive ly, knowledge of the geoid undulation has become an 
important adjunct of the cont ro l net. Merry shows that global models are not su itable for 
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Lesotho: " It is apparent that the short wavelength geo id features found in mountainous 
terrain cannot be adequately represented by global models" . Having said that Merry 
continues "the nature of this model is such that ... only features larger than 50 km in 
extent will be resolved" about OSU91A (Merry, 1993, p. 84). Other models cover the 
whole of the Southern African region, and can be considered highly generalised for areas 
the size of Lesotho, with its distinct topographical features. The models include one by 
Newling (1993), derived by using GPS and the UCT87 A by Merry. 
8.4.1 Geoid profile along 30° latitude 
Another contribution to the study of the geoid in Lesotho was carried out by Or. B. M. 
Jones (1970). but only a long the 300 S parallel. The aim was to determine the geoid 
profile starting in Durban, at the Indian Ocean, proceeding west through to the Atlantic 
Ocean. The technique used was astronomical levelling. The direction of the outward 
normal was measured using an astronomical astrolabe, at trigonometrical stat ions 
approximately 22km apart for the first 28 stations, which covers the area of study. By 
comparing the geodetic and astronomicallongitudes, the slope of the geoid in the East-
West direction was measured along the 30th parallel. 
The height is referenced to the sphero id, assuming the geoid and the spheroid coincide at 
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A section of JODes' geoid profile and terrain along 30" S parallel 
From the geoid profile diagram. the geoid height peaks in Lcsotho. sloping from there in 
ooth East and West directions, morc rapidly to the West than to the East, from point 17. 
It should tx! noted that the results were not corrected for the personal observation errors 
when star obscrvat ions were taken, as is mentioned in J OIlCS (1970). 
8.4.3 1993 geoid Model 
In 1992-3, GPS surveymg techniques were employed to fix 34 new monuments in 
Lesotho. As GPS is a three-dimensional measuring tool, e llipsoidal heights of those 
points were derived simultaneously with the WGS84 geographical coordinates. After 
transforming the coordinates to the appropriate reference ellipsoid, orthometric heights 
could be obta ined by subtract ing the geoid-ellipsoid separation N from the ellipsoidal 
heights, according to the formula: 
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h = H + N 
where h is the ellipsoidal height obtained through GPS, 
H the orthometric height, and 
N the geoidal height obtained by levelling. 
Van Gysen says "'the geoid used in Lesotho at present (referred to in the Step 3 repon as 
the 1990 model) is an extract from the SAOEOI D86 model for the whole of southern 
AfTica' (Van Oysen, 1993. p. 3). 
Van Oysen (1993) ca li brated the exist ing (SAOEOID86) geoid used in Lesotho using 
thc ell ipsoidal height values obtained during the GPS survey of the 1990s in Lesotho. 
Point FBM4 in Maseru was an outlier, and was therefore removed from the calibration 
points. After proper corrections of the bias and tilt were app lied to the SAGEOID86 
geo id model, a cal ibrated model for Lesotho as shown in Figure 8.5 was produced. This 
mode ls the quasi-geoid. The contour interval is O.Sm. In his comments, Van Gysen 
notes: uln the absence of such (gravimetric) corrections, I have taken the published 
orthometric heights in Lesotho to be normal heights, and thus have calcu lated height 
anomalies (or quasi-geo id heights) rather than geoid he ights" (Van Oysen 1993, p. 3). 
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Figure 8.4 1993 calibrated geoid for Lesotho on WGS84 
(Van Gysen 1993) 
The geoid profile a long the 300 S parallel as derived from 1993 Geoid model is shown in 
Figure 8.5. 
8.4.2 Comparison of Jones geoid model with Van Gysen's along 
30· 5 parallel 
In o rder to compare Jones's profile with modern data, it was adapted by conversion of 
geodetic co-ordinates to the Hart94 system, so that it gave re lative geoid undulation 
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above the WGS84 ellipsoid. Geoid undulation va lues were interpolated fTom Van 
Gysen ' s (1993) geoid model at intervals of about 9.3 km along the 30lh parallel, starling 
from 27°E to 29°30'E. These gave a total of26 points, on Table 2 in appendix (5). Jones 
relative geoid heights were brought to the approximate geoid height of Van Gysen by 
adding a constant. The two profiles are compared in Figure 8.6. 
The general trend of the two curves is the same; a positive slope from about 145 km 
(continuous from Durban) up to about 276km, the peak, then a negative slope to the last 
point, about 380 km from Durban, the starting point. Van Gysen's geoid is the steeper of 
the two. This Van Gysen's profile depicts morc details than Jones' and therefore is more 
informative. 
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Figure 8.5 Geoid profiles along 30' S parallel in Lesotho 
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The geoid height range of Van Gysen 's geoid profile is about 3.3m while that of lones is 
3m. Of importance in water projects is the slope of the geoid. because the greater it is the 
larger the impact. Merry shows that " ... in the Transvaal and the Drakensberg the slope 
reaches 20". which translates into a metre over I 0 km. Furthermore, the slope changes 
rapidly, ... and a uniform slope cannot be assumed for even a moderately sized area" 
(Merry, 1993, p. 82). The shown geoid profiles confirm these statements. On both sides 
of the maxima, the slope of the geoid is very steep and there is nowhere along the 
parallel where the difference between orthometric and ellipsoidal heights can be ignored. 
Although the general positive slope of Van Gysen's geoid prolile is about O.02m/km to 
the west (that is between the peak and the 1st point on the profile diagram) and the 
negative one about O.03m/kl11 to the east. other sections of this geoid have a slope 
reaching O.OSmlkm. Other parts of Lesotho would probably show greater geoid slope 
along other parallels as can be deduced from Van Gysen's geoid model. 
8.4 .3 Conclusion 
Up until 1993, Lesotho was using the same geoid as South AfTica, SAGEOID86. With 
the conception of the GPS network and the LHWP. the opportunity was taken to refine 
the SAGEOID86, to produce the 1993 Lcsotho geoid. This geo id model (calculated by 
Van Gysen) is the latest and probably the best ror Lesotho at present. Van Gysen (1993) 
and Merminod (1993) p. 6 suggest that point FBM4 seems to be an out lier, using the 
1993 geoid model. With proper checks, the error seems to be in the geoid model and not 
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with the observations and/or computations. It is therefore st ill necessary to improve the 
geoid model further. 
The profile derived from this 1993 geo id model agrees with the one found using lones's 
data along the 300 S parallel. Since the 1993 model used better techniques and gives data 
at more frequent intervals, it is probably the better choice to be relied on for most 
purposes. The lones's profile however, provides an interesting confi rmation of van 
Gysen's geoid. The comparison orlhe ellipsoidal. geoidal and orthometric heights at the 
calibration points is given on Tables in appendix (5). 
A senous consideration needs to be taken when considering the height system in 
Lesotho. This is in view that the present situation reveals that the said orthometric 
heights are not rigorously orthometric and those of the Lesotho Highlands Water Project 
are not dynamic as it appears in the LHWP reports. l efferys heights are so far the closest 
to the orthometric heights and should be considered if a change is deemed necessary. 
The height system should then be extended to the trigonometric stations and related 
c losely to the geoid. In this way a truly 3D network could be achieved Altenatively, 
bench marks would be required at regular intervals in all towns and along the main roads 
and major projects. This is an enormous task. 
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Chapter 9 General Conclusions 
9.1 Introduction 
The geodetic network of Lcsotho has had problems of d istortions since its first 
adjustment by DOS. Later measurements have not complete ly elim inated these 
distortions. All groups whose measurements have been reviewed i.e. DOS, LHWP 
and Merminod, adopted as fi xed, the latest South African va lues. This resulted in 
different va lues for the same points. The South African network has been upgraded 
several limes, these adjustments inc luding some Lesotho points. Thei r latest 
readjustme nt is onc of the best in the world. being based on a VLBI origin and a GPS 
zcro·ordcr network. It was thus necessary to find how this last readjustment compares 
with Lcsotho geodet ic control. 
9.2 Comments on the Results and Analysis section 
Comparing DOS and J-Iart94 datum positions, the area of greatest distortion is the 
Southeast. In part icular, the posit ion of point POJ5 needs further invest igation. Most 
points believed 10 be oUlliers were found to result from mismatched points in the two 
data sets. After removing those points, 1 I J points were common to DOS and SA sets. 
The lower order points were found to have less distortion than the primary control. 
This was ascribed to the measurements between lower order points, opposing the 
d istortion forced on the primary net by the South African control of that time. The 
fourth order conformal polynomial transformation worked we ll for the DOS/Hart94 . 
This shows that the distortion of the DOS net was simple. 
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The comparison of Merminod's GPS net with the 1-lart94 datum points produced 
relatively small residual vectors with small systematic error effects. This confirms the 
earlier assumption that the DOS co·ord inates are more distorted than the Hart94 
datum points. Even though Merminod/Hart94 is or better fit than DOS/Hart94, 
Merminod 's data set is less use ful to most surveyors in Lesotho as the points are very 
far apart. Up 10 now they have not been in sympathy with the official published 
CDOS) points around them. Since Merminod's points were connected to the SA 
cont rol using the latest values, they are comparable to the SA control. It may be 
possible in the future to conncct DOS points to Merminod 's in the weaker areas. 29 
points were used in this analysis. Thus Merminod's points can be used to constrain 
future networks. (This app lies to the points which were used in this analysis and not to 
the new points erected in 1991 which were not in the South African set of 
coordinates). 
The LHWP fit onto South African net is the poorest of those reviewed, with the 
Northwest and the Southeast showing very large vectors. This does not appeared to 
have prejudiced the eivil works. Unlike the DOS/Hart94 comparison, higher order 
con formal polynomial comparison of LHWP with l-Iart94 points did not significantly 
reduce the residuals. This suggests that the distortions in LHWP control are relatively 
complex and that a readjustment of their observations may be needed, 
Both Merminod's and DOS points are found in the LHWP area. These points could be 
used with their updated coordinates, to reduce the discordance and to homogenise the 
national geodetic network. Menninod's points may be used in the future as zero order 
points in a readjustment of LHWP points. 
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9.3 Comment of choice of projection for revised co-
ordinates. 
Considering various transverse Mercator projection possibilities, the corrections are 
most affected by the Lo used and the height of the point. Both the two panel (Lo2?, 
Lo29) and onc panel (Lo28) systems cover Lesotho well in extent but the two panel 
system has larger corrections than the one panel Lo. which uses the central meridian 
near the centre of Lesotho. Only a small portion of Lcsotho falls outside the 
recommended 1 degree belt limit from Lo28, which can therefore be used for the 
whole country. 
A consideration of the possibility of using UTM showed that length corrections will 
be maximal in the lowlands. reaching morc than O.6m1km, and constant for about half 
of the country from longitude 27 to longitude 28. Further East the length corrections 
become smaller as the compensating sea level correction becomes larger. However 
this correction would be significant and troublesome in civi l works such as road 
construction. As with the opt ion of adopting L028, the advantage of using UTM is 
that the whole country falls on one panel. Considering the size of Lesotho and the 
corrections for the Gauss Conform and the Universal Transverse Mcrcator. the 
preference is for Gauss Conform on Lo28. However the transformation software used 
allows for optional output. 
9.4 Comments of Height 
Lesotho height system is that of normal heights, after the South African he ight 
system, though in most cases, of lower accuracy than originally aimed at. The first 
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precise level line covered only five districts, all in the lowlands, and had sections not 
satisfying primary standards. The next precise levelled line established in the 1970s 
between Monontsa and Pelaneng was a lso not to primary specificat ions. However, 
considering the topography of Lesotho. these lines were accepted for the subsequent 
level readjustments. Monitoring and use of these level points has been c lose to non-
existent, probably because of lack of proper equipment. However, it would be octter 
to keep a yearly record of the situation of these points than to vis it them only when 
they are needed. 
Confusion about the terminology used by the LHWP can lead to more misconceptions 
about the system of height used in Lesotho. Though the LHWP heights arc claimed to 
be dynamic heights, the resu lts. and perhaps the method of computation shown, does 
not indicate that actual grav ity or normalised gravity value was used. The levelled 
he ight differences themselves without any adjustment, were used to derive these 
"dynamic" heights. Therefore, in this paper, the height system was considered to be 
normal and not dynamic. JefTerys ' work which showed values of orthometric, 
dynamic and normal heights for the po ints at LHWP using actual (interpolated) 
gravity (appendix 4) may be good enough to be adopted in place of the official LI-IWP 
values. 
Concerning the geoid, the tailored model produced by Van Gysen is the best. 
However, it needs some investigation arollnd FBM 14 in Maseru. ADOS data is not 
enough to give a detailed geoid, but shows the general slope of the geoid to be in the 
Northeast to Southwest. Along the 30° parallel, Jones profile verifies the equivalent 
profile drawn from van Gysen ' s geoid. 
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9.S Conclusion 
T his study revealed that Lesot ha geodet ic network has problems, both in the 
horizontal and vertical networks. These problems have been addressed in this thesis, 
some partly answered and some just brought into the light. It was found out that DOS 
errors were not very ser ious as compared with the U-IWP errors. Both networks can 
be adjusted to Merminod 's network, which is comparable to the SA network. 
There are few local trained people in the field of geodesy, and if nothing is done 
towards improving expertise, the problems wi ll persist. Although the defence force is 
secretive about its activities, it is doubtful whether they find mapping very useful. 
Many other ministries require mapping services, but are reluctant to make effort 
towards improving geodetic control in the country. As has happened on several 
occasions, somc ministries use control points for planning their projects and then 
destroy or obstruct the monuments after using them. People need to be made aware of 
the importance of a homogeneous accessible control, from some top government 
officers to the ordinary citizen, and this wi ll take time and effort to accomplish. 
In the highlands, especia lly LHWP, the loading of the reservoirs will have an effect 
on the stability of the area with respect to earth movements. In other areas, such as 
those affected when the water tributaries were redirected to supply water to the main 
reservoirs, peoplc may have to draw underground water, which would cause 
subsidence. How this movement may be monitored has to be planned carefully 
because it needs a highly rel iable and broad network in place. 
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Merminod (1990) pointed out that the up lift of the Maloti mountains is small. about 
Imm in one year. He stressed the urgency of monitoring networks and referred to 
Egger, 1982 recording that the extent of traditiona l mon itoring networks is too 
limited. because the most external points are also affected by local tectonic 
movements. But this situation can not be left in the hands of LHWP alone. The 
government, through its different ministries. should take action and state clearly what 
needs to be done to reduce the risks of being caught unaware regarding these 
problems. 
A new software has been used successfully for converting old co-ordinates to the new 
system and a uniform list for Lesotho points based on Hart94 datum can be created. 
9.6 The overall view of the new data set, the transformation 
results and future use 
It 's a long time since Sir David Gi ll disclosed his idea of a continental geodetic 
network. in an attempt to contribute to a global network. Even now, there are some 
countries which are still using their nat ional networks. For Lesotho things are 
beginning to change, and the new coordinates could be viewed as a step towards the 
achievement of joining the global geodetic network. 
The overall view of the analysis can be summarised in the following table which 
compare the 4th order transformation vectors discrepancies: 
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Distance Average Discrepancy: ruling Ration in ppm 
(m) discrepancy (m) distance 1: (m) 
Merminod 22103 0.1022 216272 5ppm 
DOS primary 30304 0.2619 115707 9ppm 
DOS non-primary 8400 0.2252 37300 30ppm 
LHWP 7612 0.9532 7513 133ppm 
Table 9.1 41h order discrepancies of different agencies 
As can be seen from the table. it can be said that Merminod' s values can be accepted 
as zero order point values. A readjustment of DOS points is necessary, probably after 
correcting for the deviation of the vertical. Lesotho Highlands Water Project needs 
total reconsideration. 1 :25000 is mostly considered the largest ratio for geodetic work. 
The new DOS values calculated using the new transformation software cou ld be used 
to compare new values when transformation is done between the local and WGS84 
datums in Lesotho. It should be remembered that whatever errors were there in the 
DOS values, they were carried over in the transformation, and that reobservation is 
the best but very costly solution. But before rcobservation is done for the DOS points, 
the present new values could be accepted and used as provisional for the control. For 
GPS users, if this is done, then there won' t be any need for transformation, since the 
datum used would be that of WGS84. What is needed in future is that Lesotho needs 
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Notes, correspondence and reports 
Supporting documents used in the thesis, some of which could not be referenced 
properly in the text, i.c. source or author unknown. 
DOS computing section (1981) notes on Lesotho triangulation 
Windsor's Ictter on Lesotho triangulation 
Rosseau' s letter on Lesolho triangulation 
Rogers' notes on Lesotho triangulation 
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LESOTIlO 
Report on DOS Computing Section work 1964 - eo 
1.1 Primarr Triangulati on 
Lesotho is surrounded by S African ter21tory but the S A Primary trig 
is not homogeneous in this area. Two adjustments were run to determine 
the cons istency of DOS observati ons and their fit to the S A points. 
Primary I held only 3 S A points and gave a standard deviation o~ angle 
residua ls of less than 1". This shows that the DOS observat ions were 
good . 
Primary n held a ll 28 surrounding SA. 
deviation of angle rc~l dua18 of 2".51 
further breakdO\offl . 
points fixed and gave a standard 
an unacceptable d istortion for 
A compromise Primary adjustment was therefore accepted hol ding 18 S A 
Primaries on t he west of Lesotho , the more devel oped side . This gave 
a stanJard <!eviation of 1".5 leaving consi derable d isagreement between 
Lesot ho and SA coor dinates for t he 3 A pointe to the east at the country. 
BP pts noe 1 - )8 were fixed in this adjustment. 
1.2 Datum 

















Sphe roi d 
STF.RlCF7.;":":r=: 
SCOBEL::..:3Kr.;? 
G1arke 1880 (Mo d ified) 
a 6 378 249.145M 
e 2 0 . 00630)4810 2 
2. Seeon~ Triangulation 
In 1973 al l existing sec ondary triangulation was 
a base measurement, to tit the prima~ network. 
and & fev SA points on the eastern borders. 
adju8t~d, including 
This fixe d BS 1-59 
) 
3. SecondaryfTerti2£Y Traverse/Triangulation 
From 1974 onwards s everal small adjustments ~ixed extra framework 
control either replacing or enhancing the existing primary and 
secondary neta which were held fixed. These inoluded a few 
secondary (BS) points, t~tiary and other points ~e-l'71nclU9ion 
otrcngtbened the network. ~ 
4. Reference Mark Traverses 
From 1975-80, DOS observed Reference Mark traverses in eeveral t~/rs 
throughout Lesotho. These have been individually adjusted to the 
existing framework. 
5. Photo Control Points 
6 . 
These have been fixed and computed by various means and are all based 
on higher order -.. ark. 
!rliscellaneous Points 
Some local points were coordinated from DOS work and some old reseeted 
pta recomputed from adjus~ed values. 
7. Hei.;:hts 
All heights are based on 3 African tr1gs and are provisions I. UnlesB 
otherwise stated, heights refer to the tops of pillars, ground mark etc. 
The ~jority of di ffe rence heights are computed from simultaneous 
reciproca l vertical angles. 
8. Dist~ i~ution 
Geog~aphi ca l and Local TM Grid Coordinate lists have bean sent to Survey 
Data Library and to the Leaotho Survey Department. These coordinates 
should Buper5ede any existing coordinates for these points. 
9. Douuler 
512 3TRE have observed five pr.cise ephemeris Doppler stations in Lesotho. 
·~These are too olose to be held fixed in ~ new adjustment but show fairly 
ran~om difference from the terrestrial values. There is some suspioion 
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11 APR \98t 
1. The adjust.ent of the Lesotbo priaary triangulation r~ceived a good 
deal of attention fro. both yourselves and our organisation during the 
period 1960 - 64. 
2 . Recent fieldwork connected with our re-triangulation prograDllJle both 
north and wes t of the LeBotho border aB also the possibility of 
investigations conc~rning mutual vater resource surveys have rekindled 
interes t in this adjustment which never really was very sa tisfactory . 
Copies of r ecent Tecomputations are encl osed and it appears that the 
10 - 15 ft "discordancy" (Furmston, Nov 1964) has largely been elimi-
nated. 
3. With modern sof tware at our disposal it s eemed logical to attempt a 
s imultaneous adjustment fo r the entire Lesotbo in stead o f the earlier 
fras-ented sections. As vas done originally. tbe co-ordinate values of 
the early South African Geodetic Triangulation were r e tained. Some o f 
t he s tations of the western chain situated in Lesotho. could not be 
located by the DOS survey tea. and naturally could not be regarded as 
fixed. 
4. The enclosed triangulat i on plan indicates EDH traversing r ecently com-
pleted nortb and west of Lesotho . The scale of the existing triangula-
tion varied trOll J/7S-00 0 to y3S"O 000 and vas regarded as 
acceptable for this exercise. 
5. To assess the quality of the South African stations along the northern 
border of Lesotho, a trial adjust.ent the southern l~t of which is 
shown in a broken blue line, vas done using only South African prbaary 
tri.angulation observations. Only the station (50) Ventersberg showed 
any marked deviation frea the available co-ordinates. The other South 
African primary stations vere accepted 8S fi.xed for the Lesotho adjust-
..ent. 






6. Both double points 213/214 Kechachaneng (BPI and BP2) and 216/211 
Ht Aux Sources (BPl and BP4) were incorporated Into the adjustment with 
the taped distances by DOS regarded 8S fixed. 
7. DOS and South African primary observations at common border points were 
suitably combined and used In the adjustment . 
8. South African s ta tlon~(25) Indowa and (29) 
escarpment were not included in the main 
connections with adjoining Lesotho points. 
Kozani along the eastern 
adj u stment due to poor 
9. Along the southern boundary of Lesotho. no forward observations are as 
yet available from the South African geodetic statIons (67) Zvartberg 
and (16) Jumbla. It was also found that the OOS team had incorrectly 
observe to a tertiary station Mungunung Aux in stead of the geodetic 
station (32) Hungunung. 
10. Reliable secondary triangulation co-ordinates recently became available 
for the common border point (54) Tsatsana BP35 and the available co-
ordinates for tbe tertiary station Hungunung Aux are quite good. 
11. Tbe adjustment was completed witb reasonable control all round Lesotho 
with the expected weakes t a rea being the south-east due to the lack of 
forward observations from three South African stations. 
12 . All "surrour, ding n s t a tj ons held fixed fo r t he purpose of the Ad~u~tRer.t 
have been cir c led in blue on the enclosed triangulation plan . As was 
c:ypected the largest angular corrections r ef lected on the print-out 
were obtained for Lesotho station (16]) Korookha BP30 ftnd closer 
ingpection of these corrections would indicate .8 relative uncertainty 
of not more than 0.5 m In both y and x values. The main network. is 
fairly homogeneou s and slots in well with the South African control 
along the western, northern and eB~tern boundariee. 
13. In common with the existing South African triangulation in the 
surrounding areas . no attempt has been made to introduce scale into the 
adjustment. Fieldwork is etill in progrese 1n these areas and a 
complete re-adjustment with adequate 8cale control will only be 
attempted after the completion of our grid iron first order traverse 
network. I may a dd tha t trial adjustments of the lower order Lesotho 
and adjoining South African networks have gone down well into the re-
adjusted primary. 
14. 1 shall be pleased to receive your comment s on the enclosures - you may 
ha"e further s uggestions which may assist in impr oving the state of the 
cover in the area. 
15. A copy of this letter has been sent to 
The Chief Surveyor 
Dept of Lands, Surveys and Physical Planning 
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SOUTH AFRICA DEL TS 
Projection: Trnnsverse: Mer ca tor 
, 
Spheroid: Clarke 1880, the dimensions of which, as given in the RoyaJ Geog raphical 
Society Technical Series No. 4 , are as follows: 
.... henr.e 
Unit of Measurement: Yard 
Origin:-
Fal se Coordinate., of Origin:-
Se.l e Factor:-




n = 0.00170 66885 12280 
, 
0.00680 35112 82850 • 
e'] :;:: 0.0068501161 2S 
• A' 111,131.861691 
• B' = 16 , 3Ou. 70065 
• C' 17.38763 
• 0' 0.02.108 • See page vi 
(1 yard = 0 . 9 143917962 meter) 
Equator un d odd nusr.bt: red me ri diens 
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250,000 yards East 
5,000,000 yards ~orth 
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CII:CaS ON , 
GROUND SURVEYS D LESOTHO . -. ' 
" 
" by •• 
H H H Il{GEQS 
· ~ '.' . " 
..: " \: • , " 
, ' . " 
SUHMMII 
. This working pape.r de8c~ibee eontatatiooa carried out in oosa . ' , 
to compare the coordinates obt~ by Doppler fixes with the 
tsurv.ey "coordinates at li_ atatiODS in LESOTHO. 
.•• I, 
It ground , , 
discusses the geodet~c evidence these provide • 
• j. .... ',' .f" I " " - '- ' .. "-
" , ' 
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• 
. 
CQ·fPI.ITFJ) COJRDlNAITS OF STATION ~iI\RX 
(SOFn<ARE IXlPPLR 79) HEIGHT OF .'0. OF 
COUKIRY 
(ELLIPSOID USED, a .. 637814Sm, £-11298 . 25) A. "l'l"FNNA • PASSES 
E.C • • J...BOVE FOR 
X (m) Y (m) ~ (m J STATION SOWTI ON 
ElLIPSOID HT. 
~l.\RK (m) INPUT/USED 
LATITIJDE ( .. ) I.ONGITIJDE ( ~ j (m) 
( 
•• (,;II!~: E '\ -- ,JJ-: " jj£n 6 09 6 077. 25 - 1 32 9 209 .90 1 326 25 2 . 83 0.50 8t./64 .. t 2· C!.' 44 ':063 E )t. 7· 41' 58 ': 38 2 1 49 0. 98 
AGVDD2 6 118 912.52 -1 282 799.67 1 2.2 436.53 0.49 
90/71 
" 11- 29' 27~'485 E 
)48 - 09' )4'.' 923 816.62 
AC'.'rif)) 6 054 320.24 -1 468 462.45 1 3.3 408.)5 0.53 
37/36 
" 12" 25 ' 30'.'732 • 
]46 ~ 21' 58'.'736 14 5 .20 
7. l':O?Y COAS T 
AIVOOl 6 J06 984 . 70 -814 426 . 96 488 J 28 . 96 0.91,0 
63/52 
" 4" 25 ' 1)'.' 988 E 352- 38 ' ]l ~'41 0 
51.77 
AIVOt)2 6 3J 5 420 . 69 _443 674.80 '88 18].92 2.161 
145/1)5 
" '" 19' )6'.' 255 E 355- '9' 38'!648 
15) . 72 
AIVOtl) 6297288 . 29 - 551 192. 20 849 110 . 41 0.498 52/47 ., 7· [,2: ' 04 '.'830 E ) SG· 59 ' 51 ':S4 6 )7).6' 
AlvO/)4 6 263 8)5.48 -8 97 8 ) 7.2) 799 9/03.76 1 . 2 18 56/51 
" 7 " '" 10'.'584 " )51- ,a ' 3/o':70Q 
410.41 
...  IvIH')5 6 236 934.81 -828 173. 74 1 a4' 956 . 57 1.058 54/48 
" 9" 3a ' 04'.'447 E )52- 2.' 
10',')42 461.86 
AIVlHl6 6 274 623.62 -])4 916 .58 877 )26.09 1. 426 l.l /38 
N 7" ,7 ' )1'.'7)5 E )53- 19 ' 10'.'765 4C4 . 38 
A 1"1)1)7 6 308 696.63 -)07 959.71 88. 162.38 2 . 20 132/111 
, " 8 - 02 ' !.l'.'806 E 357· 12' 19':14 
423.75 
AIvDf)8 6 257 251.26 -564 892.48 1 097 746 . 87 2 . 10 149/1)9 
" 9" '8 ' 35".'160 E 354· 50' 
29'.'157 370 . 99 -
AlvtlM 6 335 421. 27 -443 676. 01 588 180 .24 2 . 50 242/212 
N 5" 19' 36'.' 134 E )55- '9' 38'.'611 154.04( -
8" LESOTItO ( 
! 
ALTtlD1 4 879 098.94 2 551 595.4~ . -3 212 185.fl9 0.548 
41./43 
S 30" 25 ' 36'.'582 E 27· )6' 28 '.' 69 1 816.21 
ALTDtl2 4 937 801. 25 2 5)) 432.8) I< -3 13. 570.82 1. 993 43/42 
S 29· 38' 20'.' 012 E 27· 09' 39'.'4)4 1 864.83 
ALTlI1I3 4 848 942.39 2 686 278.77 -3 151 132.30 0.578 45/ (,,4 
S 29- 46' 54 '.' 7 62 E 28 " 59 " 10'.'081 3 457.98 
ALTDD4 4 898 844 . 37 2 630 172.14 - 3 120 252.48 0.548 46/45 
<: 29 · 27" 51': 5()1. E 28- 13' 52':29 2 924.20 
99 
. ~- -.-
AUQs ~TATlON COORDINATES 
. . 
ro!Pt1TED COORDINAITS OF STATI~ foWU( 
(SOFlWARE lX)PPLR 79) HEIGHT OF ~. OF 
COUl'ITRY 
(ELLIPSOID USED, a .. 637814Sm, f-I/298.25) .>NTENNA PASSES 
E.C. ABOVE FOR 
X (m) y (~) 
, 
(m . STATION SOLUTION • 
LATITUDE ( .. ) ELL I PSOI D tfT. (m) 
)tARJ( (m) INPUT /USaJ 
LONGITUDE (~j 
8. LESO'NO 
ALTD05 4 902 086.87 2 703 058.84 
-) 053 407.67 1. 721 1.5/43 
5 28- 46' 20'.' 370 E 28· 52' 21'.'985 3 319.11 
9. LISJ'"RIA 
ALUlt)l 6 280 755 . OS -971 500.55 5)6 110.17 
1.798 HI)!? 
N 4· 51' 14'.'691 E 351- 12; 26':03[. 24.72 
ALIOO2 6 255 275.88 -936 891.18 829 372.21 
0.921 40/)15 
N 7' 31' 12'.'191 E 351- 28 ' 5G~'400 1 410.98 
ALI00J 6 299 343.42 -8"2 666.72 537 
562.01 1. 638 40/ 39 
N 4- 52' 01'.'760 E 352- 22' 50'.'679 156.90 
ALl 004 6 219 828.lo7 -1 189 649 . 89 759 
199.46 1.841 40/35 
N 6" 52 ' 55','476 E 349- la' 19 ','083 83.71 
. 
la. !".ALAW! 
A.~1 001 4 987 267.99 J 525 Jit.. 78 -1 832 
783.48 0.980 47 / 45 
5 16· 48' 36':6)1 E 35" 15 ' 19'.'919 165.37 
A:ll tll)2 5 009 040 . 60 3 546 173.54 -1 
7)3 325.9t. 0 .963 52/52 
5 15· 52 ' 19 ','G22 E 35" 17 ' 48','345 765 . 54 
AHIDD3 5 054 G75.32 3 558 76.3 . 58 -1 568 
26).20 0.967 48/GB 
S 14· 19' 38'.'828 E 35" 08 ' 55','2.31 612.15 
AJ'fIOO4 5 160794.83 .3 GJ 6 i82.83 -1 496 154.89 
0.980 49 /48 
5 "" 39' 14','656 E 3J " 39' 4 0~' 528 1 419.'2 . A.'1I Clf)5 5 162 762.97 3 519 591.20 -1 280 446 . 18 0.988 88/80 
5 11· 39' 25'.'111 E 34 " 1 6 ' 59':816 901.52 
AHI""6 5 242 825 . 47 .3 475 688.90 
-1 062 742 . 63 1.048 53/52 
5 9- 39 ' 1 0'.'660 E )3" )2' 31': 41o 2 1 875.67 
. 
11. ~ 
AHLf)f)1 6 052 551.64 -1 233 3.32.77 1 581o 3'1o . 55 1.50 
376 / 205 
" llo· 28 ' 4)'.'594 E 348 - 28' 
56'.'937 6lo .48 
12 . MAU?lTANIA 
AHRf)f)l 5 961o 479 . 73 -1 1o1S 1026.43 1 753 315.71o 1.50 
55/)7 
. N 16· 03 ' 42'.'148 E 3106- 37' 22'.'248 82.52 
13. SENEGAL 
ASGf)t)l 5 896 776.50 -1 818 959.25 1 607 485 . 16 1 50 
219/62 





1. During the first three months 
in LESOTHO. All of these stations 
at two of them it was necessary to 
pillar had been destroyed. 
of 1979 , 512 STRE fi xed five Doppler stations 
were existing primary or secondary stations but 
set up over witness marks BS the original 
2. This working paper examines the relationship between the Doppler positions 
and the ground survey coordinates . 
EXISTING GROUND SURVEYS 
3. LESOTIIO i s a.pproximately 250km l ong by 1.50km wide and i s completely surrounded 
by SOUTH AFRICA. The LESOTHO primary triangulation was observed by the Directorate 
of Overseas Surveys who adjusted it in 1964 . It ha s since been broken down by 
second order EDH travers es. 
4. The sarne specification was used for the LESOTIlO primary triangulation aB was 
used in sou 'rH AFRICA. However the surroundi ng South Afri can framework had a lready 
) been adjus ted and DOS found that it was not poss ible t o fit their own triangulation 
into the r ema ining gap without se riously distorting the angles. A compromi se was 
adopted whereby the South African coordinates in the flat cultivated areas near 
the Northwestern border were accepted and the DOS framework adjusted to them6 South 
African coord inates on the other side of the country . whi ch is moun l ainous and 
unlikely to undergo intensivc development, were not used. The I.ESO'l'1l0 tri angulation 
is discyssed in greater detail in Reference 16 
Hate tha t height values for trigs in LESOTHO can NOT be relied on to 
better than ~ 3 metres. 
56 The stations occupied by the Doppler team were 8S follows : 
31016 Thaba Phechela (WM4, BS4 3) 
3 1017 Alwyns Kop ( 3027/04 ) 
31018 Ditsuming (8S74 ) 
31019 Mekoaneng (BP24 ) 
31 020 "bunt aux Sourccs (WM2, BP3) 
6. Stations 31016 and 31020 had to be set up over witnes s marks. At 31016 it 
did not prove poss ible to find the original witness mark observati ons 60 the Doppler 
point was r esected us ing eight other stations well spread round the horizon. The 
standard erro r of this fix was O.16m vector. At 31010 the original buried mark from 
beneath the pillar was located. Witness mark observations had been abstracted onto 
the DOS Station Descr iption. As a result. there should be no error in the relation-
ship between cen tre and the Doppler station which is significant in the present 
context. In passing, it must be re corded that the missing DOS pillar was itsel f a 
replacement for the original mark. 
THE DOPPLER SURVEY 
7. Reference 2 presents a full account of the field work6 
8. 
(9~ 
All five Doppler 
linear error)1I 6 
s ummaries claim 
It need only be 
an accuracy 
sl:,dd that: 
of "1.5 meters in each axis 
a. Uncertainties at 31016 and 31020 in the relationship between the 
Doppler stations and the ground survey framework will be much smaller 
than the errors in the Doppler fixes . 
1 
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8. b. In a country as small 8B LESOTHO where the stations can NOT be 
very far apart, only limited conclusions may be drawn from Doppler/ 
Ground comparisons about the scale o f the ground survey framework . 
COORDINATES 
9. The Doppler survey coord inates a re aB fol l ows :-
Datum and Spheroid: was ?2 
Station l! ). SEheroidal Height 
" " 31016 29· 38 ' 20 .029 S 27· 09 ' 39. 675 E 1870 . 34 
31017 30 25 36 .584 27. 36 28 .934 1822 .28 
31018 29 27 51. 492 28 13 52 . 574 2931.00 
31019 29 46 54 . 750 28 59 10 . 322 3464 . 2C 
3102C 28 46 20 . 325 28 52 22 . 216 3325.18 
10. The ground survey coordinat es are BS f ollows :-
Datum: Cape 
Spheroid: Clarke 1880 a 6 378 249.145 
2 0.006 803 48102 e 
Station 0 ). He ight AMSL 
" " 31016 29· 38 ' 18.705 S 27· 09 ' 41. 618 E 1832.0 
31017 30 25 35.436 27 36 30. 876 1779.0 
31018 29 27 50. 127 28 '3 54 .386 2884.4 
31019 29 46 53.375 28 59 ' 2 .15
' 
34'7.5 
31020 28 46 18.812 28 52 23. 951 3281.1 
COtlPARISONS 
11. The best mean fit between coordinates in the two systems, in the sense 
Ground minus Doppler (Clarke 1880, Cape Datum minus WGS 72) proved to be:-
AX = 11 3.8 !. 0.3 me tres, spread -0.5 to +0. 2 metres 
AY = 1175 !. 1.1 -0.9 to +1.7 
AZ = 304.1 !. 0.8 -0. 6 to +1.5 
12. The geoidal separations in the sense geoid above Cl arke 1880 spheroid. 
Cape Datum, were:-
Stations N 







and these are plotted in figure 1. 
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, ... ~ . 
13. Surprisingly, there were 7 chords between Doppler stations whose length 
exceeded 100km. The scale differences in the sense Ground minus Doppler between 
the computed lengths of these chords were:-
and these are 
Stations 
31016 - 31018 
31019 
31020 





310 19 - 31020 
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1~ • It must be sai d at once that the values obtained for N are of the same order 
as the errors to be expec ted in the trigonometrical heights and that not only is 
the mean scale difference only -1ppm but tha t it is derived from differences of 
chord length of the same order a6 the random errors to be expected in Doppler 
fixes. 
15. It i6 now many years since the DOS primary adjustment. In the meantime, they 
have never found ony difficulty closing breakdown traverses and this applies 
equally to short-range and long-range EDH work. Taking Figures 1 and 2 at their 
face value, we can see good reason for this. Although there does appear to be an 
East/West slope on the geoid , the overall magnitude is negligibly small . It takes 
a change of approximately 6m in the mean height of the terminals of a line to cause 
a scale change of 1 ppm. There is certainly no evidence of a systematic scale error 
underlying the values plotted in Figure 2. 
CONCLUSIONS 
16. The validity of the ground coordinates for 31016 and 31020 is confirmed. 
17. There is no evidence to be found here suggesting that the scale of the LESOTHO 
framework i6 1n any way substandard or that a readjustment is necessary. Even if 
one were to be undertaken these Doppler fiXes could contr ibute little to the strengtt 
of the framework. 
, 
18. To establish definitive datum shifts, and to obtain better separation and scale 
checks , much more accurate trigonometrical heights would be required than are 
currently available. Should these become available it would be worthwhile to repeat 
the computations carried out for this paper which are annexed to the top copy only. 
However, for many purposes the datum shifts quoted will suffice. 
H H H ROOERS 
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AFREF - Reference System for Africa 
AFREF-3 
[j 'A FREF' - Continental Reference System for Africa 
To: afrcf@igscb.jpl.nasa.gov, igsmail@igscb.jpl.nasa.gov 
Subjec t: tAFREF-3] 'AFREF' - Continental Reference System for Africa 
From: "Ruth E. Nci lan" <ruth.ncilan@jpl.nnsa.gov> 
Date: Wed. 14 Feb 200 I 15:45: 18 -0800 
Sender: oWller-afTer 
AFREF Mail 14 Feb 15:46:58 PST 200 I Message Number 3 
••••••• ** •••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** ••••• 
Author: Ruth Ncilan & Claude Bouchcr 
Dear colleagues. 
Enclosed below is the lext of a letter describing the interests and motivations for 
cSlJbli shing a continental rcrcrcncc system for Africa - 'AFREF. This lette r is being 
widely distributed by cmail and by hardcopy to as many addi tional interested persons 
within Africa and elscwhere as we have been ab le to obtain. Pleasc feel free to 
f'O rward this mcssage. We plan to compile a mailing list for this initint ive over the 
coming months. instructions on how to be included in this directory are ut the cnd of 
this mcssage. 
The rDF version of thi s messagc contai ns a map. and the direc tory updatc 
form.plensc scc: 
http://igscb.jp l. nasa.gov/mail /afrcfi'lctte r. OI 0214. pd f 
As this mcssngc is sent to multiple mailing lists, we apologize if you recclve more 
than onc copy. 
with best rcgnrds. 
Ruth Neilan and Claude Boucher 
=== ========================== 
February 14.2001 
Subject: Contine ntal Reference System f'Or Africa. A fri can Reference 
System 'AFREF' 
Dear colleague. 
A number of discwisions over the past year st rongly suggest that it is time to initiate 
an crlort towards rea li zing a modern continental geodctic re fercnce systcm for Africa. 
Thc Intcrnational Association of Geodesy (IAG) Commission X on Global and 
Regional Geodetic Ne tworks and the International GPS Service (IGS). through 
contacts with v~lI'iolls organ izations and people within Africa, support the 
cstablishment of such a project with in Africa. This Ictter sol icits your interest in such 
an effort. 
Thc most cfTcctive way to achieve a robust and globally consistcnt continental 
e fercl1ce system is th rough the technology of the Global Positioning System (G PS). 
Thc explosive growth of GPS applications and the economics or G PS mnke it the 
technique of choice fo r sustainable geodet ic opera tions within AII·ica. The IGS. as an 
existing IAG service. provides high quality GPS data. products and information 
resources that can further the realization of an African continenwl reference system. 
The IGS strongly supports the charter of the In ternational Terrestrial Reference 
System (ITRS). part of the International Earth Rotation Service ( II~ RS). which re lics 
to a great extent 011 (GS and GPS for dCllsification of the Intcrnational Terrestrial 
Rcference Framc (lTRF). We recall that ITRS is the global terrestrial reference 
system officially adopted by the IAG. and thill the WGSM4 (World Geodetic System 
1(84) r(;:fcrcncc system of the GPS, which is wide ly used by several cOlllmunities. is 
now identical to ITRS at the ccn ti metcr leve l. 
Duc to the permanent global infrastructure of the IGS. a flexible approach can be 
designed to accomplish a continental reference system for Africa. First. permanent 
GPS stations within Africa are or can be linked to the highly consistent daily 
processing of the IGS. A sparse number of these curren tl y exist and provide a 
backbone of precise contro l - it would be clearly bcneficial to increase the number of 
permanent [OS stat ions within the African area (scc lGS map at 
hIlP:ll igscb.jp l.nasa.gov/network/ncti ndcx.htm l). Sccondly, additional slnlions arc 
required [or the regional dCl1sificatio l1 such as establishing GPS national networks 
through either permanent or scm i-pcrmanent GPS networks: or in spec ific areas 
through campaign style o r si ngle point measurements with mobilc GPS rcceivcrs. 
It is important to note that contrary to previous GPS network observi.l tions where it 
was important to have an entire network observe si multaneously. it is no longer 
necessary to do so. Through the continuity and permanency of the g lobal 
infras tructurc provided by the lOS, GPS observations taken at onc time can be linked 
10 observations wkcn at Cl subsequent locations and times with litt le degradation of 
accuracy. In facl. given the vast extent or Africa and logistical dif1iculties or 
coordinat ing betwcen more than SO nations, a more regional approach tied to a 
fiducial continenlal network seems more feasib le and prudenl.AII subsequent analysis 
and results can bc based on the precise products and orbits produced by the IGS to 
position s tations III the ITRF. as we ll as providing the baS IS ror transfo rmations 
between it and any national geodetic datum. By fo llowi ng IGS/ITRF 
recommendations and conventions. ccntimeler leve l 3-dimcnsional positioning can be 
obtained within this framework . The appl icat ions of real izi ng th is have vast potential 
from gcodesy. mapping. surveying, geoi nformation. geomanagcmCl1 l. natural hazards 
mitigation. Emth sciences. etc. Additionally. the project \\ill provide a major 
springboard for the transler and enhancement of skills in surveying and geodesy und 
especially GPS technology. Surveyors and geodesists from participating African 
cOlllltries will be strongly encouraged to ac tively participate ill all phases of the 
project. 
Ovt,;r recent yea rs there are models of other continents and countries rea li zing a 
continental rderence system. For example. EUREF. the European Relerence Syste m 
for Europe. and SIRGAS. Sistema de Refere llcia Geocentrico para America del Sur. a 
continental rc lc rence system throughou t South America. Currently a new initiative to 
join reference networks within North America is being purslled by the national 
agenc ies and organizations with in the U.S., Canada. Mexico. the Caribbean nations. 
ete. 
It is clcm that the leadership for such Cl project must come frolll within the African 
profess ional community. Prel iminary meetings wit hil1 Africa to discuss project 
interest and approneh will be initia ted. IGS and JAG experts and ildvi sors will be 
available to nd\'ocme the formation of such a project within Africa. The IGS and IAG 
would be willing to attempt coord inating internat ional resources and assis tance to 
I ~lei litate such an activ ity. It would be important over the longer te rm to ensure that 
this project will produce establ ished. dedicated analys is and data information eentcrs. 
links between Africnn ngencies and links with in ternational organizations. Venucs 101' 
such organi zational mectings arc currently being considered and it is cnvis ioned that a 
se ri es of discussions may take place as opportunities arise at scheduled conferences 
and Illct:tings. 
On behalf of JAG and IGS. we would like to invite your participation in this effort. 
Please respond to this letter by scnding a statemcnt of your interest along with your 
contac t information to the address below or email lOigscb.jpl.ni.lsa.gov wi th subject 
'AFREF Interes t'. A primary contact li st will be compiled from the responses; thcse 
people will be included in any correspond ence Hnd notified of future meetings to 
discuss plans and organizmion or sLlch n project. I\n AFREF mail li st has been 
cstablished by the IGS to facilitate discuss ion. You may view the correspondences 
and o ther information at: http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/maillafrcf/afrcf. html. as we ll as 
inst ruct ions to subscribe. 
Looking forward to your posi ti ve rc ply. and with best rega rds. 
Claude l30llcher 
Chai r, IAG Commi ssion X, Global and Regional Networks 
J lead, International Terrestri al Reference Frame, I ERS 
IERS Representative 10 JGS Governing Board 
Ruth E. Neilan 
Director. Internat ional GPS Service Central l3urcau 
Member. Federa tion of Astronomical and Geophysical Data Services 
AFREF-5 
11 Rc: [AFREF-4] Author: Ri chard Wonnacott 
To: "RichJ rd Wonnncott" <RWONNACOTT@sli ,wcapc.gov,z..'l> . 
<arrt;)J('@ igscb.jpl.nasa.gov>, "Lud wig Combrinck" 
<Iudwig@ harlrao ,ac.za> 
Subject: [AFREF-5] Rc: [AFREF-4) Author: Richa rd WOllllaco tt 
From: "Mu fbh Unis" <oact@wissa l.dz> 
Dote: MOll. 12 Mar2001 08 :2 1:25 +0100 
Cc: "K hicr Bouch ibi " <imagis@wissa1.d7> 
Rc fcrcnccs: <saaS bc4d. 02 7@sli.wcape.gov.za> 
Sender: owner-arret' 
*.*.* •••• **.*~.*.* ••••• * ••• * •• * •••••••• * •••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• 
AFREF Mail 12 Mar 08: -+8 :04 PST 2001 Message Number 5 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Author: M. MuHah UN IS 
Dear {\ II' Lud\\ig Combrinck 
Dear M r RT Wonnacolt 
I have j ust received Mr RT Wonnacott' s cmai l on A FR EF project. primarily among 
Southern African countrit.:s to be held in Cape Town on the 13th of March 200 I I q ; 
very happy that lhe SOllthe rn African Region has taken some action in this matter, but 
i am very sorry not being able to prepare my self for participation. 
I was not able to reaCI to yo ur prcvious mails because I was very busy preparing and 
organis ing The 10th sess ion of our Administration Council that just took place in 
Tunis lasl Week 
Yo u know that AOCRS. the African Organization of Cartography and Remote 
Sensing representing the A frican COLl ll tries, is act ive ly sllstain ing cfforts aiming at 
thc dcvelopment of a CO llllllon conti nental geodet ic infrnstructure fo r Africa, the 
organization actively brought its contribution 10 the reali zation of ADOS project. She 
also sustained efforts of the A IG on the Integrated Geodetic Network for Africa 
(1989-1996). With the same consulI1cy AOCRS encourages and also sustains actions 
aiming the unifi cation of geodet ic networks on <l regional Icvcl. these netwo rks 
constitutes fo r LIS the fo undations of the future unified geodetic ne twork for the 
con tincn t. Currently. AOC RS is coordi nating the preparation of the second 
Workshop on the Unified geodeti c Network for North Africa that will be held in 
Alg iers May 2001. The first Workshop \.vas o rgan ized in Tunis May 2000. The third 
one will be he ld in Morocco late 2001 or early 2002. Morocco. Algeria, Tunisia. 
Libya. Mauri tania and Egypt as well as representatives of European or illlemationai 
sc ientific institutions, EUREF BGI and IGN participated in the !i rst Workshop. 
As previous ImporlJnt cOllllllil1l1CnlS prevcnts mc from panicipming in this vcry 
Imponant meeting tu be held in CAPE TOWN (Sou th Africa). i would like to express 
our real interest and our commitment to AFREF Project and our cons ideration ror 
efforts provided by participants to l11<lke this importing project advancing. We kindl y 
ask you Mr Ludwig Combrinck to rcpresent AOCRS during this meeting and hope to 
receive all the presented papers and communicat ions or Ihis meeting as well as the 
report in order to inform our members on the orientations and dec is ions rcnched and 
be able to participi.llc in your future mecting to bring our modes t contribution, 
I hope to YOll all succcss in your meeting. 
Best Regards 
M. Muftah UNIS 
SccrcUlry General 
Appendix (2) Data files 
Coordina ,,: files u,"cd in research 
Transf15.m data files 
Transft 5 11 need:. a file with 5 columns, beacon name, yl and xl of the ' from file ' 
and y2 aid x2 or the standard file (without headings). There should be 4 or more 
po in ts. I J ~ fo llo\\ ing fi les were used for Transft 5.m 
79doSSil .! , \ 
GPS28_ ~ 1:\1 
Lh wp4. t\ 
79doss a.txt (DOS and SA) 
na me d s y dosx say sax 
PO 4 95. 5 3247524 . 51 41098.73 3247523.97 
PO.-'8 797. 8 3317327 .1 3 27802.03 3317326.17 
PO .I) 61. 7 3349589 .92 39766.16 33 49588 . 76 
PO 'S 4 . 21 3379950 . 65 8958.430 3379949 .1 5 
PO • 0 1. 3 3211943.35 21964.29 3211943 . 01 
So ul , 039. 0' 3356515 . 30 41613 . 47 3356514 . 09 
SO 0 ,95 . 3332414 . 87 -10790.85 3332414 . 05 
SO 60 . I 3332370.39 -21154.96 3332369 .6 6 
SO 2 "4. 3354032 . 71 33548 . 95 3354031 . 50 
SO -,;.! .. 14 . 0· 3350241 .4 9 49298.40 3350240 . 32 
so ~4 )6 3 . 2 3329269 . 80 51067 .43 3329268 . 86 
50 :,5 '06. 4. 3319055 . 25 42570.39 3319054 .33 
SO "b 1-;9 . 4· 3317222.23 54453.45 3317221.33 
SO • 30 . 1 3307600 . 85 54734 . 08 3307599 . 85 
50 04 r.S2 . 6· 3340616 .13 29657 . 09 334 0614 . 93 
SO· ; ~60 . 0 329 4194.9 1 78963.81 3294193 . 78 
SO . 4 . , 3286389.87 70278.14 3286388 . 87 
SO 6 . 3280371.89 81230.19 3280370.82 
50 ·.-, '4 . t 3275995.56 53038.24 3275994 . 73 
SO " " 3 . t 3290393 .81 31757 . 58 3290393 . 02 
SO ·, lifO . ';,. 3300718 .46 43384.62 3300717 . 62 
SO" .8 . .2 3307937 . 15 32522 . 33 3307936 . 39 
so r 6 . , 3347455 .42 20010.59 3347454 . 26 
SO ' ·4 . 2. 3238028 .1 0 17477.46 3238027 . 83 
SO ' 9 . :' 3233325 .8 8 31922 . 76 3233325 . 48 
SO ; . 5; 3221574 . 53 5903 . 50 3221574 . 35 
SO 0 .; . 1. 3212233.32 4987 . 04 3212233 . 23 
SO ., . 3205160.11 12237.41 3205159.93 
SO l u <7 . 3351690 . 07 10291.51 3351688 . 88 
SO! _ " . 3255943 . 89 27638.14 3255943 . 79 SO! ] ~ , 4 . ... 3284939 . 43 57837.85 3284938 .69 
50 (4 187 . 5 3285018 . 16 43491.28 3285017 . 55 
SO t~ 2 9. 6, 3275350 .33 33133.56 3275350.02 
SO lo 1.48 . 9· 3249007 .90 10152.41 3249007 . 82 
Sa t ;)0 . 3276832 . 61 65434.50 3276831 . 72 
sa l 'i0 . ,; 3337573 . 84 16894 . 78 3337572 . 68 
SO ' ~ 6 . 1 3199474 .63 -1 093 .4 5 3199474 . 43 
SO ... 0 . " 3313937 . 70 69614 . 96 3313936.79 
SO o . 1 ; 3326103 .4 1 8510 . 68 3326102 . 52 
T1 ,5 . ~ 3357614.78 20259 .4 7 3357613 . 53 
TO ~ J 4 . lj 3246273 .5 9 51918 . 28 3246272 .49 
TO ~OO . ,I. 3247532 .23 49803.4 2 3247531 . 48 
TO J .J.5 . 5 324638 4.71 49148.77 3246383 . 91 
TO ' 5 ~98 . <I 3244113 .52 43891.63 3244112 . 80 
TO ~' :110 . 4 3271852.80 -21906.17 3271852 . 98 
TO " ·74. 4 3252339 .61 -22570.17 3252340 . 24 
PO 106' 41 3291732 . 68 -110062 . 25 3291734 . 97 
PO .,B . 3340787 .22 -1663.93 3340786 .13 
PO ,53. 7 3336125.04 -38548.50 3336124.28 
PO. 055· 70 3317014 . 88 -106548.79 3317016 . 43 
PO. " , 8 1. 8 3312788 . 85 -13176. 52 3312788.15 
pO: 18 6. '9 3296336 .4 0 -95381.02 3296337.98 
PO ~ B1 6. 0 3296428 .20 - 53311.30 3296428.38 
PO. 77 19 3291220 . 59 -1 07772 . 30 3291222 . 57 
PO; .. SOt; 66 3279147 . 68 -124502 . 09 3279150 . 36 
na, d o sx say sax 
PO '69. 3257107 . 73 -95966 . 11 3257109 . 3 4 
PO : ,,14 . 1 3233408.03 -68540.81 3233408 . 88 
PO ] 69 . 3 3224111. 31 - 25166.62 3224171. 43 
PO ' '59 . 73 3220363 . 02 -1 29589.30 3220365.61 
PO t, .24 . 2 3 207365 . 06 -42520 . 88 3207364 . 91 
PO (". )95 . ~2 3195479 .1 6 -14092.93 3195479 . 21 
PO C 43 . 5 318082 . 76 -85141.11 3184383 . 59 
PO C 63 . ' 9 3184335 . 42 -85260.95 3184336 . 33 
SO' -i9 . '1 3262885.89 -47345.53 3262886 . 57 
SO ' " . , 3260750 . 94 -22447.92 3260751.29 
SO 6 . . 53 3269069 . 60 - 108158 .4 0 3269071 . 70 
SO . ., .'6 3277707 . 07 - 100179 .4 2 3277708.93 
SO , J3 . '3 3266426 . 93 -90199.61 3266428 . 65 
SO ; .j 2 . ~1 3275032 . 17 -84138.33 3275033 . 64 
SO; ,01 . 7 3277361 . 61 -60797.16 3277362 . 39 
SO ;: '11 2. , -1 3283526 . 61 -68668.33 3283527 . 54 
SO; . '11 . )2 3285367 . 51 -83686.31 3285368 . 87 
SO ;: 34 . 4 3295624 . 38 -81329 .1 5 3295625 . 41 
SO ~ ri2. '9 3294991 .4 9 - 63857.44 3294998 . 48 
SO ;. '6 3309496 . 10 -81313.56 3309491 . 04 
SO ~ 5 3312388 . 39 - 69519 . 11 3312388.93 
SO . v8 . 3 3310785 . 55 -56303 . 00 3310785 . 70 
SO . 09 . )9 3321170 . 22 -55204 . 27 3321169 . 99 
SO ... j 1 . 1 3333856 . 83 -54435.39 3333856 . 31 
SO : g"l . 13 3333413 . 00 -34592 . 73 3333472 . 31 
SO . ..0 . 3 3315963 . 72 -35021.22 3315963.19 
SO : " / • 11 3320359 . 34 -43852.10 3320358.86 
SO . t> ~ • 3320507 . 49 -24663.81 3320506.80 
SO , 3322591 . 69 -7842.91 3322590.95 
SO l .J. 3358714 . 92 -3330.49 3358773.52 
Tl';' , 3183767 . 96 - 58316 . 98 3183768 . 27 
Tl ; , '2 3215804 . 80 - 55639 . 64 3215805 .2 8 
TL • 7 3212812 . 39 -49142.50 3212812 . 72 
Tl ; 54 . . , 3207805 . 29 -50651.29 3207805 . 69 
T1~ ,.:::4 . . , 3209206 . 53 - 56821 .4 2 3209207.08 
T1 ~ ~oo . ' 4 3204141 . 94 -52197.38 3204142 . 34 
Tl ; 03 . I! 3196017 . 58 -54700 . 69 3196018.07 
Tl : ·!l . 4 3195402 . 52 -518 40.02 3195402 . 96 
T1 8 . 7 3196592 . 57 - 59175 . 61 3196593 .18 
T1 1. , 3187411 . 8 4 -53318.50 3187472 . 10 
T1 • . , 3187039 . 35 -52642.89 3187039.61 
T1 J 3179601 . 64 -51012.82 3179602 . 03 
Tl l. _L . ,8 3175946 .34 - 54310.30 3175946 . 79 
T1 ~ _2 . 13 3111915 . 23 - 43610.27 3171915 . 59 
TL 3"; . 14 316837 4.96 -54235 . 65 3168375 . 43 
TH 6' . J7 3168668 . 20 -58284.84 3168668 . 13 
Tl e -, ti 1 . '2 3165010 . 97 - 62358 _ 83 3165011 . 55 
TH 86 . 2 3192985 . 28 - 39584 .1 5 3192985 . 51 
TH 7 3201120.35 -57984.39 3201120 .8 4 
TH 7 3219880 . 34 -44551.96 3219880 . 51 
TH 3215634 . 51 -62351 .4 1 3215635 . 29 
TlI • .S 3189582 . 82 -67683 . 04 3189583 .60 
TH Jj . J5 3186875 .88 -56031.37 3186876 .44 
TH -2 l. )0 3175123 .74 - 51917 . 64 317512 4.15 
TlI ''10'1 . 15 3219862 .4 6 -54404.52 3219862 . 91 
TO (, >j l3 . '7 3276200 . 28 - 50488 . 34 3276200 . 35 
PO .&.1. 19 3374203 . 02 -17406.85 337 4200 .92 
PO . • • . 43 3248519 .1 2 -144067.22 3248522 .4 8 
Gp. 2B_ Ixl (m erminod 's and SA) 
nac , mermx say sax 
PO · '0 3247523.979 41098.735 3247523.970 
SO! 3221574 . 382 5903.503 3221574 . 358 
SO. ,2 32559 43.530 27638.147 3255943.799 
SO, 6 32 49007.875 10152.24 3249007 . 820 
SO , 1 3276831 . 785 65434 . 504 3276831 . 722 
SO 0 3313936.629 69614 . 968 3313936.790 
T1- a 3357613 .4 83 20259.474 3357613 . 539 
TO - n 3246272 .4 92 51918.282 3246272.494 
GOt ... ", 1 3319446 . 0ll 88659 . 050 3319446 . 014 
JAI- Q . '0 3287681 .44 0 94336.313 3287681.426 
MO'. '2 3415312 .401 67399.930 3415312 .4 10 
PO . . ,55 3233408 . 88 - 68540 . 812 3233408 . 883 
PO ; .05 3296 428 .47 9 -53311 . 307 3296428 . 384 
PO ; 72 3317016.495 -106548.791 3317016 .4 39 
PO . ,27 3336124 . 323 -38548.502 333612<1 . 286 
PO " 33 40786 . 173 -1663 . 934 3340786 . 130 
SO - 3a 3260751 . 397 -22447 . 920 3260751 . 291 
SO· • ,29 3262886 . 597 - 47345.534 3262886.576 
T1< '.5 32169 42.516 -39192.913 3216942 .4 33 
OAl' .8 . 65 3166066 . 053 - 38748 . 278 3166066.028 
GEl ... )85 3159728 . 517 -61614.662 3159728.486 
GE' .840 3207832 . 275 -122750 . 831 3207832 . 234 
QA· ,1 3335545 . 452 -64491. 805 3335545.469 
RA . '15 3292010 . 829 -138950 . 719 3292010 . 838 
REI 3 187027 . 687 -412.084 3187027 . 672 
SE ~ , -1 32 38648 . 774 -54183.13 3238648.77 
Lhvlp4 .1 , I (LHWP and SA) 
Nao . HI'lPy LHWPx SAy SAx 
S 118.21 3248969.01 10152.41 3249007 . 82 
S 1686.29 3222366.29 18720.37 3222406.19 
S ' 'l43.24 3237988.37 17477.46 3238027.83 
S 1<)53.40 3212192.01 4987.04 3212233.23 
S ,69.76 3221533 . 77 5903.50 3221574.35 
S n 03.67 3205118.43 12237 . 41 3205159.93 
T 1-161.43 3255125.84 3495 . 40 3255164.42 
T -5 4732 . 39 3195975.63 - 54700 . 69 3196018.07 
p -68 572.19 3233368.84 -68540 . 81 3233408 . 88 
S -,~2 481. 04 3260712.84 -22447.92 3260751.29 
S -3 H 7 .49 3216450.86 -3384.01 3216491.86 
T -~) 4436.40 3219822.07 - 54404 . 52 3219862.91 
T -62 383.10 3215594.14 -62351 .4 1 3215635.29 
T B17 4.49 3212771.46 -49142.50 3212812 . 72 
T -~f5 671. 47 3215764.18 -55639 . 64 3215805.28 
T -·;3880.98 3177667 . 74 -43849 . 07 3177711.21 
T -36729.35 3183082.44 - 36697.22 3183125 . 54 
T -50596.55 3191307.82 -50564.72 3191350.46 
T -·,1834.49 3197845.08 -41802.40 3197887.27 
T ,7558 .67 3197998.38 -47526 . 72 3198040.59 
T -,8138 .34 3203606.07 -38106.15 3203647.87 
T - 15 67 7.26 3196346.64 -35645 . 07 3196388.89 
-·;9242 .71 3203434.32 -49210 . 74 3203476.17 , -.4125 .85 3195436 . 95 - 14092 . 93 3195479.21 
T -~,1 949.33 3175080.41 - 51917 . 64 3175124.15 
T -·13 642 . 14 3171871 . 73 -43610 . 27 3171915.59 
T -',6063.06 3186833.49 -56031.37 3186876 . 44 
T -0771 4.41 3189540.76 -67683.04 3189583.60 
T -39616.26 3192943 . 00 -39584 . 15 3192985.51 
T -'.801 6.12 3201078.78 -57984.39 3201120.84 
T .187 1.80 3195360.51 - 51840 . 02 3195402 . 96 
7 -~9207 . 35 3196550 . 76 - 59175 . 67 3196593.18 
T -~ 4267 .24 3168331.19 -54235.65 3168375.43 
T -',831 6.27 3168624 .4 4 - 58284 . 84 3168668.73 
T -b2 390.13 3164967 . 00 - 62358 . 83 3165011.55 
l' -::43 41. 97 3175903 . 10 - 54310 .3 0 3175946.79 
T -',1044.55 3179558 . 68 -51012 . 82 3179602.03 
T -'.2 674.61 3186996 . 65 -52642.89 3187039.61 
T -~.3 350. 20 3187429 . 16 -53318.50 3187472.10 
" -'.8 348 . 59 3183725 . 13 - 58316 . 98 3183768.27 · 
" ·222 9.22 3204100.52 - 52197 . 38 3204142.34 · 
" - .0683.18 3207764.13 -50651.29 3207805.69 · .' - ·6853 .21 3209165.57 -56821 . 42 3209207.08 
p -·12553.04 3207323 . 35 -42520.88 3207364 . 91 
- ... 939.36 3271815.08 - 21906 . 17 3271852 . 98 
· - 2603 .26 3252301 . 34 -22570 . 17 3252340.24 · - .0520 .61 3276162 . 58 -50488.34 3276200.35 ·
" -·145 16.24 3250624 .4 5 -44483 . 90 3250663.56 · 
-,40 40.98 3229005 . 89 - 54009 . 05 3229046.18 
-·14 305.56 3243073.99 -44273 . 25 32 43 113.49 
,. 268 .61 3238974 . 71 -3234.97 3239014.17 · 
-31796 .71 3251155.05 -31763.95 3251194 . 04 
" -'.27 39.48 32 45412 . 54 - 52707 .4 3 3245451 .97 · 
" ~558 . 94 3245852.66 - 15525 . 65 3245891.84 
T 7991 .26 3236201.68 -17958.10 3236241.40 
1 4048 .20 3260308.97 -14014.78 3260347.39 
N m'1 P y LHWPx SAy SAx 
T -',330 .07 3262193.45 -8296.46 3262231.75 
T 078 .91 3250525 . 89 - 70 45 . 31 3250564.77 
T --10 97 0.92 3242674 .14 -)0938.19 3242713.59 
T ,061 9 . 69 3238084 . 76 -50587.61 3238124 . 56 
-·0363 . 7 6 3240694 . 21 -40331.34 3240733.81 
- :,937 . 0 1 3261092.00 - 15903.65 32611)0.40 
-,:931 . 82 )268601 .14 -2897.97 3268639.09 
-··1355 .73 3223556.06 -111323 . 45 3223596.60 
T - 3050.92 3252397 . 08 -13017 . 51 3252435 .90 
T -;9339.50 3228587 . 56 -39307 .1 3 3228627 . 81 
T -.9225 .20 )216901.54 -39192.91 3216942 . 43 
T ,264 .43 3260196.30 -4230.68 3260234 . 67 
S -4--)77 . 8 5 3262848.13 -47345. 53 3262886 . 57 
T - 458 4.13 3219839 . 73 - 44553 . 69 3219880 . 50 
Appendix (3) Programs listing 

















% A program to calculate the He lmert up to the 4th orde r polynomia l 
% con formal Transformation parameters between the Lesotho coordinates 
% and the S.A. computed coordinates. 
echo ofT 
0/0 •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••• ** •••••••••••••••••• 
% .......... READ COORDS FROM THE DATA FILE •••••••••••••••• 
disp(' 
di sp(' 
Hit any key to continue after pause'); 
Press any key to continue'); 
pause 
clc 
clear a ll 
format long; 
[filename.palh]=uigctfi IcC· .txt','Se lect a file') 
fid=fopen( fi Icnalllc,'rt ') 
S=fscanf{ fi d,'%s %f % f%f%f\n\t',[8 inf) j 
[S I)~S'; 
a I ~sets tr(S I (:, I )) ;b I ~selStr(S I (:,2));c I ~selStr(S I (:,3));d I ~setst r(S I (: ,4)); 
name~[a l bl c l dl) ; 
do84sa~S I; 






sax~do84sa(: , 8); 
%hF do84sa(: ,9); 











meany I ~mean(diffy); 
meanx J=mean(diffx); 
vecraw=sqrt( d i rry. "2+d i ffx:'\'2); 
dosy I =dosy-mcandosy: 
dosx I =dosx-mcandosx: 
say I =say-mcansay; 
sax I =sax-rneansax ; 
y l ~say l-dosy l : 
xl =sax l-dosx I : 
~ ....................•.............................................. 
O/O··············ENTER THE COORDS INTO THE COEF. MATRIX •••••••• 
k= l ; 
i=O; 
scale I ~ I 0000: 
scale2= le5; 
scale3= I e I 0; 
scalc4= lell ; 
disp(, I for Helmert transformat ion'); 
disp(' 2 for 2nd order polynomial') ; 
disp(' 3 for 3rd order polynomial'): 
disp(' 4 for 4th order polynomial '); 




for k= I :ncoords 
i=i+l; 
% •••••••••••••• •• For the x-terms ••••••••••••••••• 
%------------------- I st order polynomial terms---------------------
iforder- I 
A(i ,1 )~sca l c I ; 
A(i,Z)~O; 
A(i,3)~dosx I (k) ; 
A(i,4)~-dosy I (k); 
%-------------------- 2nd order polynomial terms---------------------
elseif ordel 2 
A(i,1 )~scal c I ; 
A(i,Z)~O; 
A(i,3)~dosx I (k); 
A(i,4)~-dosy l (k); 
A(i,5)~« dosx I (k))'Z-(dosy l (k»"Z)/scaleZ: 
A(i.6)~( -Z'dosx I (k) ' dosy I (k»/scaleZ; 
%-------------------- 3rd order polynom ial tenns----------------------
c1sei f ordei 3 
A(i.1 )=scalc I: 
A(i,2)=0; 
A(i,3)=dosx 1 (k); 
A(i,4)=-dosy l (k): 
A(i,5)=«dosx 1 (k»"2-(dosy l (k))"2)/scale2; 
A(i.6)=( -2 'dosx I (k)'dosyl (k))/scale2; 
A(i,7)=«dosx 1 (k))"3-3 'dosx 1 (k)'(dosy l (k))"2)/scale3 ; 
A(i ,8)=(3'(dosx I (k))"2'dosy I (k)-(dosyl (k))"3)/scale3; 
%-------------- ------ 4th order polynomial terms-----------------------
elseif ordel -...t 
A(i, I)=scalcl: 
A( i,2)=0; 
A(i,3)=do", I (k); 
A(i,4)=-dos) 1 (k) ; 
A(i,5)=«do>x 1 (k))"2-(dosy I (k))"2)/scale2; 
A(i ,6)=( -2 'dosx 1 (k) 'dosy 1 (k))/scale2; 
A(i,7)=«dosx 1 (k))"3-3 ' dosx I (k)'(dosyl (k))"2)/scale3; 
A(i,8)=(3'(dosx 1 (k» "2'dosy I (k)-(dosy I (k))"3)/scale3; 
A(i,9)=«dosx 1 (k))"4+(dosy I (k))"4-6'(dosx 1 (k))"2'(dosyl (k))" 2)/scale4; 
A(i, I 0)=( -4 '« dosx 1 (k ))"3'dosy l (k)-(dosy l (k))"3'dosx 1 (k»)/scale4: 
end 
b(i)=sax 1 (k): 
0/0········· ······· For the y-terms ••••••••••••••••• 
i=i+ l ; 
% ------------- ---1 SI ordcr(He lmert) polynom ial terms-------------------
ifordel I 
A(i , I)=O; 
A( i,2)=scalc I: 
A(i,3)=dos) I (k); 
A(i,4)=dosx 1 (k); 
%------------------- 2nd order polynomial tenns--------------------
elseif order 2 
A(i,1 )=0; 
A(i ,2)=scalc I: 
A(i ,3)=dos) 1 (k); 
A(i ,4)=do", 1 (k); 
A(i.5)=(2'dosx 1 (k)'dosy l (k))/scale2; 
A(i,6)=« do" 1 (k))"2-(dosy I (k))"2)/scale2; 
% --------------- ----- 3rd order polynomialtcrms-------------------
e lseif order= -' 
A(i , I )=0; 
A( i,2)=scalc I : 
A(i ,3)=dos) I (k) ; 
A(i ,4)=dos> I (k) ; 
A( i,5)=(2'd" " I (k)'dosy I (k))/scale2; 
A(i,6)=«do" I (k» ' 2-(dosy l (k))' 2)/scale2; 
A(i, 7)=(-1 ' ( -3 '(dosx I (k»'2'dosyl (k)+(dosyl (k» ' 3))/scale3; 
A(i,8)=«do" I (k))'3-3'dosx I (k)'(dosy l (k)),2)/scale3 ; 
%---------------------4th order polynomial terms--------------------
elseif order= ~ 
A(i , I)=O; 
A( i,2)=scalc I : 
A(i ,3)=dos) I (k); 
A(i,4)=dos> I (k); 
A(i,5)=(2'dc'sx I (k)'dosy l (k»)/scale2; 
A(i,6)=«do" I (k» ' 2-(dosy l (k))'2)/scale2; 
A(i, 7)=( - 1' ( -3'(do" I (k))' 2'dosy l (k)+(dosy I (k))' 3))/scale3; 
A(i,8)=«(do" I (k» ' 3)-3'dosx I (k)'(dosy I (k» ' 2)/scalc3 ; 
A( i,9)=(4'«(dosx I (k»'3)'dosy l (k)-«dosyl (k»'3)'dosx I (k»)/scale4; 
A( i, I O)=« do" I (k» ' H (dosyl (k» ' 4-6'(dosx I (k))' 2'(dosyl (k)),Z)/scale4 ; 
end 
b(i)=say l (k ): 
end 
0/0········ · ··········································· .............. . 0/0····· ... . . ....... so lve nonnal equat ions ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
b=b'; % 
%sigpriori= inpllt(,entcr sigma priori estimate:'); %sigma priori estimate 
sigpriori= l ; 
W=eye(2·ncoords,2* llcoords); %size ofwt matrix 






x=C·r %soltn for the unknown x 
disp(' Enter to continue'); 
pause 
v=A*x-b; % residua ls Ax-b=O 
sigmaO=sqrt( v'*v/(2*ncoords-4» %std error 
nresid=lengt 11( v) : 
n= O; m=O; 
for n= I:(nrc., id/2) 
m=m+ l; 
resmal(m, I )=v(2*n-l ); 
resmat(m. 2)=v(2 *.,); 
xx=resmal(:. I ); 
yy=resm31(:.2): 
end 
vbig=find( abs( v» 3· sigmaO); 
yyvbig=find( abs(yy» 3 ·sigmaO); 
xxvbig=find( nbs( xx» 3 ·sigmaO); 
%end 
%pause(3) 
% ....... .. give large res id. zero weight · ........ . 
w=O; 
if isempty(y; vbig)& isclllpty(xxvbig) 
yyvbig 
xxvb ig 
%if yyvbig-~[] & xxvbig~[] 
%w= input('entcr the weight of each coord to reweigh w: ') 
w=Oj 
ny=length(yyvbig) ; 
nx= length ( xx vbig); 
for n= l:n) 
P(yyvb i g( 11 ),yyv b i g( 11) )~w; 
end 
for m= ! :n~ 
P(xxvbig(ln).xx vbig( m» =w ; 
end 












format bank : 
') ; 
disp(' updated coordinates:'}; 
di sp(' '); 
di sp(' ') 
disp(' llpdatc I =ori ginal coords + residuals'); 
update J =[ dos)')' dos" J 
pause 
fonnat short: 
0/0· ······· ······· ·· ··································· .............. . 
disp(' 
d isp(' 
T ra nsformation Parameters'); 
sigmaO=sqrl(v'·v/(2*ncoords-4» %std error 
di sp(' 
disp(' 
Translati on in metres'); 
===== = ====='); 
Xo=x( I )* sca le I 





%translation in x 









%correJation coeffic ient 





theta=atan2(q,p) % ang le in radians 
phi~(theta) ' ( 180/pi): 
const=60; 
phi 
% ang le in seconds 
r l =fi x(phi ):r2=(phi-r l ):r3=const*r2: 
r4=fi x( r3);r5=r3-r4;r6=r5 *const; 
rotangle=[r l r4 r6]; 




% •••••• • "' •••••••• Shi ft vector ca lculat ions ••••••••••••••••••••• 
% raw difference between coords 
fo rmat bank 
y l ~say l -closy l: 
x l =sax I-dosx 1 : 
vecshift=! . ·sqrt(x 1:" 2+y 1,"2); 
vecres=sqn() ~ ,1\2+.-.: .... "'2); 
f=5000; %Magnificat ion factor 





% angle in radians 
% angle in seconds 
r I ~fi x(ph) ;"2~(ph-r I );r3~on st' r2 ; 
r4=fi x( r3 );r5=r3 -r4 ;r6=r5 ·const; 
0/0··············· Plot of po ints pos itions •••••••••••••••••••••• 
cle 
di sp(' For the fo llowing diagrams:'); 
dispC···· · • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ... '); 
di spC· The Jell mouse button fo r zoom ing into point under mouse') 
dispC· pointer o r by pressing and dragging into selected area'); 
di sp(' '); 
disp(" '): 
dispC· T he right mouse but ton for zooming out') ; 
disp(' '); 
disp(" ') ; 
dispC· Doube cli ck on the right mouse-button to reset fi gure '); 
disp(' '); 
disp(" ') 
disp('· Z( 'OIll factor is 2'); 
disp(' '): 
di sp('* ') ; 
dispC· type f and ente r to ve iw magnification factor of residuals'); 
disp('*'); 
dispC··· · ·· · •••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ... '); 
pause 
cia; 
% ....... ........ draw disp lacement vectors after Helmert transformation 
th=atan2{ "x,yy); % ang le in radians 
ph~(lh)'( ISO/pi): % angle in seconds 
% vecres=' I. ·sqrt(xx."2+yy."2); 
disp('maxil11um and min imum res iduals:') 
max_resid ua ls=max(abs([yy xx]) 
min_res idlu ls=min(abs([yy xx]) 
disp('max i 111 urn and III inimum residual vectors:') 
max_ veetor=ma:x( vecrcs) 
m in_vector = 111 in(vecrcs) 
disp(,max imlllll and minimum shift vectors:') 
max_shift \ ~ctor=1lla:x(vecshift) 
III in _ shi ftwctor=m i n( vccsh i ft ) 
ifordel I. titlc{'Residual Vectors After Helmert Transfonnat ion'), 
elseif order= 2. title{'Res idual Vectors After 2nd Order Transformation'), 
elseif order= 3, titlc(,Residuat Vectors After 3rd Order Transformation'), 
elseif ord er= 4. titlcCResidual Vectors After 4th Order Trans formation') , 
end 
axis ('equal') 
if - isempty(yyvbig)l- isempty(xxvbig) 
ifyyvb ig-=xxvbig 
n=tenglh(yyvbig)+lcnglh(xxvhig); 












if - isemply(yyvbig) I-isempty(xxvbig) 
for yyvbig= J:11 
namcl ~([a I (n)) b I (I1Y) c l (ny) d I (ny)]); 
residual~[YY(I1Y) xx( I1Y)]; 
%fpril1tf('%s % 1.71'% I. 7f\n', [name 1 j',[yy(nY)],[xx(ny)]); 
text(say(ny).sax( n y).(narne( ny, 1 :4») 
end 




for xxvbig= I :n 
name I ~([a I (l1x) b I (nx) cl (nx) d I (nx)]); 
residual= [YY(I1 ;-') :\x(nx)]; 
text(say(nx).sax(nx).name(nx,I :4» 
end 









h=uicol1trol(,style'.'ed il','position',[75 5010020] •.. . 
'string', 'A rroScale 250' ,'backgroundcolor' ,'wh ite'); 
%1'=5000; 
lip l el1~3000: 
for k= ] :ncoords 
% ...... """ .... draw dispacemenl vector 
I i px ~say(k )+1" vcc rcs(k)' cos( I h (k»; 
I i p~sa x (k )+1" vec rcs(k)' s i n( th(k»; 
line([say(k) ti px]. [sax(k) tipy]) ; 
dirn~lh(k)+(30-1 ~O)'p i/ I SO; 
tipx2=t ipx+t i plen *cos( d irn)i 
tipy2=li py+ti plcn'" si n( d irn}; 
line([tipx tipx2].[tipy tipy2]); 
dirn~tl1 (k)+( -30-I SO)' pi/ ISO; 
tipx2=tipx+ti plen ·cos( d irn}j 
tipy2=ti py+ti plen ·s i n( dim); 
line([lipx lipx2J. llipy lipy2]); 
end 
set(gca;yd iT', 'rl.:versc') 




dispC ............. .. .............. .'); 
disp(' ....... ... ... ................ .'); 
ansr-menu(,label all points','y\'n'); 
ifansr y 
for k= l :ncoord ... 
text(say,sax.nslne ): 
end 





th=atan2(x l.y 1) .. pi: 
ph=(lh) ' ( ISO/pi) : 
const=60; 
cia; 
title('Residuals After Sh ifts'), ... 
% angle in radians 
% angle in seconds 
xlabeJeY -coonl innte Rcsidual'),ylabcJ('X -coord inatc residual') 
h=uicontroICstylc'.'edi t','position',[75 50 10020], ... 





for k= l :ncoord ... 
0/0 •• ".""." draw dispacement vector 
I i px =say(k)+ I" vcc ra w(k ). cos( Ih(k) ); 
li py=sax(k )+1" vcc ra w(k)' s i n( Ih(k» ; 
line([say(k) l ipx] . [sax(k) lipy]); 
dirn=th(k)+(30- 1 80) ' pill SO; 
tipx2=t ipx+ti plen ·cas( dim ); 
tipy2=li PY+liplcn '" si n( dim); 
lino([lipx tipx2 J.[tipy lipy2]) ; 
dim=th(k)+( -30-ISO) ' pil ISO; 
tipx2=li pX+li plcn *cos( dim); 
tipy2=ti pY+li plcn *s in( d irn); 
line([l;px I;px ~ I.it ;py l;py2]) ; 
end 
set(gca, 'yd ir', 'n.:vcrsc') 





The foll owing ZOOI11 subfunction has been borrowed from the Matlab zoom function 
to work with the transformation program above: 
function out = zoom(m) 
%ZOOM Zoom in and o ut on a 2-D plot. 
% ZOOM ON ILl rns zoom on for the current figu re. C lick 
% the le ft nllHl~C button to zoom in on the point under the 
% mouse. Click the right mouse button to zoom o ut 
% (shift-did 0 11 the Mac intosh). Each t ime you click, 
% the axes limits wi ll be changed by a facto r of2 (in or o ut). 
% Vou can also click and drag to zoom into an area. 
% 
% ZOOM OFF turns zoom ofT. ZOOM with no arguments 
% toggles the i'oom status. ZOOM OUT returns the plot 
% to its init ;;" ( fu ll ) zoom. 
% C lay M. I hOll1 pson 1-25-93 
% Revised I I .rnn 94 by Steven L . Eddins 
% Copyr igh t (c) 1984-94 by The M.thWorks, Inc. 
% $ Revis ioll: 1. 11 $ $Date: 1994/04/2622: 13:30 $ 
% Note: zoom llses the lIserdata of lhe z labe l of the ax is and 
% the fi gure but tondown and button motio n function s 
% 
% ZOOM X()1\ zooms x-axis onl y 
% ZOOM VO:'\ zooms y-axis onl y 
if nargin= I . % Cnlch o fT first 
if isstr(m), 
if strcmp(m,'on'). 
set(gc f, '\v i ndn \\ b lit tondown fen',", 'wi ndowbut to nu p fen',", ... 





if any(gct(gca,'vio" ')~[O 90]), error(,Onl y works for 2-D plots'); cnd 
rbbox mode = 0: 
zoomx = 1; ZOOIl1 ~ I : % Assume no constraints 
ifnarg in= O, % 'I ogglc butto ndown fun ction 
if strcrn p(gcl (g\.: f. '\ vi ndowbuttondown f cn '), 'zoom ("down")'), 
set(gcf,'windlmbuttondownfcn',",'windowbuttonupfcn',", ... 
'wi ndo\\ but tonmotionfcn',", 'buttondownfcn',"); 
else 
sct(gcf,'wi nd ll\\ hut tondown fcn'.'zoom("down")', '" 
'\vindo\\ hUllollupfcn',' 1 ;', .. , 
'windo\\ bullo nmot ion fen', ", 'buttondown fen',", '" 
'interrupt i ble','yes') ; 




e lseif nargin= I , o'u Process ca ll backs 
ifisstr(Ill), 
m = lowcr(m ): 
% Catch const rained zoom 
if stremp(m.'l\t!o\\ n'), 
zoomy = 0; III "" 'down'; % Constrain y 
elsei r strcmp(nl.'> down') 
zoom x = 0; III 'down'; % Constra in x 
end 
if stremp(m,'d lm n'), 
% Acti vate a'\ is that is clicked in 
ax = get(gcf.'Children'); 
ZOOM fo und 0: 
for i= i :Ienglh(<l\), 
if slremp(gct( a \(i).l"ype'),'axes'), 
ZOOM_ Pt I gct(ax(i),'CurrcntPoint'); 
x lim = gCl(a\( i).'X Lim'); 
y lim = gel(a;\ (i ).'YLim'); 
if(x lim( l) <~ ZOOM]tI(I ,I) & ZOOM]II(I , I) <= xlim(2) & ... 
ylim( l) - LOOM]tI(1 ,2) & ZOOM_PtI ( I,2) <~ ylim(2» 






ifZOOM_follnd ~=-O , return , end 
% Check fo r 'oeketion type 
selectioll_ tYPl' = gCl(gcf,'SclectionType'); 
if (sl rcmp(sc lcC I ion_type, 'normal'» 
% Zoom in 
m = I ; 
e lsei f (Slrcrn p(sc lcclio n _type, 'open '» 




% Zoom pa rt ially out 
111 = - 1; 
end 
ZO OM Pt 1 gct(gca, 'cllrrentpo int'); 
ZOOM PI2 700M]II ; 
centcr =ZO()\1 Pt l(I, I :2); 
if(m ~ I) 
% Zoom in 
rbbox([gcl(gc [. 'currentpoint') 0 O],get(gcf,'currentpo int'» 
ZOOM_ Pt2 = gCI(gca,'currentpo int'); 
% Note the ( urrcntpoi nt is set by having a non-tri v ia l up functi on. 
ifmin(abs( /OOM]1 I ( I, I :2)-ZOOM] 12( I, I :2))) >= ... 
min( .11 1 • [d iff(gel(gca,'x lim')) difT(gel(gca,'y lim'))]), 
% determ i Ill' ,IX is from rbbox 
a = [ZOO'! 1'1 I ( I, I :2);ZOOM]12( 1.1 :2)]; a = [min(a);max(a)]; 




lim its = zoom('gctlimits'); 
e lse if strcmp(1l1.', In'), 
set(gcf.'wind \\ huttondownfcn','zoom("down")', ... 
'windo\\ hut toll upfcn',' 1 ;', ... 
'windo\\ :ntttonmotion fcn',",'butlondownfcn',", ... 
'i nlerrU )l1 ih le', 'yes'); 
set(gca,' i 11 t c rTU 111 i b le', 'yes') 
figure(gcf) 
return 
elsei f strcmp(m. ',on'), 
set(gcf,'windI1 \\ l) ut tondownfcn','zoom("xdown")', ... 
'windo\\ bU llollupfcn',' I ;', ... 
'w i ndo\\ bu t tOl1 motio n fcn' ,",'buttondownfcn',", ... 
' i nterruJ11 i b le','yes'); 
set(gca, 'i n tClTU p t i b I e', 'yes') 
figurc(gcl) 
return 
e lseif s t rcmp( lI1.'~ on'), 
set(gcf,'wind I" hUI to ndownfcn' ,'zoom("ydown")', ... 
'wi ndo\, hll Hollu pfcn',' I ;', ... 
'\Vi 11 do" bUl l 0 1111101 ion fen',". 'buttondown fcn'." , ... 
'interrupt i b le' ,'yes'); 
set(gca, 'i n t e rn l111 i b le', 'yes') 
figu re(gcf) 
re tu rn 
e lsei f strcl11 p( Ill . " IUt'), 
lim its = ZOOI 1(\' l.: tlil11its'); 
center = [S l! Il1(~..: t (gca;X lim'))/2 sUI11(get(gca,'Ylim '» /2]; 
m = - in f: % IOll ll1 tota ll y out 
e lsei fs trcmp(1l1,\!ct limi ts'), % Get axis limits 
limits = gct( ~''':H ~ca,'ZLabe l') ,' UserOata') ; 
if size(lim il ~ .:!) =4 & size( limits. 1 )<=2. % Do simple checking of userdata 
if all(l im ib 1.1 1 3])<limi ts( I,[2 4])), 
getli mits 0. out = Iim its( I .:); return % Quick return 
else 
getlim its -I: % Don't munge data 
end 
e lse 
if iscmpt){ 111 11 11 5). getlimits = I ; e lse getlimits = -I : end 
end 
% I f I've 111 <1\1..: I( 10 here, we need to compute appropriate ax is 
% lim it 
if iscmpty(gl' I{ ~I..!t(gca, 'ZLabe l'), 'userdata'» , 
% Use qu ick mcthod if poss ihlc 
xlim = gett !..:.!.'x li m'); xmin = xlim( I); xmax = xlim(2) ; 
y lim = get( ''':;1 ') li rn ') ; ymin = ylim( I); ymax = ylim(2); 
eise if slrcll1l .:!It(gca.'xLimMode'),'auto') & , .. 
strclll p (;':I..!I ( gca, 'yLimMode'), 'auto'), 
% Use all lC '1l1.ll ic li mi ts ifposs ible 
x lim = get (~I.:;l.'x l irn') ; xmin = xlim( I); xmax = xlim(2) ; 
ylim = gct( ~'c<l.'y l im'); ymin = ylim( I); ymax = ylim(2); 
e lse 
% Detcrm i ..: \ hich IMAGE coordinate system is be ing used. 
s = [versiol l k = fi nd(s<46 & s>58); 
if - iscm pt) ! k), s = s( I :min(k)); end 
[ve r,cOullt ,ll1<,!.! ,next] = sscanf{s,'% f , I ); 
if ve r > 4.1 
useNew - I, 
else if ver < I. 
useNc\\ 
else 
if s(ncxt) "', lt seNew = I; else useNew = 0; end 
end 
% Use slo\ n ,,:t il od only ifsomeone else is using the userdata 
h = gct(gC <1.'C'll ildren') ; 
xmin = in t' "'lax = - inf; ymin = in f; ymax = -in f; 
for i= I : l cll ~I IH h), 
t = get(h ti ."1.\ pc'); 
if - strc1l11 I. Icxt'), 
if strCtll l ll.'l ll1 age') & useNew, % Determine axis limits fo r image 
x = g< I(ll{ I.'Xdala'); y = gel(h(i),'Vdala'); 
x = lmill II11 in(x» max(max(x»]; 
y = [mini ' in(y)) max(max(y))]; 
[ma. n,' 1 , ize(gel(h( i),'Cdala')); 
if na>1. d ::: diff(x)/(na-I ); e lsedx = I ; end 
irm, "!." = dirr(y)l(ma- I); else dy = I; end 
X = X • [-d\ dx]l2; Y = y + [-dy dy]12; 
else 
x = £,'I(h l ,.'Xdala') ; y = gel(h( i),'V dala'); 
end 
x m in :c- m ill' , min ,rnin(min(x») ; 
xma:-: - 111 ,1 (xmax,max(max(x» ); 
ymin = Ill il ~ Illi n, min(min(y»); 
ymax Ill d tymax,max(max(y»); 
end 
end 
% Use alIlQIll.l\ ie limits i f in use (override previous ca lculation) 
i f strcmpf gel! 1.:3.'x LimMode'),'auto'), 
xlim = gl't( ~, ,I.':dim'); xmin = x l il11( I) ; xmax = x lim(2); 
end 
if Sl rCmp( gel / ...:n.'yLimMode').'auto'), 
yl im = gl.'t(g l.'y l im'); Ylllin = yl im( I ) ; ymax = y l im(2); 
e nd 
end 
limits = [;';l11i l1 \ l1lax ymi n ymax]; 
ifgetlim it5--=-! % Don't munge existing userdata. 
% Store li!nih in ZLabel userdata 
set(get(gca. '1.1 ,Ibe 1'),'UserData',1 im its) ; 
end 
out = li m it...: 
re turn 
e lse if strclll p{ m.\:t:lconncct'), % Get connected axes 
limits = gct( gc!( ~~n.'ZLabe l '),'UscrData') ; 
if all(size(liJ11 it:- 1 =[2 4]), % Do simple checking 
- I' , (' I ' ])' o ut 1J11 1t... _. _,
else 




e rror(['Unkno\\ 11 opt ion: ',m,'.']); 
end 
else 




% Actual zoom operation 
% 
if -rbbox mode, 
xmill = lim ih( I). xmax = lirnit5(2); ymin = limils(3); ymax = l imits(4); 
ifm=(-inf). 
dx = xrnax-'dn in: 
dy = ymax-~ mill: 
else 
dx = diff(gl·t(gla:Xlim'»*(2.A(-m-1 »; dx = min(dx,xmax-xmin); 
dy = difl,gc,t(gm'Y lil11'))'(2,"( -m-I)) ; dy = min(dy,ymax-ymin); 
end 
% Lirn it zoom. 
center = ma.,(ccllh:r. [xmin ymin] + (dx dy]); 
center = min(cclHcr.(xmax ymax] - [dx cly]) ; 
a = [max(xll1 in.c": lllcr( I )-dx) min(xmax,center( I )+dx) ... 
max(yrn i ll.ccll tcr(2)-dy) III in(ymax.centcr(2)+dy)]; 
end 
% Update c ircular li ::.1 orconnected axes 
li st = zoom('gctwnnecl'): % C ircu lar list of connected axes. 
ifzoomx , 
set(gca.'x lim '. a( I :2» 
h = li st(I ): 
while h -= £1.:3, 
set(h ,':":] im'.a( I :2» 
% Get next axe>,: in the li st 
next = gCl(gcl( h, 'ZLabcl').'UserData') ; 





h = list(2): 
while h -= ~~a_ 
set(h , 'yl i rn ' .a(3: ..J» 
% Get nex t axe..; in the li st 
next = gCI(gct(h:ZLabel'),'UserData'); 




Calcu lates Ih l' corr~c l ion s fo r the TM and UTM projections. Formulae used here are 
similar to I ho .., ~ lI ~cd in the spreadsheet. where graphs were drawn. 
%functioll [t kss']',sca lecorr ]=utm(y.delx,di st) 
%To calcu lah: thl.: arc to chord and scale corrections given the heights, 
%thc distance measured and the difference in x {del x) 
.-='6.3565 I 4%7394748c+006; 
dist~ 100 0: 
%scalel = l : 
%scale2=O.91)96. 
load hIS 1.I:\t : 
h~htsl(:.I ): 
rho~ l /si n( 1/3600 ' pi/ 180): %206264.806248; 
}"",O: I 0000:2·10000: 
pr=menu('wllH.:h projection', "fM', 'UTM'); 
ifpr-- I 
scale= l ; 
dispC 011 'I r:n crsc Mercator Projection') ; 
Lo=men u(,Chomc Lo'.'27'.'28','29') ; 
elseirpr~:=2 
scale=O.99<)6 
disp(' 011 L' nivcrsa l Traverse Mercator') ; 
end 
di , p(, )" I- I ';[corr clevel projcorr') ; 
disp(' (Ill) ('cc) (Ill) (m) (m) '); 
d isp(' ~ ~. = ~~ ~~~ ~~~"); 
i=O; 
for }"",O: 100011:240000 
i=i+ l; 
de l x~ I OOO: 
clevelcorr=-d 1St· (Ilt i )/r); 
ifpr==1 
scale= l ; 
if Lo~ 1 
t lessT=20626 :'· de l:... · )'/(2· r"2); 
sca lecorr=-d ...,1·( sea le+seale· y. "'2.1(2·r. "'2))-dist ; 
proj corr=sca I..:corr+( 1 eve I corr; 
e lse if Lo~~2 
t l essT~2062(,5 'cle lx '(y-97800)/(2'r"2); 
sea lecorr=+d I \ 1· (sea le+sea le· (y-97800). "'2 ,/(2 • r ."'2) )-d ist; 
proj corr=sca I..:corr+e I eve I corr; 
e lse ifLo==3 
tlessT~Z062""dcl, '(y-195600)/(Z'r"Z); 
scalecorr - +d i..,(· (sea le+scalc*(y-195600).A2 .1(2· r. " 2 »-d ist; 
projcorr- sca I ~co rr+c I eve lcorr; 
end 
elseifpr 2 
scale= O.9996 : 
t l essT~2()62( , 5't1e l, 'y/(Z' r'Z); 
scalecorr +d I ... t · (.;;ca le+scalc* y ."2.1(2· r.A2) )-d ist; 
projcorr .... c<1l-.'cnrr t-c levclcorr; 
end 
table=(y llcs.., r s..:a1ccorr clevelcorr projcorr]; 
fpri ntf('~ u6.0 ' %(, .... f% 7.6f%7.6f%7.6f\n'.table); 
end 
lesotho.m 
This program transforms coordinates from local to WGS84 system on both starting Lo 
and Lo28 . S, .l1lplc of" results printout is shown in appendix 3.2. 
function leSI 1110 
%test data 0 11 l.o29:beacon P039:Dos (Cape datum) values 
global a b ~l' I.!c:! name Lo 1 
% ••••• • • * . *. ** •• •• *.***.* •••••••••• ** ••• *.* •• *.** •••• * •••• * •••••• * • 
•• *.*% 
Lol=i npu 'I 'LI): ') 
i~O; k~O: 
inpmode- II11'nU( 'C hoose mode of input','Typein','Filc'); 
if inpmode"'" 1 
fid=fopl.!n ,,::ol)l"(.b fi le.tx l', 'at+') ; 
quest=i nplI l('ho\\ many points:' ); 
quest 
o/oeoords fi I ~="' Irtl{:t('name', ", 'y' ,[] , 'x',(D 
ncoord ... -=l i le..,t: 
whi le J... '1 ~{1ord -; 
i= i+l : 
fpr inlH !id.'n,o ... % 1 O.3 f IO .3 f\n' ,name,y,x); 
end %1\.).-
S=fscan f( lid 'Ufo ... °of%f\n\t',[6 inf]); 
[S I]~S' ; 
aa~setstrl '; I .1 ):bb~setstr(S I (:,2));cc~setstr(S 1 (: ,3 ));dd~setstr(S I (:,4»; 
name=[aa bl, cc ddl: 
filen~S 1: 
yl = filen { . . 5 1 
x I =fiIen ( .6 I 
elseif inpl1lod~ -=2 
[fil en.ln l~.p,ll h ]=u iget fi leC· .txt' ,'Select a file') 
fid=Ii.1 PL"Il( li Icname,'rt') 
ncoQl(b ICllglh( filename); 
S=fS1..· '1I1 If lid.'O·os %f%f\n\t',[6 inf]) ; 
[SI ] " 
a I ~S" "l q SI (:. 1 ));b I ~setstr(S I (:,2));c I ~setstr(S I (:,3»;d I ~setstr(S I (: ,4»; 
name~[a l b l cl cJiI: 
filen~S I. 
y l= fiIen( .5 ) 
xl=fi len (" .6 1· 
end 
for k= I rh. , lord~ 
i=i+ l : 
end 
% name( i !:.\ ~=c h<1r( S 1 (k , I :4»; %'P039'%inputCbeacon name in s ingle quotes: ') ; 
%y(i.5) : I: %-13353. 746%input('y_ value: ') 
%x(i.6) I: %3290903.638%input('x _value: ') 
disp('_ c,,;---,---:o;-----;-c---;---------·); 
%Trans l ~ rn ! ti( l ll :Capc map to Geographicals 
disp(' ... ...... ...... TRANSFORMATION 1 .................... '); 
'); 








on the Cape datum '); 
li lnc lion: rectogg '); 
...............................................• ) 
1 I ~d . 
(' I ip',(,(,( I): 




%Trans h 11 Ililll1:! :Gcographicals to Cartesian 
dispC '" .' • •••••• T RANSFORMATION 2 ................... '); 
disp(' ................ '); 
disp(' ( ,. l)!- rilphiL'al ( lat,lon) to Cartesian coordi nates (x,y,z)'); 
disp(' on Cape datum '); 
disp(' t"tIIH.: tion: ggtocart '); 
disp("); 
disp(' .... . ................................................ ) 
disp("); 





%Transl , '1' ll 'ation J : Sh ift oforig ion using Merry's shifts parameters 
disp(' ~ ........... ..... TRANSFORMATION 3 ................... '); 
disp(' ................ '); 
disp(' Done in 2 above '); 
disp(' fUll ct ion: shifts '); 
disp("); 





disp(' " .., wgsy 
[wgsx \\ ,..,~ \\gszl 
wgsz'); 
disp('_ _ _________________ .); 
pause 




































I't ation 4: Cartes ian to Geograpnicals on WGS84 
............. TRANSFORMATION 4· ...... •••••• .. ····'); 
---------------- '); 
Cartesian to Geograpnicals on WGS84 ') ; 
function: carttogg '); 
.. ................................................ ') 
I1 "'l.!c(3); 
LI. nil. h -1=C:lrttOgg( wgsx. wgsy, wgsz); 
'); --------------------------------
nl: 
n Jalion 5: Geographical to Map 
" ••••••••••••• TRANSFORMATION 5 ••••••••••••••••••• '); 
'); 
'l' ,graphic .tls 10 Grid (map) coordinates on Lo28 '); 
li llll.:tion: geotoxy '); 
..•••••••..... .......••••.........••••••••.......• ') 
') ; 
ip .... cc{3) 
:-.. I=gcoto:\~ ( lal,lon,28); 
'); -----------------------
lrmation 6: Polynom ial transformation on map 
"" ............. TRANSFORMATION 6 ••••••••••••••••••• '); 
'); 
\ pplying 4th Order polynomial transformation '); 
fun~ lion: matrans '); 
.. ......................... ....................... ') 
.. \ I=matrans(y,x); 







'nll'HiOIl 7: Map on Lo28 to Geograph ica ls 







[y' x'j ; 
(1 ~ 8 rectangu lar back to Geographical on WGS84 ') ; 
fun ction: rectogg ') : 
~L =28; 




















Geogra ph icals to Lo27 or Lo29 '); 
fun ction: geoloxy '); 
----------------------------------------------------'); 
..:( I) 
\'. '\ l=gcotoxy( latJo n,Lo I); 
~------------------------------
'); 








di sp( ') 
type ;, : l;l\elalwgsco. lxl 
end 
':: unctions 
The I'll )\\ ing subfunctions work with lesotho.m program 
Rectc 19.m 
ReclO~ III transform s coordinates from rectangu lar to geograpb icals. 
%to Cl \ -:rt from rectangular to geograph ical coordinates 
funcl it I !at. Ion ]=reclOgg(Y .X. Lo) 
glob:'l l I· ~e ee2 ncoords i k name 




































·11 ·27/32 * n"3+6 71256'" n"5); 
t 6"' n"2· 55/31"'n"4); 
,! 96"'n"3·4171125"'n"5); 
')1)7I512* n"4): 
! t 1256! *n"5) : 
I 9/4*n"2+215/64*n"4); 
.' 2*(n+ 15/8*n"3+ 1 75/64*n"5); 
15/ 16*(n"2+ 7/4*n"4); 
\ 15/48*(n"3+27/ 16*n"5); 
,; I 515 12'(nA4); 
fl93 / 1280*( 11 "5); 
I Ill ; 
'({lcf; 
) AI'sin(2'Q)+AII 'sin(4'Q)+A III 'sin(6*Q)+AIY*sin(8*Q)+A Y*sin( I O*Q) 
Hlplal I); 
Icc*(cos(fplall)) .A2); 




'~n ( Y) ; 
I) .IN); 
\1 '1): 
tp latl +C V"2*CC/2; 
%tai l= ' ·tau J "2+eta"2-9·eta"2·tau I "2+9·eta"2·tau I; 
%PH I2 1' 1-1 11 +CV"4"'CC· ta iI124; 
%tai lal -) ·"6· tau I /(720· M·N"S)·(6 1 +46·eta"2+90·tau I "2+4S·tau I "4-
252 ·et. ... · tau 1"2-3 · cta"4); 
%PH[= '1 112-CV"6*CC*tailat/720 
1.t'"liJI , -( (,.ul ). '(Y .' 2))'/(2'MN) ... 
I Y. "4. *tau 1 ).I(24*M.*N."3». *(5+3*tau I. "2+eta."2-9*et'a."2.*tau 1."2-
4*el:1.' I . .. 
y ."6. ·tau I ).I(720· M.*N."5»'*(6 J +46*eta."2+90*tau 1."2+4S*tau 1."4-
252*el, 2. · tau 1."2-3·cta."4»; 
lat=-Ial 











CV /cos(PII I)+CV'3/(6'cos(PH I))'( I +2',.u 1 '2+e" ' 2) 
:i+6*cta"2+ 2S·tau 1 "2+S*eta"2* tau 1 "2-24*tau J "4-3·eta"4) 
,1lonl-CV'S'"i lon/( 120'cos(PHI)) 
Lo/(rho/3600)+signy'dlon2 
,"o/3600)-(Y '/(N. 'cos(fpl., I )) ... 
'./(6'N.' 3. '<os(fpl., I)). '( I +2',.u 1.'2+e1 •. ' 2) ... 
~ (120·N. "5. · cos( fplat I». *(5+6·cta."2+2S·tau 1. "2+S·eta."2. · tau 1."2-













:lnsforms grographica l to cartesian 
1,·y,z]=ggtoc<l J"l(phi ,lal11 bda) 
h cc ee2 
-ee'(si n(ph i)). ' 2); 
·..; ).IW."3; 
\ 2 %rad ius of curvature at a pt with 1at phi 
..:os(alfa»"2/M+(s in(alfa))"21N %radius of curvature at az. a lfa 
p=(N+1 t. · cos(phi): 
x=p. "'c .( lambda) ; 
y=p.·5 lambda) ; 
z=(1\' .. -I.!e)+h).*sin(phi); 
% 10 r<, 
disp(, 
,' 1'1 cartes ian XYI. from cape to wgs84 
.... ...... cartesian coordinates on WGSS4 .......... ); 





























hi · p. 
del l1t= 
h=hl; 
III converts the cartes ian coord inates to geographica l coord inates: 
ph i,lam bda.h J=carttogg(x,y,z) 
,ceee2 Lo l 
1',11 80; 
1\2+y:"2); 
.lta n2(y,x): % Iambda is in radians 
l=-radlodms( lambda) %10 convert to dms 
I..' r= 1 :20 
l-ee'(sin(phi».' 2); 
at"n(zI(p'« l -ee)'N+h)/(N+h») 
n(t..I(N. ' ( I-co)+h»; 
o'(phi)-N ; 
1-11 ; 




[phi itll Hb 11] 
geoto> I .m 
geoh l :'\ ~ n tra nsform s the geographica ls to map coordinates: 
%10 .\) 
funclio 
crt geographical to grid coordinates 
) . 'l~geoto" (lat,lon,Lo) 
glob.d: h cc ec2 R y:'\ name ncoords i k Lol 
n~(a b .1 b); 
rho= I. I( 1/3600' pi/ ISO); %206264.S06248; 
rhod I' ,n600; 
C=a ., 
nam 
fann .ll ng; 
11 )*( l -n"2): 
n -27/32 *n"3+671256*n"'5); 
I (J *n"2 -55 /32 "' n" 4) ; 
kx=; ' I 




I 1 96*n"3-4 J 711 25* n"5); 
971512·n"4): 
AV=- S 1 256 1*n"5); 
B)=k \ I +914*n""2+ 225/64·11" 4) ; 
BII= \ ;/2 *(11+ 15/8*n" 3+ 175/64·0" 5); 
Bill k I j lJ 6 ' (n' 2+ 714' n' 4); 
BIY k ~5148·(nJ\3 i 27/ 1 6*n"5); 
BY= \ ; 1 515 12*(n"'-I); 
BVI k ()93/ 1280"'(n" 5); 
fpeo (l x'( I +914' n'2+225 /64'n' 4»; 




else i I 
fprir' 'f 
end 
lCwgSCO. IXI '. 'wt'); 
C heck the coordi nates in file wgsco.txt'); 
~ 7 
1:"·"* Coordinates on WGS84 Lo27 ·······' n\n') ; 
I ~29 
I,'· .. ••• Cuordinatcs on WGS84 Lo29 • .. ····' n\n'); 

















" \ l's in(2 'Q)+ A ll ' sin( 4 'Q)+A lI 'sin(6'Q)+AIV ' sin(S'Q)+A V' sin( I O'Q); 
);1 1 ) ; 
oc'(cos( I.,» . ' 2); 








'\ +CV ." 3. *N. *( I-tau I. "2+ela ,"2)/6; 
S*tau 1." 2+ta u 1."4+ 14*eta." 2-5S*tau I. "2. *eta." 2+ 13*eta." 4; 
Ill!,; ; 







It -B 11 · si n(2 · lat)+B III * sine 4 * lat)-B IV*sin( 6* lat)+B V ·sin(8* lat); 
V ."2. ·CCI2 rC V ."4 . ·CCI24. ·(S-tau 1."2+9·cta :"2+4·cta."4) ; 
-5 ~*tau 1."2-+-tau 1."4+270·cta."2-330*eta." 2.·tau 1."2+44S·eta."4); 
0+ la i lx , *CV ." 61720;format bank; 
COOl" .... (y x] 
for i !lords 
fp l lid.'%s % 15.3 f % IS .3 t\n',name(i , 1 :4)',y(i).x(i»; 
end 
fclo ' 'I 
mat j. rn 
matl q app lies thl' transformation parameters calcul ated in transfl S.m to thc ncwly 
calc ! ~oord i na l c,,: 
fune \\HII ,xollt]=malrans(y,x) 
% t f ~ .4 th order Iran fo rmat ion polynom ial parameters to 
% P' l!.l new sel of co ordinates given old coord inates 
g lob :11 l! k i ncoords ys xs 
proll ":llu (,which parameters do you want','DOS_ SA','GPS_SA') ; 
if pr -::!!promt=='G 'lpromt='g' 
X 7 16c-9; 
y 11J6C)c-12: 
th llnc-8 ; 
~ dcgdec(lh): 
si IIl0000082698 ; 
e lse I -= I !prOllll= 'D'!promt 'd' 
X c-IISe-9; 
y 0626c-ll ; 
th 1~ 5e-5: 








nCOI '~'ll gt h( n all1l' ): 
fid= Hlt m;:Hr. t.\ \'.'wt+') ; 
fl 111 11 \ ti d.' .... • .. Coordinates on WGS84 Lo2S·· ·· .. ··\n\n·); 
fl rimt{tid: name y X \n '); 
for [,= 1 :nc(lords 
i" i+l: 
y 'ynll,j. 
x ""Xl1l" ): 
lr(I.I)~ Ya; 
1 r(2.1)~ '(a; 
pp=COS(ll): qq=s in(lh): 
Ral( 1. 1) pp: Ral( 1.2)~qq ; 
Ral(2.1 ) -qq: Rale . 2)~pp; 
1 rlil~[T, l+sf"[Ral!' [yn(k);xn(k)J ; 
fpri ntf(li 1.'%5 % 15.3 f% J 2.3f\n\t', name(k. 1 :4)',Trfn'); 
~ufclosc( tid) 
1 rfn' 
yauI(k)~ I'rfn( I)': 
xa uI (k) l"rfn(2)' ; 
end 
Su b-functions 
In mosl 01'1 le functi(lllS above, some other sub-functions have been included to 
con vert an~ ;cs bct\\ r.:1.: 1l DMS. RADS and Degree decimals. These are: 
Radlodm 5.m 
RadlOdms.1 I to com l: rt rad ian to degrees minutes and seconds: 
%function lonvcrts <lIlglc in rad ians to ddd.mmss 
fun ct i on [cl (.' .sph i, III i n ph i ,secph i ,d ms ]=radtod m s(ph i) 
phi=ph i·18 )/pij % from fads to deceleg. 
degph i=fi:-" l phi) ; 
rem l= phi-dr.:gphi ; 
reml = rcm l ~ 60; 
min phi= fi .\. rc m2) ; 
rem3=rem2 -minphi: 
secphi=rcllll·60; 
dms= fprinl t('%3 .0d l) 'iI2.0d %7.4f\n',[degphi' minphi ' secphi ']); 
DlodmS.n 
Dtodms to ,- 011 vert fi'olll degree decimals to DMS 
funct ionlgc Jg]=ddotllls(decdeg) 







geog,=rl +r-t IOO+r6 10000; 
degdec ,m 
degdcc.m t'Ollvcrts DMS to D.ddd. degree decimals (and a lso to radians): 
%fullction l onvert s angle in fo rmat ddd.mmss into dec. deg. & radians 
funcl ion [ri l Is 1=dcgdcc(dms) 
indl:g= fi x(d ns): 
remdcg=dn ".indcg: 
rcmdeg I =rl' l1ldeg*1 00: 
inmin=fi x(1 'Illdeg I ): 
rem in:::rcmdcg l-in l11 in: 
insec=rcll1 il,· 1 00; 
decdcg=« i t .... ec/3600+inm in/60)+indcg) 
rad!'o- decdc *p i/ 180 
Appendix (4) Program sample results 
Sample results of each program 
A printout ofa program results showing the calculations involved between DOS and 
SA coordinates. For distances, the units are metres. Theta is in radians, phi in dec imal 
degrees and rotat ion angle in degrees minutes and seconds. 
T ransf15.m results 
Lesotho.m resu lts 
SprcadshcetlUtm.m resu lts 
Transf15.m results 
transf15 
% A program to ca lculate the H elmert Transformation parameters 
% between the Lcsotho coordinates and the S.A. computed coordinates 
% on the WGS84 datum on L028. 
echo off 
Hit any key to continue after pause 







1 for H elmert transformation 
2 for 2nd order polynomial 
3 for 3rd order polynomial 
4 for 4th order polynomial 


















0.42237576105981 -0.0835282 103726 1 
-0.09557 167383900 0.0405 1636344229 
-0.32505018054 508 -0.13019880026695 
0.36 188420833059 -0.23768693933380 
0.41 306903666555 -0.26758850248734 
-0.283 1102744094 1 -0.14768937333429 
-0.025528 13342299 0.00283625857992 
-0. 16075 153695124 0.03161436099617 
-0.27914295949449 -0.11647701989568 
-0.34038663559477 -0.14399343 183322 
-0.2471367 1662903 -0.20244527520 11 7 
-0.01102023801650 -0.0947940755650 I 
-0. 17862570278521 -0.15496489508951 
-0.16774250481103 0.02310829598719 
-0.249377 12597603 0.02887799905147 
-0.1901 5799293993 0.172176374 14433 
-0.06656221303274 0. 12873423150813 
-0.0876252962480 I 0.22641716238832 
0.14390253 189777 0.07743054642924 
-0.04770688297140 0.06648656000471 
-0. 194288 19579480 -0.02696565743827 
-0.07870784313855 -0.1028 1334446336 
-0.04277522349003 -0.063025 11 547983 
0.307085241 30023 -0.18856924506690 
0.3 1840465751156 -0.18850364469836 
0.3483 1238586776 -0.1945709322 1718 
0.3 19658476 15720 -0.315 10962858738 
0.32458733994281 -0.36410978522326 
0.10410967616190 -0.065279185 17531 
0.29603658620908 -0.4463371 1869028 
-0.00408201 398386 -0.08278266094567 
0.09332260032534 -0.1 4948261 547033 
-0.07711600387120 -0.33660371087899 
0.20 111 399864982 -0.30086946859592 
-0.07794208 18726 1 0.095 193 19342144 
0.00547342369100 0.07606 138377741 
0.30577938770 148 -0.19379652017960 
-0.353 17373952421 -0.18548304233263 
-0.10649753509279 0.00 11 8844522513 
0.0635 14187881 08 -0.10908 186668530 
0.34447291994002 0.43448439355052 
0.385942743771 0 1 0.09065 199116594 
0.44300275806745 0.14293837175 137 
0.47 141807273 147 0.08253844593855 
-0.33267915240003 -0.2 1329466167572 
-0.43328069245064 -0.58460050883 150 
-0.22263906267472 -0.2155399909 1338 
0.1793 1582309757 0.063949 1266047 1 
0.02057731898094 0.22374287758430 
-0.00353374707629 0.21699467923463 
-0.0 1910487451460 0.18753900779848 
-0.0 1603499731573 -0.0526 1867628724 
-0.08025669409108 0.1794 1232820158 
0.02714906768233 0.00944074747895 
-0.141 54803093697 -0.08546 107070106 
0.135675 19403296 -0.03038924690918 
0.12343600409804 0.05286684011662 
0.1686586343 1212 0.02964717756549 
0.44008522611693 -0.57794582880888 
-0.29847 129823611 0.5 153831578500 1 






0.03003704210278 -0.1 206360608 1392 
0.0359485540830 1 -0.27785648117776 
0.09979358737473 -0.20149545634831 
0.3396 1430563795 -0.10738403214236 
0.22736393842933 -0.1044757 156 1963 
-0.04757627229264 -0.14029982664943 
-0.04719195995 13 1 -0.00451035836886 
0.134197938881 70 -0.37 156799834338 
-0.04201820796152 0.00569726144749 
-0. 145405155351 9 1 0.0240022879443 1 
0.04685427 199729 0.10521888243238 
-0.02 11 9850960662 0.2990575 1272599 
-0. 1497537303 1848 0.327981 15552578 
-0.03054895034620 0.14499677062850 
-0.02671963581 270 0.28886976996000 
-0.0721 157769621 6 0.32843021080771 
-0. 12677 170552274 0.22 195947837463 
-0. 1052 1946367044 0.039323 184690 15 
0.44500582862383 0.06280483768205 
-0.4 11 06700206728 0.32403818999592 
-0.190500082309S8 0.14677537204261 
-0.13202148867276 0.1 6952719770052 
-0.1 10588 16545847 0.11936511 142994 
-0.15906495360 I 05 0.0886232896 1550 
-0.09393628043472 0.14230064707954 
-0.0 1789082292453 0.08688731437724 
-0.028377301 12151 0.08037751566735 
-0.08827706769807 0.05393747698690 
-0.063509444 18227 0.27763688097184 
-0.06245482218947 0.26354466755583 
-0.0539290 1110099 0.09 12004 1677670 
-0.105028 195 14295 0.0978542 19 12966 
0.02032292899094 -0.049884644 19 148 
-0.19 18 1433102494 0.07590007549152 
-0.1167 1955396014 0. 10475717089139 
-0.15028583465028 0.1486622 1688862 
-0.0107040 126968 1 0.044864456 16931 
-0.07801514755 556 0.15773398822057 
-0.03277 114428056 0.25504064731649 
-0.23921 11 9656734 0.034 14020177297 
-0.035 17036890116 0.038912704 15625 
-0.0663237 176850 I 0.03 104837649153 
-0. 10533578363902 0.086468142981 18 
-0.26 147557902732 0.15932342668384 
-0.46022385608012 0.3853 104 1181 34 1 
1.06421986726855 0.4440898659086 1 
-0.02400859465706 -0.53078762907899 
updated coordinates: 
update I =original coords + residuals 
update I = 
4 1095.93 3247524.43 
27797.73 3317327.17 
3976 1.40 3349589.79 
8954.57 3379950.41 
21961.80 3211943.08 
41608.8 1 33565 15.15 
-10795.64 33324 14.87 
-2 1760.20 3332370.42 
33544.20 3354032.59 
49293.72 335024 1.35 
5 1063.02 3329269.60 
42566.4 1 3319055.16 
54449.26 3317222.08 
54729.95 3307600.87 
29652.39 33406 16.16 
78959.90 3294 195.08 
70274.40 3286390.00 
81226.50 3280372. 12 
53034.82 3275995.64 
3 1753.58 3290393.88 
43380.37 33007 18.43 
325 18.17 3307937.05 
20006. 15 3347455.36 
17474.53 3238027.91 
3 1919.85 3233325.69 
5900.87 322 1574.34 
4984.48 3212233.00 
12234.90 3205 159.75 
10287. 19 3351690.00 
27635.04 3255943.44 
57834.15 3284939.35 
43487.67 32850 18.0 1 
33 129.60 3275349.99 
10149.16 3249007.60 
65430.7 1 3276832.7 1 
16890.44 3337573.92 
- 1095.80 3 199474.44 
69610.59 3313937.51 
8506.07 3326 103.41 
20255.2 1 33576 14.67 
519 15.32 3246274.02 
49800.55 3247532.32 
49 146.0 1 3246384.85 
43888.94 3244 113.60 
-2 1910.87 3271852.59 
-22574.77 3252339.03 
-110067.63 3291732.46 
- 1668.23 3340787.28 
-38553.75 3336 125.26 
-106554.70 33 17015. 10 
-1318 1.10 3312789.04 
-95386. 11 3296336.35 
-53316. 18 3296428.38 
-107777.16 3291220.60 
-1 24506.80 3279 147.59 
-95969.74 3257 107.70 
-68543.99 3233408 .08 
-25 169.56 3224 17 1.40 
- 12959 1.29 3220362.44 
-42524.42 3207365.58 
-14095.50 3 195478.9 1 
-85142.88 3 184383.06 
-85262.72 3 184335.64 
-47350.30 3262885.66 
-22452.57 3260750.6 1 
- 108762.47 3269069.49 




-68672.4 1 3283526.51 
-83691.07 3285367.37 
-8 1334.19 3295624.38 
-63861.96 3294997. 12 
-81379.00 3309496. 11 
-69585.30 33 12388.41 
-56307.98 33 10785.66 
-55209.61 332 1170.52 
-54441.26 3333857.16 
-34597.96 3333473.14 
-35026. 16 3315964.01 
-43857.34 3320359.67 
-24668.93 3320507.71 
-7847.7 1 3322591.73 
-3334.40 3358774.98 
-58320.25 3 183768.28 
-55643. 11 3215804.95 
-49 145.80 3212812.56 
-50654.45 3207805.4 1 
-56824.70 3209206.62 
-52200.43 3204142.08 
-54703.43 3 96017.67 
-51842 .77 395402.60 
-59178.56 3 96592.62 
-5332 1.1 5 3 87472.12 
-52645.53 3 87039.61 
-51015.28 3 79601.73 
-54312.79 3 75946.44 
-436 12.4 1 3 71915.18 
-54238.13 3 68375.04 
-58287.19 3 68668.30 
-62361. 17 365011.12 
-39586.83 3 92985.32 
-57987.35 3201 120.51 
-44555.20 3219880.60 
-62354.97 3215634.60 
-67685.69 3 189582.86 


















1.0e-0 11 • 
Columns I through 7 
0.565 1 0.0066 -0.0012 -0.0034 0.0019 0.0324 0.0 150 
0.0066 0.5577 -0.0034 -0.0042 -0.0305 0.0044 0.0072 
-0.0012 -0.0034 0.0084 0.0002 -0.0003 -0.0004 -0.0002 
-0.0034 -0.0042 0.0002 0.0094 0.0012 -0.0008 -0.0049 
0.0019 -0.0305 -0.0003 0.0012 0.0146 -0.0004 -0.0020 
0.0324 0.0044 -0.0004 -0.0008 -0.0004 0.0146 0.0020 
0.0150 0.0072 -0.0002 -0.0049 -0.0020 0.0020 0.0144 
-0.0052 0.0058 -0.0028 0.0007 0.00 15 -0.001 6 -0.0035 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Columns 8 through 10 
-0.0052 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0058 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.0028 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0015 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.00 16 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.0035 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0 130 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
var = 




























Rotation Angle is 0 deg 0 min 3.2 11 39002 scc 
SF= 
0.9999957 1954096 
For the following diagrams: 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• The le ft mouse button for zooming into point under mouse 
• poi nter or by pressing and dragging into se lected area 
• 
• The right mouse button for zooming out 
• 
• Doube click on the right mouse-button to reset figure 
• 
• Zoom factor is 2 
• 
• type f and enter to veiw magnification factor of residuals 
• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
maximum and minimum res iduals: 
max_residuals = 
1.0642 1986726855 0.584600508831 50 
min_ rcsiduals = 
0,00353374707629 0,00 118844522513 
maximum and minimum residua l vectors: 




maximum and minimum shift vectors: 













Sample results of the program Lesotho, which performs multiple transformations 











••••••••••••••••• TRANSFORMATION I ••••••••••••••••••• 
Rectangular (x ,y) to geogrphica l (lat,lon) coordinates 

















0.5 172910081 2470 
0.51664024158543 




-0.5282229891 3661 0.48 148615157041 
-0.53301391405921 0.48706869460134 
-0.50655675834786 0.48476287187070 




-0.523 11692992847 0.47885145159142 
-0.52160183773603 0.47880927884203 
-0.52681513669745 0.4833238886209 1 




....... .......... TRANSFORMATION 2 ................. .. 
Geographical (la1,lon) to Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) 
on Cape datum 
funct ion: ggtocart 
"".UUU cartesian coordinates on WGS84 ........... 
ans = 
1.0e+006 • 
4.93223422229546 2.5760062931 1250 -3.10695898030586 
4.8955488671 9432 2.5715597677 1044 -3. 16765054571350 
4.886822 18751710 2. 55337074958705 -3.19552500418022 
4.85888336097745 2.57340428907251 -3.2217700835 1529 
4.93864375605570 2.60 108350285797 -3.0759410152 1004 
4.88 195251609161 2.55782244577608 -3. 1993793855 1535 
4.89095635308760 2.54477374504089 -3.19605423873488 
4.90108392339220 2.548 15508202773 -3.17791819788566 
4.90165709369697 2.5 5808234784901 -3.1691067444 1409 
4.9079751291 53 53 2.54798446603842 -3.16747395969459 
4.9 1234352819671 2.54998933 191395 -3 .159 13482788130 
4.88610708027079 2.56443892339326 -3.187798891452 13 
4.9294 1018399 139 2.53 162494744563 -3. 14737916410002 
4.92882830005336 2.54 11 5126 127724 -3.140652296 12954 
4.93649953246495 2.53282786 125896 -3.135359298848 19 
4.92540302900769 2.55885322855753 -3.13170 157009758 
wgsx 
ails = 
................. TRANSFORMATION 3 .................. . 
Done in 2 above 
function: shifts 
wgsy wgsz 
4932098.82 2575899.59 -3107250.68 
4895413.4 7 2571453.07 -3167942.25 
4886686.79 2553264.05 -31958 16.70 
4858747.96 2573297.59 -3222061.78 
4938508.36 2600976.80 -3076232.72 
4881817.12 2557715.75 -3199671.09 
4890820.95 2544667.05 -3 196345.94 
4900948.52 2548048.38 -3178209.90 
4901521.69 2557975.65 -3169398.44 
4907839.73 2547877.77 -3167765.66 
4912208.1 3 2549882.63 -3 159426.53 
4885971.68 2564332.22 -3 188090.59 
4929274.78 253 1518.25 -3147670.86 
4928692.90 254 1044.56 -3140944.00 
4936364.13 2532721. 16 -3135651.00 
4925267.63 2558746.53 -3131993.27 
ans = 
••••••••••••••••• TRANSFORMATION 4 ••••••••••••••••••• 
Cartesian to Geographicals on WGS84 
function: carllogg 
-0.51215765919412 0.481306436 14365 23.70201601460576 
-0.523 15459491212 0.48366492062355 24.047 13960085064 
-0.52822827339926 0.48 148037200829 24.28187725227326 
-0.53301895290159 0.48706307096090 24.28781029023230 
-0.50656326305783 0.48475726226735 23 .38152947928756 
-0.52893 I 00926403 0.48260546574376 24.27452262118458 
-0.52832474253390 0.47975 104904566 24.33292554412037 
-0.52502 178321558 0.47944784084034 24.22880356106907 
-0.52341928101916 0.4809931 1231771 24. 12989646755 159 
-0.52312248753944 0.47884560833692 24 .17919615469873 
-0.52160747902894 0.47880343936580 24. 12649226095528 
-0.52682050241634 0.4833 1817020658 24. 1839010 1473778 
-0.5 1947396556738 0.47444307167023 24 .17297149822 116 
-0.5 182542823533 1 0.4760 1920700614 24.08309513516724 
-0.5 17295 16050470 0.474052 192324 10 24. 1038 173 1018424 
-0.5 1663267636314 0.479 13682574404 23.93450531084090 
*** .............. TRANSFORMATION 5 ................. .. 
Geograph ica ls to Grid (map) coordinates on Lo28 
function : geotoxy 
coordswgs = 
41096.21 3247524.53 
27799.19 33 17327. 16 
39762.50 3349589.94 
8957.06 3379950.67 
21963.04 32 11943.37 
33545.53 33 54032. 73 
49294.5 1 3350241.50 
51063.68 3329269.82 
42567.08 33 19055.27 
54449.76 33 17222.25 
54730.43 3307600.87 
29653 .90 334061 6. 15 




................ . TRANSFORMATION 6 .................. . 
Applying 41h Order polynomial transformation 




27798.87 33 17327.19 
ans = 








49294. 19 335024 1.54 
ans = 
5 I 063.36 3329269.85 
aos = 
42566.76 33 19055.30 
ans = 
54449.45 33 17222.28 
aos = 








81226.31 328037 1.94 
ans = 
53034.71 3275995.61 
Check your coord inates in file outmatr.tx t 
................. TRANSFORMATION 7 .................. . 





















-0.5 12 157664221 17 0.48130654069254 
-0.523154599777 17 0.48366499407 112 
-0.52822827854472 0.48 1480478 10278 
-0.5330 1895747964 0.48706313049344 
-0.50656326766497 0.48475732465 140 
-0.52893 1014293 12 0.48260555292676 
-0.52832474786822 0.47975 119852909 
-0.52502 178855437 0.47944799831 188 
-0.5234 1928617644 0.480993227 13504 
-0.523 12249292718 0.47884578553290 
-0.521607484408 15 0.4788036 1725423 
-0.52682050735004 0.48331824795484 
-0.51947397 140040 0.4744434868853 1 
-0.51825428800496 0.4760 195 1474402 
-0.517295 16636076 0.47405263458 126 
-0.51663268166324 0.47913698925567 
Lo l = 
27 
................. TRANSFORMATION 8 ••••••••••••••••••• 
Geographicals to Lo27 or Lo29 
function: geotoxy 
coordswgs = 
-56020.87 32473 32.95 
-687 15.2 1 33 17246.5 1 
-56469.17 3349402.74 
-87007.68 3380034.57 
-75457.32 32 11 9 16.36 
-62647.06 3353899.97 
-46931.66 3349970.39 
-45346.55 3328985. 16 




- 17758. 18 329367 1.94 
-265 10. 11 3285943.25 
- 156 11 .57 327983 1.61 
-43837.93 3275699.03 
______ END _________ ,END _________ END ______ __ 
·······Coordinates on WGS84 Lo2S········ 
name y x 
BPI4 41095.902 3247524.563 
BP28 27798.868 33 17327.186 
BP33 39762. 180 3349589.975 
BP38 8956.734 3379950.696 
BP09 21962.727 321 1943.401 
BS02 33545.210 3354032.761 
BS32 49294. 1873350241.537 
BS34 51063.356 3329269.850 
BS35 42566.762 3319055.300 
BS36 54449.447 3317222.280 
BS38 54730.115 3307600.904 
BS04 29653. 578 3340616.180 
BS40 78959.816 3294194.957 
BS41 70274 .246 3286389.919 
BS43 81226.305 3280371.944 
BS44 53034.713 3275995.609 





















































Lo29 transformation results 
•••• "·Coordinates on WGS84 Lo28 .. • .. • .. 
name y x 
1'039 -110067.704 329 1732.723 
1'038 8948 .950 3379950.689 
1'036 23950.555 3374690.002 
1'035 - 174 13.38 1 3374203.070 
1'03 1 -1672.255 3340787.268 
1'030 -38554.884 3336125.087 
1'027 -106555.00833170 14.9 19 
1'026 - 13183.755 33 12788.902 
1'024 -95386.399 3296336.444 
1'023 -533 16.733 3296428.243 
1'022 7659.287 32902 16.944 
1'021 -\07777.496 3291220.626 
1'0 16 -95970.188 3257 107.770 
1'013 -144070.3303248519. 149 
1'0 12 -68544.504 3233408.078 
PO 11 -25171.463 3224 171.424 
1'010 -129591.902 3220363.060 
1'009 2 1954.636 3211943.386 
1'008 -42525 .047 3207365.111 
1'007 -113758.082 32 10020.912 
1'006 -14098.097 3195479.202 
1'004 -85143.558 3 184382.809 
1'003 -85263.394 3184335.460 
P002 -66426.414 3171556.248 
POO l -66728.283 3171423.697 
S076 -66776.089 332849 1.457 
S075 -47350.698 3262885.93 1 
S074 -22454. 11 4 3260750.988 
S073 -27303.538 3188646.400 
S070 -1099.788 3 199474.669 
S069 -3390.421 3216492.131 
S068 26543.715 32 17401.048 
S066 10 143.857 3249007.947 
S062 18717.8633222404.917 
S057 12229.3003205 160.148 
S056 4979.785 32 12233.365 
S054 5896.021 3221574.572 
S052 31910.92 1 3233325 .901 
S05 I 17468.095 3238028.142 
S03 1 - \08762.833 3269069.642 
S030 -100 184. 163 3277707.113 
S029 -90204.040 3266426.973 
S028 -84 142.922 3275032.206 
S026 -60801.662 3277361.654 
S025 -68673.033 3283526.654 
S024 -83691.342 3285367.553 
S023 -81334.467 3295624.416 
S022 -63862.539 3294997.774 
S021 -81379.280 3309496. 140 
S020 -69585.541 33 12388.434 
SO 19 -56308.606 33 10785.597 
S0 18 -55210. 190332 11 70.26 1 
SO 17 -5444 1. 724 3333856.87 1 
S016 -34599.2173333473.047 
SO 15 -35027.392 33 15963.770 
SO 14 -43858. 175 3320359.385 
S0 13 -24670.637 3320507.532 
SO 12 -2 1762.077 3332370.436 
SO li -7850.778 3322591.736 
50 10 -10798.527 33324 14.912 
S009 -3338.536 3358774.965 
S008 850 1.11 23326 103.447 
S007 16884.084 3337573.882 
S006 10281.705 3351690. 113 
S005 19999.295 3347455.454 
T132 26585.489 3363027. 166 
T13 1 20248. 18733576 14.810 
T 130 -66234.207 333 1844.538 
T 129 31657.6 123365578.044 
T 128 -94219.07 1 3239277.335 
T 127 -103494.689 3238449.526 
T126 -104088.303 32454 13.646 
T 125 -58320.359 3183768.008 
T124 -55643.496 32 15804.84 1 
Tl23 -49146.396 32 128 12.435 
T122 -50655.03 1 3207805.341 
T12 1 -56825.095 3209206.579 
T120 -52200.994 3204 141.985 
T119 -54703.999 31960 17.620 
1'11 8 -51843.400 3195402.565 
T117 -59178.98 1 3196592.618 
1' 11 6 -5332 1.716 3187471.883 
T115 -52646. 106 3187039.390 
1'114 -47225.8 11 3183777.990 
T113 -5 10 15.9043 17960 1.690 
T 11 2 -543 13.2753175946.389 
1'111 -436 13.3 13 3 171915.275 
1'11 0 -54238.536 3168375.003 
1'109 -58287.595 3 168668.244 
1'108 -62361.477 3 1650 11.0 15 
1'107 -39587.851 3 192985.329 
1'106 -57987.802 3201 120.394 
1'105 -44556.034 32 19880.388 
1'104 -62355.191 3215634.6 17 
1'103 -67686.043 3189582.868 
Tl02 -56034.5 173 186875.924 
TIOI -51920.6483 175 123.883 
TIOO -54408.549 32 19862.509 
T098 -7 1635.583 3253858.80 1 
T097 -45848.949 3250041.749 
T096 -7530 1.565 3266857.354 
T095 -50493.773 3276200.321 
T094 -368 16.060 3279 107.800 
T093 -22576.260 3252339.661 
T092 -2 19 12.523 327 1852.851 
T089 -255 17.963 3 183652.269 
T088 -23703.3 11 3181104.161 
T087 -19369.151 31 83184.14 1 
T084 -7879.382 3 190924.352 
T083 -6995.1623 193899.917 
T082 4819.7043197837.830 
T08 1 6 109.748 3202275.925 
T080 17805.26 1 3204003.890 
T079 2265 8.0983204 197.11 2 
T078 23945.752 3206339.873 
T077 23383 .916 3227 138.414 
T076 28442.9 17 3225577.664 
"U" Coord inates on WGS84 Lo29 ..... "'. 
name y x 
P039 -13321.371 3290940.784 
P038 104915.254 3380 193.39 1 
P036 119965.609 3375065.362 
P035 78601.358 3374212.028 
P031 94638.387 3340934.942 
P030 57794.690 3335949.364 
P027 -10029.255 33 16247.622 
P026 83370.660 33 12835.705 
P024 1316.188 3295670.680 
P023 43379.282 3296 127. 165 
P022 1044 11.817 3290444.3 13 
P02 1 -1 1027.405 3290448.633 
POl6 1070.663 3256444.909 
POl 3 -46939.210 3247446.569 
POl2 28694.306 3232983.645 
POll 72 144.695 32241 16.802 
POlO -32227.373 32 19422.325 
P009 119379.502 32 12288 .3 11 
P008 54933.287 3207164.281 
P007 -16311.505 32092 17.096 
P006 83461.557 3 195518.865 
P004 125 12.259 3 183825.661 
P003 12392.842 3 183777.3 14 
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32 15492. 178 
T123 48265.986 3212555.1 17 
T122 46799.783 3207535.7 17 
T121 406 18. 177 3208884.6 19 
T120 45284.851 3203859.645 
T1I9 42850.526 3 95714.977 
T1I8 45716.172 3 95 124.093 
T 1I 7 38370.972 3 96252.188 
T1I6 44304.682 3 87 181.749 
T1I5 44983.897 3 86754.980 
T1I4 5043 1.406 3 83539.432 
T1I3 46676.495 3 7933 1.69 1 
T1I2 43409.92 1 3 75649. 102 
T 1I1 54143.307 3 71707.974 
TlIO 43548.039 3 68079.119 
T109 39496.76 1 3 68338.466 
T108 35453.742 3 64647.614 
T107 5799 1.823 3 92810.309 
T 106 39523.877 3200789.50 1 
T105 52796.306 32 19661.387 
T 104 35034.046 32 15265.083 
T 103 29923.670 3 189 171.669 
T102 4 1597.034 3 186563.043 
T101 45809.329 3 174846.728 
TlOO 42944.293 32 19559.895 
T098 25428.886 3253405.077 
T097 5 1246.36 1 3249809.276 
T096 2 165 1.824 3266370.226 
T095 46376.986 3275925.628 
T094 60029.377 3278950.853 
T093 74499.704 3252306.330 
T092 74995.884 327 1824.700 
T089 72 140.522 3 183596.068 
T088 73976.656 3181063.278 
T087 78293.59 1 3 183 179.602 
T084 89719. 166 3 19 101 6.396 
T083 90578.408 3193999.438 
T082 102361.369 3198037.062 
T081 103614. 11 4 3202486.228 
T080 11 5296.654 3204313. 109 
T079 120 148.6 15 3204547.36 1 
T078 12 141 8.363 320670 1.1 88 
T077 120680.033 3227496.7 16 
T076 125753. 146 3225978.856 
» 
SpreadsheeUUTM.m results 
The Transverse Mercator and Universal Transverse Mercator results from Excel 
sp d h Th r d' d· 23' ··1 I rea S eet. e n)gram Isle In appen IX . ~ gIves s lim ar resu ts. 





Iv Av. ht toT Scalecorr Clevelcorr Combined 
0 1500 0 0 -0.236 -0.236 
10000 1500 0.025529 0.001238 -0.236 -0.23476 
20000 1500 0.051057 0.004951 -0.236 -0.23105 
30000 1500 0.076586 0.011139 -0.236 -0.22486 
40000 1600 0.102115 0.019803 -0.25173 -0.23193 
50000 1700 0.127643 0.030942 -0.26746 -0.23652 
60000 1700 0.153172 0.044556 -0.26746 -0.22291 
70000 1900 0.178701 0.060645 -0.29893 -0.23828 
80000 2000 0.204229 0.07921 -0.31466 -0.23545 
90000 2000 0.229758 0.100251 -0.31466 -0.21441 
100000 2200 0.255286 0.123766 -0.34613 -0.22236 
110000 2000 0.280815 0.149757 -0.31466 -0.16491 
120000 2500 0.306344 0.178223 -0.39333 -0.21511 
130000 2750 0.331872 0.209165 -0.43266 -0.2235 
140000 2750 0.357401 0.242582 -0.43266 -0.19008 
150000 2250 0.38293 0.276474 -0.354 -0.07552 
160000 2000 0.408458 0.316642 -0.31466 0.002178 
170000 2000 0.433987 0.357684 -0.31466 0.043021 
180000 2500 0.459516 0.401003 -0.39333 0.007674 
190000 2750 0.485044 0.446796 -0.43266 0.014134 
200000 2900 0.510573 0.495065 -0.45626 0.038803 
210000 3000 0.536102 0.545809 -0.47199 0.073814 
220000 3400 0.56163 0.599029 -0.53493 0.064101 
230000 3300 0.587159 0.654723 -0.51919 0.135529 
240000 3400 0.612687 0.712894 -0.53493 0.177966 
Table 4.IA ... TM Projection corrections on L027 





YfromLo27 Av. ht toT Scalecorr clevelcorr Combined 
0 1500 -0.24967 0.118380436 -0.235997483 -0.117617046 
10000 1500 -0.22414 0.095409421 -0.235997483 -0.140588062 
20000 1500 -0.19861 0.07491373 -0.235997483 -0.161083753 
30000 1500 -0.17308 0.056893364 -0.235997483 -0.179104119 
40000 1600 -0.14755 0.041348323 -0.251730648 -0.210382325 
50000 1700 -0.12202 0.028278608 -0.267463814 -0.239185206 
60000 1700 -0.09649 0.017684217 -0.267463814 -0.249779597 
70000 1900 -0.07096 0.009565151 -0.298930145 -0.289364994 
80000 2000 -0.04544 0.00392141 -0.31466331 -0.3107419 
90000 2000 -0.01991 0.000752994 -0.31466331 -0.313910316 
100000 2200 0.00561 5.99029E-05 -0.346129641 -0.346069738 
110000 2000 0.03114 0.001842137 -0.31466331 -0.312821173 
120000 2500 0.05667 0.006099696 -0.393329138 -0.387229442 
130000 2750 0.08220 0.01283258 -0.432662052 -0.419829472 
140000 2750 0.10773 0.022040789 -0.432662052 -0.410621263 
150000 2250 0.13325 0.033724322 -0.353996224 -0.320271902 
160000 2000 0.15878 0.047883181 -0.31466331 -0.266780129 
170000 2000 0.18431 0.064517365 -0.31466331 -0.250145945 
180000 2500 0.20984 0.083626874 -0.393329138 -0.309702264 
190000 2750 0.23537 0.105211708 -0.432662052 -0.327450344 
200000 2900 0.26090 0.129271866 -0.4562618 -0.326989934 
210000 3000 0.28643 0 .15580735 -0.471994965 -0.316187615 
220000 3400 0.31196 0.184818159 -0.534927627 -0.350109469 
230000 3300 0.33748 0.216304292 -0.519194462 -0.30289017 
240000 3400 0.36301 0.250265751 -0.534927627 -0.284661877 
Table 4.18 .. , TM Projection corrections on Lo28 





YfromLo27 Av. ht t-T Scalecorr clevelcorr Combined 
0 1500 -0.49934 0.473522 -0.236 0.237524 
10000 1500 -0.47381 0.426342 -0.236 0.190345 
20000 1500 -0.44828 0.381638 -0.236 0.14564 
30000 1500 -0.42275 0.339409 -0.236 0.103411 
40000 1600 -0.39723 0.299655 -0.25173 0.047924 
50000 1700 -0.3717 0.262377 -0.26746 -0.00509 
60000 1700 -0.34617 0.227573 -0.26746 -0.03989 
70000 1900 -0.32064 0.195246 -0.29893 -0.10368 
80000 2000 -0.29511 0.165393 -0.31466 -0.14927 
90000 2000 -0.26958 0.138016 -0.31466 -0.17665 
100000 2200 -0.24405 0.113114 -0.34613 -0.23302 
110000 2000 -0.21853 0.090688 -0.31466 -0.22398 
120000 2500 -0.193 0.070737 -0.39333 -0.32259 
130000 2750 -0.16747 0.053261 -0.43266 -0.3794 
140000 2750 -0.14194 0.038261 -0.43266 -0.3944 
150000 2250 -0.11641 0.025735 -0.354 -0.32826 
160000 2000 -0.09088 0.015686 -0.31466 -0.29898 
170000 2000 -0.06535 0.008111 -0.31466 -0.30655 
180000 2500 -0.03982 0.003012 -0.39333 -0.39032 
190000 2750 -0.0143 0.000388 -0.43266 -0.43227 
200000 2900 0.011233 0.00024 -0.45626 -0.45602 
210000 3000 0.036761 0.002566 -0.47199 -0.46943 
220000 3400 0.06229 0.007369 -0.53493 -0.52756 
230000 3300 0.087819 0.014646 -0.51919 -0.50455 
240000 3400 0.113347 0.024399 -0.53493 -0.51053 
Table 4.IC ... TM Projection corrections on L029 





y Av. ht t-T Scalecorr Clevelcorr Combined 
0 1500 0 -0.4 -0.236 -0.636 
10000 1500 0.025529 -0.39876 -0.236 -0.63476 
20000 1500 0.051057 -0.39505 -0.236 -0.63105 
30000 1500 0.076586 -0.38887 -0.236 -0.62486 
40000 1600 0.102115 -0.38021 -0.25173 -0.63194 
50000 1700 0.127643 -0.36907 -0.26746 -0.63653 
60000 1700 0.153172 -0.35546 -0.26746 -0.62293 
70000 1900 0.178701 -0.33938 -0.29893 -0.63831 
80000 2000 0.204229 -0.32082 -0.31466 -0.63548 
90000 2000 0.229758 -0.29979 -0.31 466 -0.61445 
100000 2200 0.255286 -0.27628 -0.34613 -0.62241 
11 0000 2000 0.280815 -0.2503 -0.31466 -0.56497 
120000 2500 0.306344 -0.22185 -0.39333 -0.61518 
130000 2750 0.331872 -0.19092 -0.43266 -0.62358 
140000 2750 0.357401 -0.15752 -0.43266 -0.59018 
150000 2250 0.38293 -0.12164 -0354 -0.47563 
160000 2000 0.408458 -0.08329 -0.31466 -0.39795 
170000 2000 0.433987 -0.04246 -0.31466 -0.35712 
180000 2500 0.459516 0.000642 -0.39333 -0.39249 
190000 2750 0.485044 0.046617 -0.43266 -0.38604 
200000 2900 0.510573 0.094867 -0.45626 -0.36139 
210000 3000 0.536102 0.145591 -0.47199 -0.3264 
220000 3400 0.56163 0.198789 -0.53493 -0.33614 
230000 3300 0.587159 0.254462 -0.51919 -0.26473 
240000 3400 0.612687 0.312608 -0.53493 -0.22232 
Table 4.ID ... UTM Projection corrections on Lo27 
Appendix (5) Height tables and calculations 
computations relating to height 
The fo llowing articles arc included in thi s section: 
Table fo r the calibration points fo r the improved geo id 
Table of Geoid Model 1993 va lues along 30°5 parall el 
Jcfferys' heights and correct ions 
LHWP he ight va lues 
LHWP sample of deri vation of heights . 
Tables of geoid profile deriviations 
a= Ellipsoidal height WGS84 
b=Geo id separation according 10 calibrated geoid mode l 
c=Approximate orthometric height 
d=Discrepancy 
e=Published orthometric height 
Various points countrywide 
sIn a b c d e 
DAMA 1980.527 35.221 1945 .306 -0 .122 1945.184 DAMAscus 
BM03 2010 .664 35.436 1975 .22 8 0 .182 1975 .41 MONOntsa 
XZ32 1669 .16 34045 1635 .115 -0 .067 1635.048 IX Z 32 
BT82 1670 .88 33.737 1637 .143 -0 .071 1637 .193 
G151 1864.609 35 .936 1828.673 -0.053 1828 .602 MOTEng 
AG41 2845 .285 36.61 2808 .675 2808 .622 IX AG 41 
BT76 1697.377 33.421 1663 .956 1664.944 
FBM4 1583.783 33 .049 1550.734 0 .282 1552.735 MASERU 
BS61 1980.055 34 .344 1945 .711 0.07 194 5 .993 
M 114 2290 .821 37.877 2252.944 0 .211 2254.014 IXAM 114 
BM64 2201 .543 38 .07 2163 .473 0 .035 2163.684 IX AR 64 
MATl 2170 .075 37 .718 2132.357 -0. 136 2132.392 SESHote 
M305 1633.144 33 .845 1599.299 -0 .158 1599 .163 DOS 3/5 
G45 1 2252.604 37 .409 2215 .195 0.436 22 15 .037 MANTsonya 
G461 2254 .745 37 .919 22 16 .826 0 .19 2217.261 thaba-TSEK 
FBMM 1972.079 36.871 1935 .208 0.051 1935.398 FBM Mashai 
M209 1694.825 34.054 1660.771 0 .101 1660.822 DOS 2/9 
M121 1645.68 34.061 1611 .619 0.077 1611 .719 DO$1I21 
G512 1681.852 34.08 1647.772 -0 .15 1647.849 S ILOoe 
BM11 1738.904 36 .142 1702.762 -0.283 1702.612 Matebeng 
G611 1592.565 34. 47 1558 .095 -0.348 1557.8 12 MOHAlesho 
BM25 2050.695 35 .295 2015 .4 20 15.052 Tsoelik e 
Traverse a long the LHWP tunnel route 
1001 214 1.294 37.547 2103 .747 0 .04 1 2 103 .788 
VS 1 1 2093.325 37.531 2055.794 0 .08 2055 .874 
VS22 2205 .039 37.478 2167 .561 0.122 2 167.683 
POOl 2227.075 37.423 2189.652 0 .133 2 189 .785 
VS33 2299 .7 14 37 .315 2262.399 -0 .086 2262.313 
H00 3 1985 .548 36 .596 1948.952 -0.159 1948.793 
KT06 2371 .826 36.601 2335 .225 -0 .204 2335 .02 1 
M006 1918.154 36.038 1882.116 -0 .017 1882 .099 
M001 1852 .8 18 35 .99 1 1816.827 -0 .015 1816.812 
HL01 1814 .999 35.89 1779. 10 9 -0.019 1779 .09 
N002 1840.001 35.618 1804.383 -0 .1 1804 .283 
C004 1725.877 35.35 1690 .527 -0 .075 1690.452 
Calibration points for the improved geoid (Merminod (1993» 














0 .055 102.8445 
0.06 112.194 
0 .065 121 .5435 
0.07 130.893 
0 .075 140.2425 
0.08 149.592 





0 .11 205.689 
0.115 215.0385 
0 .12 224.388 
0.125 233.7375 
Distance GEOID height 






















































Geoid Model 1993 values along 30°8 parallel 
Al 
LEYELL IN6 DATA I CORRECTED HE I6HT5 
••••• t ••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••• 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
!. BENCH l' !ITUDE lDN6ilUDE LEVElLED GRAVITY DYHA!IC OIHHOI'I NORMl 
MP.r. .. HEIGHT! . ) (1I 111ga151 HEI GHT! , ) HEIGHT (11 HEIGHT (. 1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sectiun 1: bstell - IIonantsa 
ltul -2t . 30H07 28.7eeeS5 f697 .4514 9187]2 . 09 
llU1 -ZC.311389 28.711667 167t . 9158 978726.84 167'.9151 161' .9171 167&. 921 5 
BUS .?t. l275" 28,709167 1688.74411 97871 4.85 IMB. 745 4 1688 . Hl6 1688.7411 
lliJ: -2L l H 722 2B.71Un 1711.6316 978720.12 1711. bHl 1711.b2c~ 1711.b2bb 
I1U~ -~.3S8~S~ 28. i Sb'H' 112~ . 1165 978i21.&& muw mum 1720.110 
I1 UII -It.mm 2B.7&19U IbB@ .D623 978719.73 1681.6611 1681.6651 1681.61&8 
!IU12 -zt.lBb189 28 . 1&1555 1 bb5. 9259 97873 4. 71 1665.6254 16b5 . 927 e lb65.e292 
II UI 4 -2~. 4 9H 4~ 2B.b91944 16B3.5~7 4 978733.63 1683. 5981:1 16Bl.5%1 I 68U9)4 
Iru17 -?t. ~ UB8q 28 . b91l89 1715.1295 978127 . '11 1715.1215 1715 . 1181 1715.1138 
IX UIB -2~. 4233!·1 28.mm Ib16.8571 9781:\5.93 167&.85&9 1b76. 80~' 1676.8b54 
11U2tl -1t. 439Ibi 28.698i56 168i.19 48 978714.64 168'.1949 168e.l94'S 1689.l946 
j JU21 -2£ .4un8 28.691944 Ib86. 6622 978734. 75 1686.6624 J686.6b:7 168o.66e9 
IIU2l -2i.462511 28.681667 1697. 6161 978734 . M 1697. 6165 1697.6151 1697.6117 
I JU25 -2L 478333 28.687178 181 7. 4951 976716 .79 18 17. 4981 IBll.4a6~ 181 7. wn 
! ! tl 1~ -2€.4geSSf. 28.696189 1848.5498 'H87f~ . 91 1848.5599 1848.5C: 1848 . S 4 ~9 
i I l': & -" . 5Iem lB.bS5B33 171 4. 424 b 978i2i .99 1714 .4 227 1734.4335 1714.4HQ 
llun -2>.496944 28 . 71t6ee 1715.6&81 978718.61 1115.6618 1715.6191 1715.6124 
II U14 -2tl . 4geaee 28.717222 mum 97B723.79 1733.5841 1733.582~ 1733 . 519b 
IIU3b -2&.5eeS31 28.718889 1776.8691 9787 14 .32 1776 .878S 1776.86b4 1776. 86&e 
IJU18 -2E.512221 28.731889 1871. 978b 918695. 62 1871.9791 1871.9711 187t.956f11 
f1 U4& -28.521889 28. 7375ee 1891. 4(176 978691 .8e Im. 4175 189~. 4 1!5c 189 2. 48~; 
[ I U4l -2E.531944 28.7'l1718 189b.149b 978091.21 189b. :WI6 IB96.3491 1896. J487 
llU46 -2ti .5441 b7 28.715555 1871.1448 979699.51 1871.1449 1871. 14b~ 18 7 1.1~6 
fM& lb -2~ . Sb8eee 28.7175118 1959.2555 978682 .06 1959.2541 1959.1482 1959.2151 
Section 1: "or,antS i • Pelanl'nq 
B"~ y -2£. 58eS55 29.69~lbl 2219. b799 978611.7 4 2119 . 6688 2219 . 65b~ 2219 .6176 
BtI" -~.5CjI944 28 .683855 1e3~.8412 918678.88 2t139.8see 2e3'? e~"~ 2&39.88H 
8~d -1t.5183~} 28.6601111 1973.910& 97806457 19n.9275 197j . ~11' 1971.'HI4 
&/,., -1£ .59758& 2e.62ii~S5 1989. 2519 9766g:>.88 1989.2571 1989.2St.: 1989 . 2544 
rsl'o 13 • -2E.6175e~ 28.596111 21U 7. 8546 978684. 56 2817.e542 2817.I:m 2117.8482 
81".1 4 -2'£. bl8331 28.587718 1965. geU 918 b95.91 1965. 9MB '965. 9'E~ 1905 . 9158 
&~:7 -1E.632222 28 . ~75813 1946. 3765 97871!1.82 194b. 17bS 1946.178:' 1946. 3888 
~;'; -~ .b475e& 28.5809 44 283b. 4129 916685.59 2610. 4\14 2tlb. U S: 2e~6 . 1928 
~I'\~~ 
\ 
-2~ . b59Ib7 2B.6~3611 mU672 978656. 6b mum m&.3541 2188.3342 
1I".:!8 -~.651!611 18.61l1l1 mUIl9 979582.66 2S5UBlS 255~. 9nq 2558 . 9221 
1";3 - 2E.678278 2B . 6Udll _ 1771.2856 97851tul 1771.2543 2711.2687 1771.2292 
8f'.: ' -1£.6609444 28.641778 2895.6782 978512.21 1895.6Sb6 2895.660;9 2895.0452 
IIM I -2 t.o81b!! 28.b18bll 27b8 . 7~93 978538 .66 27bum m8.7241 2708.7411 
81144 -2i.695m 28 .634166 2728.6148 978541. &4 2728.62e4 2728.bI88 2728.6245 
BI'H - lU22778 2fI. 6261 11 264 1.2 m 9785b'. 38 2641. 228 4 2641.2255 26 41 .2181 
n~~ -2lO. mm 28.6175&1 2616.7b59 978562.81 2616.7694 1616.7687 2616 . 772 4 
B · ~ • .. -2E. i59833 28.6191 67 2S6e.84es 978569.81 2SH.8485 2568. 8H 1 2569.8558 
Ir.ilf: -2E . n llll 2B.b2e555 2485 .m4 978577.4' 2485.8UI 2485.8!8t 2485.85e8 
81\:.2 -25.78&811 28.626278 2st7.5861 978518.51 2587.5835 2587 . 581~ 2St7.58il 
Btl64 -2E .7geee& 2B . b87778 2432.9&,5 9!8584. 18 243U159 2432.9145 2411 . n7l 
8"'65 -2E.799166 28.618555 2428.9H8 978584.24 2428. 9762 242{1. 9761 2421.9781 
BtI" -".mm 211 . 6125&1 2418.9455 978584.17 2488.9469 2468 . 946e 2418.9489 
Bp. : 1 -26.628&55 28 . 617122 2421.5813 978579.71 24~I.S818 2421.5821 2421.5797 
81<74 -28.843855 28 .592566 2332.7454 mm.e8 mum mum mU7!7 
FI!'13 -2!' . 859722 2fI.597588 2111.6l2S 978681.19 2m.6145 2313. 6344 lllum 
I!!S5 -2&.879444 28.579167 2167.4"6 978611.16 2267.415(1 2267.4152 226um 
B""I -2!'.897778 211. 568889 2381. 7211 97Bw.i.58 2l11. 7111 23tl. 71'1'/ ntl.m. 
-= . 
CORtlESPONDllOG j(]iIT I3l[tTlONS 
.t •• t •• t •• tt.t ... ~ ..... t1.tt 
HEl6lil DAlU" n Ul = 1697.4514 • 
GR AVITY CONSTANT: 6~ •• ~ ; 9787ee.e 'Q al~ 
---------------------------------,,--------------------- -------------------.. _-------------------------
BENCH DYNAPlIC OP.1HOfl 1I 0Rl'l iI~ HEl6+f1 ArllIf.l.A1£D ACClll\Ul ATED ACClll\UlAIED 
!tARI CORRN CORR' CORR' DIF' '\'IWII[ CORF. OR1HO' CORP IWRPl Al (ORR 
._---_._._------------_.-----------_.'.----------. __ .---. _._--_.'._--------------------_.--.-.. -----------
, 
Sed i on I : \::pstio]J - ~'h.i 
1ILJ3 - . eeBb b3 .lIiI1936 .&e!;Ul -2b.ffi -."Bbb} .861936 •• 857&7 
nU5 .ee8471 -. " 1297 -.983838 11 . 81'J! -.... 193 . "6&19 ."1869 
IIU7 .608526 -. 66 16Bb -. e~. 961 22 .8IU.i ... el13 -.1181(147 - . 66 36'11 
n U9 .lIet: 1B - .eeBbll -.e~ 184S 8.484\ . te~512 -.&61678 -.&;49 36 
nUll -.&111643 .itl!ib • &~S~t5 -3U~ -.HIm .eel22B . 8815t.~ 
nUl2 -.eeeS23 •• elm • ge3346 - 15.6lM -~"1'54 .e'2361 .'86915 
lJUI4 .888M9 - . 891347 -.e8396~ 1 8.S71~ -.... 4e~ ."liTS .982951 
I IUI7 . 88&991 -.9t.2311 - .8ebH3 11.5!3i _566 -.ee!3f!6 - . ee3 7~7 
lIUIB -.HI138 .&42811 ••• 8211 - 38 . 261"1 -._15 .HIS85 .184414 
1 JUle . e8e1 2b -."e257 -.ep.e ibt 3.ml -_~19 .&91248 .8e3b5~ 
IIU21 .8e9222 -.8e&4 57 -. " 1349 6 . 26~ - .... ]97 ... e791 . e8 21 ~b 
lIU1) .8a8 3S& - •• hee3 - . iil l5: 16.953'l .liiIflJl - . 88et I2 -."8947 
II U25 ."2777 -.869127 - . 82111 21 119.B79I ."2868 -.tt9139 - . 82blb7 
IIU2b •• U232 -.e814bb -.8&6918 31._ ."11~1 -.e11685 · .mm 
IlUl& -. '&1 861 • 86S8S7 .8r..2b1 -114.J25I •• I1U -."'748 -."7822 
IIUll -.e&fl5H .a81 4eo .8eH11I -IS. Btill .MtlO96 - •• eU4] - •• 83693 
IIU14 ... e481 - . e81143 -.t8397i 17. ~l'5l •• 1177 -.8"MS - . 887b7t 
IIUl6 .eees4! -. 183]91 -.a89b9 1 4l.2Blli .tele:?f -. 885976 - .l l7lOl 
IlU38 .8&*483 -. eelSI7 -. 121 761 95. 1N9 .te25.1 -.81l4'B -.e198b8 
II UU - .• 8~ nl -. 88ll1bb -•• e47 ~e 21.41W ." 2312 - .815159 - . '43797 
IIUU - . 88el le -.ee~l21 -. ate'l J 3.9120 •• 1142 -.815481 -.84471' 
1104 11 •• ea e9 , . " 2e57 • eessee -25.M ."2435 -. 81 342S -.8389 18 
FB"elb -.8i1&8&5 -.&87316 -.82e4 11 88.11'1 ."J611 -."enb -. 8S 9323 
Sectlon 2: PIonomts.; • f'HilIf'ns 
B" e9 -.'IIDI - . e23573 -.8b2:" 211' .4244 -.~It - . H4let -.121621 
8"tH • tfl877 I .• lbS92 .& 43IBb -179. 831} -.... 131 -.827116 -.'78415 
8"el . (l II _eo . 865nl .8 I S~7 • -115.91:-;:) _tMi bt -.121985 - . e6l~U 
B,e ~ .(lee244 ~ . 8eI3111 ~. 883532 IS. JJ!' .18f51b -. 823~82 - .6obsn 
:i\ -.eeilHe ~. 8e2. 12 -.ebb3~7 27.1%1 .""bB -.825714 -.672' S~ B'I •• le518 .884413 .'11539 -51.151) .... 578 -.821381 -.'bI412 
8" :7 .8eee 11 .8t1655 .8M341 -1I.mt ._e<> -.'1964b - . '57(P, 
Bll1~ -. 81 851 4 -.187767 ·.82i1092 'le. elM .. . UIlS · .827H l -.@ PI62 
fmn - .ee424] '.'1l149 -.enli3t IU. 'r'A) -.*192 -. I4ISbl -.1111192 
B'28 -.13i1Ub -.e:!-79Bb -.8891168 m.6441 -._.e - .• 785. 1 - . 199869 
&1'I3l - .831124 '. 8253911 - .eSb174 22e.m -.t6'Sn' -. 181943 -.2511233 
Brm ·.122Ibb - . 8IS271 - .e1~9SB 121.l92i •• tB&~; - . 11921 4 - . 289221 
81141 . ~ 22b~1 . 81 ~see .e31lS9 -12b. ~bEi -.W.~H7 '. Je1b!4 -.255431 
8N41 ."b4 3~ . 89477S . 91eS24 -48.~ --~,,~ '.198651 - .1449t9 
BI'I 49 .1138b4 .m166 •• 22978 -B7.3ffi -.145944 ·.mm - . 221911 
fBIt ] .U3459 .le27B5 . eeM1!5 -24. 449( -.M2487 - .88591£1 - . 21S H 6 
BItSb .ee7ob2 .• 86272 .elseel -55.9~ -.'lta2~ '. 879bJ~ -.2geH o 
81\08 .te97 1b .8882&& . 828437 -7S.IlJIM -. '25189 -.'71415 - . I Bell1l9 
.1\112 - .882881 -.&e2353 - .1868n 21.mI - .'21918 -.873789 -.I B6e36 
81\b4 .1&9359 .887992 .8]888a '71.'''' -_'l~SI -.'65796 - . l b51311 
BMS .le1412 .1812'S5 ."3329 -11. 'nO , •• nIl9 -.'6454i -.161 9607 
8"6e .1&14 21 ."1259 .• eme -12. 82'13 -.'IS71o - .B632B) -.15B517 
81'.11 -.eeI521 -.etI322 - . " 3684 J2.IDI -. 'Inu -. 1b468b - .16] 121 
81174 •• 18885 .189149 •• 25311 -BB. 837< • ... 1156 -. 8554 57 -. ])6777 
FB"3 .181961 .891924 .MS429 -11. 1119 -.M519b -.t53m -.131348 
BI'IB5 ."4431 .i84~7 .ln124 -46.22lt -.... 7. 5 -. 148946 - .lIe214 
l 
B091 - •• mJ2 -. 88n9b -."~749 31.= -.. tt39n - .1'52342 -.12797] 
IM5 .-.... 279 -."'298 • .... 819 2.'if1l -.tM256 -.'52632 -.128802 .. 
~ 
BENCH MARK HEIGHT LIST 
--------------------------
THl.AKA - OXOOlJ 
... 
a,M.Ho. OYHAMIC ORTIIDMETRIC 
------ - ---------------------------_. 
lXAG 7 1794.907 1794 .848 
lXAG 8 179\.7Jl 1791.673 
IXAG 9 1868.896 1868.836 
lXAG10 1924.800 1924.738 
IXAG11 1937.168 1937.101 
lXAG12 1932.184 1932.120 
IXAG13 1911.642 1911.178 
IXAb14 1922.816 1922.710 
lXAG11 1884.382 1884.311 
lXAGI6 1841 .216 1841.148 
lXAG17 1843.247 1843 . 179 
lXAGI8 1843 .936 1843.868 
IXAG19 1914.863 1914.794 
lXAG20 1924.270 1924.200 
lXAG21 1909.704 1909.6JJ 
lXAG22 1904.717 1904.681 
IXAb2J 1920. 282 1920 . 208 
IXAG24 1924.120 1924.446 
IXAG21j 1948.862 1948.787 
IXAb26 1994.)22 1994.246 
lXAG27 2046.264 2046.187 
lXAG28 2082.142 2082.064 
lXAG29 2081.387 2081.309 
lXAG30 2086.240 2086.162 
IXAbJ1 2109.007 2108.928 
lXAG32 21J2.8Jl 2112.711 
lXAG3J 2197.370 2197.288 
IXAGJ4 2286.308 2286.226 
~ lXAG31 2362.9lJ 2362.830 
I lXAG36 2414.911 2414.827 
lXAG37 2498.418 2498 . 373 
IXAGJS 2572 . 774 2172.688 
lXAG39 2640.\08 2640 . '20 
1XAG40 2708.6Jl 2708.143 
1XAG41 2808.711 2808.622 
lXAG42 2809 . 124 2809.0JI 
IXAb4J 2808.227 2808.lJ8 
lXAG44 2802.629 2802.5)9 
lXAG41 277\.814 2771.763 
1XAG46 2715.068 2714.976 
lXAG47 2712.4011 2712.308 
1XAb48 2639.610 2639 .\\6 
en 12 2616.634 2616 .m 
. . 
•. ",-,.,.&;...0...,&'4-;'; *et$2"""" ,.J.. ...... i..'c _ _ --. 
~I. 
1. JL Jr€y" 
PRECISE LEVELLING . RE OUCTIONS 
LEVELLERS : {I f. 1'7, p~~ Ne". LOCALITY: (Eso1 #0 1 
: 
ZiIJ) ;. INSTRUMENT: NI I , J61V4 0 1 7 ~i, ) ROUTE NO : I X 11 G 
t,: STAVES: Sir I; l'l~'7 £~ 1~2"~ ; 5~ 7 l: 1'1"3 < I'H(f 1H(.f/k.A - OxSOlN, 
I,~' 
t· CALl8RAT~N: 0, Hn e~ I' /,0,:)000 8 ~ j 
" 
SUB SECTIONS LeOQlh DIFFERENCES OF LEVEL PROVISIONAL Orlno FINAL 
t UPHILL 8 - DOWNHILL HE IGHTS STAVES I BOOK 8 PG No. 
BM. NJMBER Km 
FORWARD BACKWARD Diff MEAN 8, M. Corrn HEIGHTS ,., .., ,.., 
5laff~s S,~ I Stofi.Uftits I S,U. StaiUJAHs SlolI Units m NUMBER m m m ooove M,St. FORWARD BACKWARD 
~ 
... 
IXII~ 7 J7q41"l~ -00585 17'f '+81 
,I 
I 
>",+1 leA-I I ~ 0, ~oog .; 





/ -t U I 0'" i ISU,S,,£, 
,/ . 0,8 40 tZl, gIBS 'If- -Z't,919 0 '4 0 11,000) .I' Ht 8'H I~IIC , "'D , "0 IS'S B3SS 2. 72. q /1/ na/'rz 
./ ,/ tt, ,t 0 ~ ,/ ~ $t...T1.. , ... h 
IX A~ ~ .. I~A410 0,81 0 l' lb "1" 7'H ,/ Z 7,() /, 2.7)0/'; +S~~ 10'0 .. ~~o 9033 ~o, .. t> ,. ~""19 6ll ' XA~ 10 "'0 0 blo I'Z+ 737, 
I / ~, oc o ~ ,.s&A1. seA\. 
1137, ,'si 
I' 
2.7)0 I, IX~~/O· IX~'II °, 815 +11)'~3 18 ~/~ )'~o /8 -() eut.1 .I +11)' 17 I ~ A~ 11 -0 "30 "37 1 Id. Z7)tJ /5 J 1 
I / 0/0, 00 08 
$<.J t se)" 
",' .t' 
2.73 1J j., 1.7'~!' 1 ~ A ~ 1/ .. I x,q. ~ I '2. °184S' ·4,18S~ ,"0 ttr 1eJ~ 20 ~", 0111 I '" .. ~,181j.~ . I~AG /'2. "32,/S4~ ,,~ 0'4& I' 32 /Zo~ 
fo,ou~e .t' 
;"j1. !.-h-
I I 0/ 
t7)O/IJ 'l-73o /11 (X~G n ... IXA413 01 ~7o +I~ 45S8 zt _I ',4S8~ ~4 ~~,1I0~~ ,. t/\ ~S1J 1~,qG I) IH/, b~ZS .. ~ o~So 1'$1 577S 
I / ./ 
SJ, j..+ , 
+0 I V1i 0 S '" 
/ X A ~ n - 1 ~ A~' Iq. °17b~ -ze 8Z') z, +ze)z~1 Zb t 6 ,IJIlt.t ~ ·z~ nn IXA ~ N "U,8/" "'0 06', I,U,7.5o/ Z 7''-11 () 2.n '/Ir 
,I • rJI S.).I 
I ~' , '""0 S ./ 
'l. 71.,)/7 t' 18S~, 381 ~ 7..72.,/2.0 IxAGI4- IK4~ I~ 0, q 10 .. 38 4)t)· Jrt +38,43 53 34 "0, C,Cllt ,. -3~, 4}53 IxAG ,~. '"0 ~'7o 18 84-) 3J~b . 
0/ / ~ seA 1- >~2 -+., IV 0 g I 
Z7)'/I$, /x4CI$- IXAX/7 1,035 -411373 3~ HI,I3ZZ 3q. ~o, o~ S'I ., ~41 IJ~· I . 1 x4 4 '1 184-3 / 1413 .. ~~Bo 164.3,1713 2.7)0/0" -
I ; 01 
8 g~S f4B H5b l~+ "4B,~410 Z~~ , .. Cl ~'N ftJ.~jn): 
I I . 
. I 
